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ABSTRACT
A Laser Doppler Instrument has been developed for the measure­
ment of vibrations on moving objects. A particular interest has been 
taken in rotating turbine blades.
The technique used is similar to the well-known microwave 
Doppler radar system, but the many elements in an optical counterpart 
have been investigated.
The analysis of the coupling network between photodetector and 
following amplifier, and the optimization of the optical receiver para­
meters such as beam splitting and current gain are amongst the main subjects 
of this work.
The signal and noise performance has been fully specified by means
of a newly proposed Generalized System Noise Figure, F *, which is
s
expressible as a function of a few simple, measurable parameters. Using 
this Noise Figure a comparison between different systems and photodetectors 
such as photomultiplier, p-d-n and avalanche photodiodes, has been carried 
out and in conclusion the avalanche photodiode is recommended.
The minimum measurable vibration velocity depends on the Doppler 
broadening, and the optimum optical arrangement is calculated to minimize 
this effect.
Very closely related to the main work is the analysis of the 
performance of an avalanche photodiode used as an electronic mixer.
The results of measurements in the laboratory prove that it is 
feasible to measure vibrations on moving objects using laser Doppler 
techniques and that the analysis developed satisfactorily describes the 
performance of the system.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION , SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Since the discover of the laser ten years ago considerable 
progress has been made in the development of a number of new lasers and 
new associated techniques such as holography. Regrettably, much less has 
been achieved in the application of lasers, to, for example, commercial 
measuring instruments or communication systems. This desirable objective 
is particularly difficult because it requires the application of the joint 
skills of physicists and electronic and mechanical engineers.
One problem of industrial interest which appeared amenable to an 
elegant solution using a laser system is the measurement of vibrations 
on moving or rotating objects such as turbine blades, where a reliable 
non-contact method is needed. At present, for instance, large power 
generating turbines are not tested under full load conditions and the 
testing of aero engines is both very expensive and possible only under 
the special conditions of the test bed, flight testing is almost 
impossible (l).
The present methods, using strain gauges coupled to slip-rings, or 
transmitters, or magnetic pick-ups, provide only part of the necessary 
information and are not fully satisfactory (2). These methods present 
problems because of the low sensitivity and the tendency of the gauge to 
damp the vibration, as well as the time and cost necessary for the pre­
paration of the measurements which includes dismantling the engine, installing 
strain gauges, slip-rings, wiring, re-assembling, testing and dismantling 
again. For a full test, every blade should have at least one strain gauge, 
so that turbines having several stages and hundreds of blades on each stage
are for practical purposes impossible to test comprehensively.
This thesis describes work done to establish the feasibility 
of an instrument which would overcome the difficulties outlined above 
by measuring the blade vibrations from a remote point using a Doppler 
technique. The method is similar to the well-known microwave Doppler 
radar system (97s 98, 99) but it is only the use of laser wavelengths 
which permits the present application. Because of its very short 
wavelength laser light can be focused to a diffraction limited spot of 
a few microns making it possible to measure the velocities of very small 
targets with excellent spatial resolution. At the same time the Doppler 
frequency shift being five orders of magnitude larger than that of 
microwaves makes it possible to measure very small velocities.
The basic physical processes used in the instrument, such as 
optical mixing, photodetection and frequency discrimination are well 
understood, but the mutual interaction and the relationships between the 
several processes, for example the relationship between Doppler frequency 
and the structure of the scattered light or that of the photodetector with 
respect to the following amplifier, were in many instances completely 
unknown.
The number of problems to be solved is large and covers a very wide 
range of subjects from optics and electronics to mechanics, and a detailed 
analysis of all of them would be inappropriate for a work of this length. 
However, since the objective is to produce a useful instrument, all the 
problems must be understood and are therefore discussed, although only 
the most important ones are subjected to full analysis.
The results of the work are promising and indicate that a workable 
instrument is possible. To develop a complete prototype still more 
work is necessary, and the extension of this work is being supported 
by a grant from the Paul Instrument Fund of the Royal Society.
1.2 SUMMARY
The main subject of this work is the analysis and development
of the Laser Doppler Instrument itself, however, two other subsidiary
subjects have been analysed, being of direct relevance.
(i) The application of an avalanche photodiode
as an electronic mixer
(ii) An assessment of the relative merits of different
types of photodetectors..
Firstly, in Chapter 2 a brief review is given of the Laser
Doppler Theory and Techniques. The nature of Doppler velocity
measurement is explained (2 .1 ) and a short survey of la,sers is given
(2.2). The basic theory of the optical mixing technique and a
description of the problems of the use of scattered light for Doppler
measurements are given (2 .3) and a short summary of the state of art of
photodetectors presented (2.4). Several laser Doppler instruments
measuring velocity and vibrations are described (2 .5) and the reasons for
their unsuitability in the present application explained.
The use of an avalanche photodiode as an elctronic mixer is
proposed (see publications and patent specification in Appendix F) and fully
described in Chapter 3. Apart from the potential importance of the
technique to the instrument, this chapter does not otherwise lie in
the main stream of the thesis.
Some theoretical aspects of the proposed instrument are discussed
in Chapter 4. A short specification is given and the block diagram
explained (4.1). A detailed analysis is given in 4.2 of three inter-
ferometer systems, one of which is original. The interaction between
the photodetectors and following amplifier is analysed in 4.3 where a
simple calculation is provided and the system noise figure F iss
expressed in a novel and useful way as a function of a few simple, 
measurable parameters.
The optimisation of the optical receiver is fully discussed 
in Chapter 4.4. The use of a generalised system parameter Q is 
proposed which enables the optimum beam splitting ratio and the optimum 
photodetector current gain to be conveniently expressed. A further 
new parameter is introduced - the coherent reflectivity loss factor £ - 
which enables a full description to be given of the effect of the target 
and its interaction with the optics.
A generalised System Noise Figure, F * is proposed in Chapter 4.5.s
This fully specifies the signal-to-noise performance of the optical 
receiver compared with an ideal one. Using this parameter a comparison 
between different systems and photodetectors is carried out.
An analysis of the error of measurements and the limiting instrument 
sensitivity are presented in Chapter 4.6, where the dependance of minimum 
measurable velocity on the SNR and the Doppler broadening are given.
The design and construction of the instrument is given in 
Chapter 5 using the results of Chapters 2 and 4. Three different systems: 
single frequency, wide frequency range and mixing using an avalanche 
photodiode are described (5.2), the interferometer arrangement discussed, 
problems of optical alignment summarised and the parameters of the 
transmitting-receiving optics calculated (5.3). Photomultiplier, p-i-n 
and avalanche photodiodes systems are described and their noise figures 
calculated, showing photodetector preferences. The design of the basic 
electronics is explained and its performance is given (5.5). The 
construction of the laboratory experimental arrangement is described in 
Chapter 5*6.
The instrument’s performance is described in Chapter 6. Firstly, 
the performance of a photomultiplier is tested and excess noise measured. 
Secondly, the coherent reflectivity loss factor £ is measured for four
-  20 -
targets: aluminium, aluminium oxide, scotchlite and white paper as
functions of angle of incidence and distance from the focal plane, 
and the average value of C for a moving blade calculated. Next, 
the average signal-to-noise ratio at the input to the frequency 
discriminator is measured and compared with calculations using the 
measured value of £ . The difference is given in the form of a 
coherence loss factor.
The results of experiments to determine the minimum measurable 
velocity are given in Chapter 6.6. The sensitivity is determined 
from noise measurements and visual observation of the signal. Typical 
results of vibration measurements are shown in Chapter 6.7. This is 
followed by appendices.
- 21 -
1.3 CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in this thesis prove that the method of 
measuring vibrations on turbine blades using a Laser Doppler System 
is fully feasible. As a result of this work an instrument specification 
can be written and a prototype can be built. The instrument should make 
it possible to measure turbine blade vibrations under working conditions 
and provide more information than present methods can.
The minimum sensitivity of the instrument depends on signal~to~ 
noise ratio and the Doppler broadening effect. Normally, when signal-to - 
noise ratio is better than 10 dB, the Doppler broadening effect is
dominant. The minimum vibration velocity sensitivity achieved was about
- h .10 of the blade velocity. This accuracy should be sufficient to
determine most turbine vibrations.
Results of calculations and measurements of signal to-noise-ratio 
show that an avalanche photodiode offers a better performance than a 
photomultiplier and should be fully recommended for use in the instrument.
The use of an avalanche photodiode as electronic mixer has been 
found promising and will be superior to other systems when diodes having 
lower excess noise constant become available. More tests need carrying 
out especially for reception of very high frequencies.
The results of measurements show that the target has a great 
effect on the output signal-to noise ratio. Optical mixing with 
scattered light from moving targets is possible, but a coherence loss 
factor of 6 dB or more was observed. However this problem also requires 
further study.
The optimisation of parameters such as the beam splitting ratio 
and current gain, as described in Chapter is essential for good
signal--to-noise ratio. The results of calculations and measurements show 
that it is not necessary to provide a variable beam splitting ratio in 
the instrument.
The generalised system noise figure, F * introduced here 
is easy to measure and has been found very convenient to describe 
signal and noise performance of the whole instrument. The optical 
receiver itself can be optimised by simple measurements of the ratio 
of the total to thermal noise power. It is not necessary to know 
even the amplifier noise figure or the laser available power.
The results of calculations and measurements show the 
importance of the proper matching network between photodiode and 
amplifier on output signal-to^noise ratio. The matching network is 
especially important for single frequency reception or when using an 
avalanche photodiode as a mixer.
Finally, the experiments show also the importance of good 
and stable mechanical design of the interferometer.
CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LASER DOPPLER THEORY AND TECHNIQUES
2.1 FOUNDATIONS OF DOPPLER VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
An electromagnetic wave scattered from a moving target is 
shifted in frequency by the Doppler effect and the value of this 
shift is given by: (3)
( i - i t f
f = -B O  2>1#1#
2ir
where V is the velocity vector of the target. The wave vectors
, .
kg and kQ are defined by the equations :
-> -> Pirn
k = U s s Xs
->• 2irn k = U ~  o o X
2.1 .2.
*>■ , . . .  .
where Ug and Uq are unit vectors m  the direction of propagation
of the scattered and incident beams respectively, Xg and Xq are the 
wavelengths of the scattered and incident laser beams and n is the 
index of refraction of the medium in which the scattering takes 
place.
For V «  c, X “ X and k ~ k equation 2.1,1. simplifieso s s o
to :
= <-r> <*. - f y *  2 a -3-o
Consider the arrangement shown in fig. 2.1.1: the expression 
for fp simplifies to :
nV 0 0 o i kfp = 2 cos — cos y 2.1.4.
One interesting and important property of a Doppler velocity 
measuring system is that the measured velocity is not a function of 
the slope or shape of the backscattering surface (i+).
FIG. 2.1.1 GEOMETRY OF THE W A V E  VECTORS
2.2 LASERS
The development of the laser has opened new possibilities 
for Doppler measurements. The high oscillation frequency gives 
a large Doppler shift compared with microwaves (e.g. For light 
of wavelength 6328 X , a velocity of 1 m/sec. gives a Doppler 
frequency shift of about 3 MHz) and it is thus easy to measure 
very small velocities previously beyond reach. The laser light 
can easily be collimated to a diffraction limited beam of 
divergence less than a second of arc, and can also be focused to 
a diffraction limited spot of the order of a wavelength using very 
simple optical elements.
The lasing action is obtained in materials with a 
sufficient degree of negative absorption at some frequencies. 
Depending on the type of materials used, lasers can be divided 
into four groups (6 ) :
(a) Solid state lasers
(b) Semiconductor lasers
(c) Fluid state lasers
(d) Gas lasers
In Doppler experiments gas lasers are most commonly used 
because their coherence is greater than that of any other type, and 
the output wavelength can be chosen practically anywhere from
0 .2  ym to 0 .^  mm (5, 6).
Neon lasers, whose operation is based on the transfer 
of excitation from helium to neon atoms, form the most important 
group of gaseous lasers. Several wavelengths can be obtained from 
this laser but the most common is the visible line at 6328 52.
At present commercially available He-Ne lasers of length 2 m 
can provide output power up to lOQmW. A shorter laser of length 
TO cm can give 20mW of output. The efficiency of He-Ne laser is 
about 0.1%.
modes, and spacing between them is given by (7)
where c is the velocity of light and l is the separation of 
the reflectors.
e.g. for L = 30 cm f is 500 MHz, and because the Doppler
width of the neon transition at 6328 i? is about 1.5 GHz, 3 modes 
are present in the output signal.
The linewidth of the He-Ne laser light has been found to 
be of the order of 10 kHz (8), but it is difficult to measure because
of frequency drift of the line. The short term stabilities are of
"9 ”7 / vthe order of 10 and long term stabilities 10 (5).
The output from the laser also contains noise of which there 
are two main sources. Spontaneous emission noise is the excess 
noise of a laser acting as an oscillator. The bandwidth of the 
excess noise is directly proportioned to the laser power (9)» but
is not wider than 10 kHz. The ratio of excess noise to shot noise
is inversely proportional to the square of laser power and reaches 
10 for a laser power of 250 yW.
The other noise is plasma noise introduced into the laser 
beam by fluctuations in current density in the plasma and represents 
a macroscopic fluctuation in gain of the laser. The frequency 
spectrum of plasma noise appears to be fairly constant from dc to 
approximately 100 kHz (10, 11) and is about 30 - Uo dB above shot 
noise. This type of noise is only present in lasers operating on 
dc. It almost nevers occurs in r.f* discharge..
An effect which might be classed as noise is due to the discrete 
frequency outputs when the laser is operating simultaneously in several 
modes. If more then 2 modes are present, not only are all possible 
difference frequencies available, but also because of nonlinearities in 
the laser medium, differences between difference frequencies and other 
more.complex combinations are possible (1 2).
2.3 OPTICAL SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS 
2.3.1 The Principle of Optical Heterodyning
In radio frequency heterodyne reception two signals of 
slightly different frequencies are superposed and the resulting 
interference yields beats at a frequency equal to the difference 
frequency between the two signals.
Beats also occur in optical mixing where electromagnetic 
waves at much higher optical frequencies are involved. Consider 
the interference of two monochromatic waves: local oscillator
where A^q, Ag are real electric field amplitudes and an arbitrary 
phase angle.
where is the difference frequency.
The narrow spectral emission line of the laser (chapt. 2.2) 
has made it possible to obtain the mixing action at optical 
frequencies using a simplified Twyman-Green interferometer (13) 
fig. 2.3.1. The output from the laser is divided into two beams 
by a beam splitter. One beam is reflected from a target and can
and signal E « A e s s
j U 8t + *0)
>
The total electric field is
E E.lo + E 2.3.1s
so that
E2 * E 2 + E2 + 2 E, Elo s lo s 2.3*2
Hence the total intensity is (13)
I = < e2 > = I E.E* 2.3
I * I E 2 + I E2 + E. E cos {(a - w. )t + $ }lo s lo s 1 s lo o *
or
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be called the signal, the other beam reflected from af fixed mirror 
serves as a reference or local oscillator. Both beams are mixed on 
the photocathode of a photodetector and the resultant light intensity 
and proportional photocurrent are expressed by eqn. 2.3„5. Because 
the photocurrent is proportional to the square of the electric field, 
the photodetector can be called a square~law device. As a result 
of the optical mixing an i.f. photocurrent is flowing in the detector 
and its rms value is given by
i.„ = *2 i i. cos o).-,t 2.3.6if s lo if
where ig, i^Q are the separate photocurrents due to the signal and
local oscillator respectively.
It was found by Fresnel and Arago (13) that two light beams
polarized at right angles to each other do not interfere. The i.f.
current given by eqn. 2.3.6 must then be modified to
i.„ = v^2 i 17 cos w.^t.cos y 2.3.7if s lo if '
where y is the angle between polarization of two beams.
The shot noise is given by (lb)
i2 = 2 eB (i + i. ) 2,3.bn s lo
where B is the detector bandwidth and e is the electronic
charge.
Assuming a highly stable laser the only noise present will 
be shot noise, it then follows that the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) 
for an ideal mixer is (15)
S _ iif V ^ o  _ £b . 2 .3 .9
H i 2 eB(i + i. ) eB(l + j5— )
n  S l o  1-.lo
■where t\ is the quantum efficiency, P is the optical power, h is Planck’s
constant and v is the light frequency.
Fra.:: the above equation one can see, that optical superheterodyne 
detection offers the theoretical possibility of operation with a noise 
figure approaching that of an ideal noiseless optical amplifier (l6).
2.3.2 Spatial Requirements of Photomixing
2.3.2.1 Angular Alignment
For good interference the phase fronts of the beams must be
plane and parallel. In practice perfect alignment is impossible
and spatial requirements are of great importance. Consider two
plane waves propagating in slightly different directions, fig. 2.3.2,
as indicated by the angle 0, and generating the beat frequency
current di on an area cLA of a photocathode. The phase
variation of the beat over an aperture of dimension x is
2ir x 0 « «o$ =-----:--- 2.3.11x X
for small 6.
Thus if the aperture is of diameter d, the phase reaches 
X
it when 0 = —o d
A detailed analysis on a circular aperture of the same diameter 
shows (IT) that in fact
0 * 1.22 7 2.3.12o d
To obtain good optical mixing the misalignment between 
two beams must be much less than 9 .
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2.3.2.2 Beam Superposition
A simple but important necessary condition for optical 
mixing is the superposition of the two beams. If the beams have 
different diameters, optical mixing occurs only where the beams 
overlap. Other parts produce only shot noise and therefore reduce 
SNR. This is specially important when the two beams are focused 
onto a photocathode. Any misalignment between the two superposed 
beams results in displacement of the two focused spots and a shear 
between the mixed beams resulting in a loss of heterodyne signal.
For two superposed beams each with a Gaussian intensity 
distribution and of radii r^ and r^ respectively, with their centres 
sheared by a distance 1 , the intermediate frequency current is 
proportional to (l8)
2.3*3 Temporal Coherence and Optical Path Length Difference
It is wellraknown (13) in two-beam interferometry that 
interference fringes are clearly visible only when the optical path 
lengths traversed by the two light beams between the light source 
and the region of interference differ by less than some finite 
distance - the coherence length. This quantity depends on the 
spectral width or coherence time of the light source.
The coherence time At of an optical source can be considered 
to be approximately , where Af is the natural linewidth of
the source. The coherence length is defined by (13)
A1 = c At 2.3.1*+
e.g. two separate sources of wavelength X * 0.63vaQ9 each of 
width O.OlS , would have coherence times of about 1 nsec, 
therefore an interference pattern would shift randomly in less 
than 1 nsec. On the other hand if only one source of the same 
linewidth is used, although the coherence time is 1 nsec, the 
coherence length is 30 cm and stationary interference patterns 
are visible, provided A1 < 30 cm. The average unstabilized 
He-Ne laser signal linewidth is about 1 MHz (chapt. 2.2) giving 
coherent path lengths of 300 m.
Path length difference effects have also been observed in 
photomixing experiments with multimode narrow linewidth gas laser 
radiation (19) • For the He-Ne laser with cavity length L the 
axial mode spacing is
af = 2 .3 .15cli
The Doppler width of neon transition at 6328 8 is 
approximately 1.5 GHz and several modes can usually be 
accommodated within this width. The heterodyne signal current 
amplitude i ^  (6) depends only on the relative phases of the 
various modes, and therefore on the optical path length difference 
6 . It has been shown by Foreman (19) that i^ (5) is periodic 
in 6 with period 2L. This means that it is not essential that 
the optical path length difference should be reduced to zero in 
order to maximize the heterodyne signal. In cases where this is 
impossible, the heterodyne signal can be peaked by adjusting the 
path length difference as closely as possible to an even multiple 
of the laser cavity length L.
2.3.U Quantum Limitations on Signal
Because of the short operating wavelength, the energy 
of a single photon hv at the usual laser frequencies is greater
Thus even a single photon can be detected at room temperature.
For small numbers of photoelectrons per measuring 
interval, the nature of the random arrival of photoelectrons is 
adequately described by the Poisson distribution (15) • For 
large numbers of photoelectrons per measuring interval, the 
Poisson distribution approaches the binomial distribution.
Such distributions have a mean square fluctuation given by 
An^ = n , where n is the mean number of photoelectrons present 
in the time interval. The detected signal-to-noise ratio is 
given by
When n is a small number, the concept of error rate rather than 
SNR should be used in order to provide a meaningful description 
of system performance.
Frequency and phase measurements are limited by the 
uncertainty principle (15)
An A$ £ J
where An = / 5 is the uncertainty in measurement of n number 
of photoelectrons and A§ is the uncertainty of phase measurement. 
Thus to determine the phase of a wave accurately, a large number 
of photoelectrons must be received.
by a factor of 10** than the shortest microwave frequencies.
S
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2.3*5 Photomixing with Signal Scattered from Diffuse Target
When it is necessary to employ coherent detection techniques 
with laser light scattered from a rough surface., additional require­
ments and restrictions are imposed on the optics of the system.
With a diffuse surface as target the light is reflected hack hy many 
random scattering elements. Assuming Lambertian behaviour, if 
the target is compared with a mirror-like target, one might expect
the ratio of specular to diffuse signal, close to normal incidence, 
tt ps *to be —  —  , where pe and p^ are the specular and diffuse
pd
reflectivities respectively and ft is the solid angle subtended by 
the receiver aperture at the diffuse surface. The scattered light 
is also partly depolarized - introducing a further loss of up to 
3 dB in superheterodyne reception. The depolarization of a 
linearly polarized beam, from a He-Ne laser, backscattered from 
a rough metallic surface or an inhomogeneous dielectric with 
known statistical properties has been measured by Renau (20). The 
ratio of the depolarized to total backscattered power from a 
metallic surface varies between 10 ~ and 1 for normal and large 
angles of incidence respectively. Inhomogeneous dielectrics 
almost totally depolarize the incident light at all angles of 
incidence. Depolarization occurs within the volume of dielectric 
and is essentially independent of surface roughness.
Since the phases of waves reflected from individual particles 
of the target are randomly related, there is an effective reduction 
of the spatial coherence in scattered laser light. The spatial 
radiation patterns described by Rigden (21) and Goodman (22) are 
non-uniform and a granularity of the scattered light can be 
observed. The amplitude of light in a speckle pattern has been
- JO -
shown (22, 23* 2k) to follow a Rayleigh distribution, ~eo~thatr the 
resultant intensity has a negative exponential distribution with 
the phase uniformly distributed in the interval 0 to 2tt .
Goldfischer (25) shows that the autocorrelation function 
of the speckle pattern is proportional to the diffraction pattern 
corresponding to the illumination function plus a constant. The 
average solid angle of the lobe reflected by a surface is given by (27)
where d is the spot size diameter. The Doppler shifted return
signal from a moving target can be lost completely by random phase
cancellations when mixed with the local oscillator. To preserve
the phase coherence in the returning signal it become? necessary to
reduce the receiver aperture to the value given by the Van Cittert-
Zernike theorem. From this theorem (13) it can be shown that the
field radiated from an extended source of diameter d will be
spatially coherent over any receiver aperture which cannot resolve
the dimensions of the source. This condition can always be
approximately fulfilled by focusing the transmitted beam to a
XF
Fraunhofer diffraction limited spot of diameter d = 1.22 -jp
on the diffuse surface and using a receiver apperture of the same 
diameter D (28).
If the diffuse surface is in transverse motion with respect 
to the optical beam, the envelope of the heterodyne signal amplitude 
has a Rayleigh distribution (23» 2U, 29) and bandwidth
B * 2.3.19d
where v is the velocity of a moving spot of diameter d .
It has been suggested by G. Gould et al. (23) that an 
effective loss of temporal coherence is to be expected for moving 
surfaces.
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2.3.6 Coherence Loss Factor
In section 2.3.1 it was shown that in the ideals cas-e-the 
SNR measured at the photocathode when i »  i is given by 
eqn. 2.3.10. In the formulation of this equation no account was 
taken of the losses and inefficiencies of the scattering and 
heterodyning process affecting coherence. To include these 
effects eqn. 2.3.10 can be modified by introducing coherence loss 
factor T (30, 31) to give
JL - n?s 2.3.20
N hvB T
where T > 1 and is the product of several factors,
r , the beam alignment factor
ro, the scattered light coherence loss factor
the transmission path coherence loss factor
T , the source and path length difference 
coherence loss factor 
The scattered light coherence loss factor describes the 
loss in coherence due to the scattering process but is not 
concerned with the loss in intensity.
An important experimental objective which determines the
limitations, design parameters and even the feasibility of a
practical laser Doppler instrument is the measurement of the value 
of r .
2.k THE PROPERTIES OF PHOTODETECTORS 
2.^.1 Introduction
The photodetector in an optical receiver converts the 
intensity of an optical carrier into an electrical signal. 
Photodetectors fall into two classes: photon and thermal
detectors.
Photon detectors can be classified according to the 
physical effect by which they produce signals. The main effects 
are:
a). photoemissive
b). phot ovolt ai c
c). photoc onducti ve
d). photomagnet i c
The photoemissive effect involves the emission of electrons 
from a vacuum tube cathode in response to optical excitation 
(32, 33).
The other three effects are all associated with semi­
conductor detectors in which the absorption of photons leads to 
a change in the concentration of charge carriers in the material.
In this work a photomultiplier from group (a) and p-i-n and 
avalanche photodiodes from group (b) were used.
In this chapter the properties of the various photodetectors 
are described and their function in an optical receiver is explained. 
The list of photodetector parameters is followed by a description of 
the noise sources occurring in the photodetection process. An 
expression for the output signal-to-noise ratio is presented in 
a simple general form.
Following this the properties of photomultipliers are 
discussed, and p-i-n and avalanche photodiodes are then described. 
Expressions are derived for the output SNR of photodiodes with 
and without a following amplifier. The limitations in matching 
photodiodes to amplifiers are mentioned and the general discussion 
emphasises the lack of good experimental work using avalanche 
photodiodes.
2.U.2 The Specification of Photodetector Properties
The photodetector can be described by a set of parameters, 
knowledge of which is essential to evaluate its performance and 
to enable comparison to be made between different types.
The most important parameters that quantify the detector 
performance and are used in this work, are
a). Quantum efficiency - n. The ratio of the 
average number of electrons emitted or generated 
by a detector to the average number of incident 
photons.
b). Responsivity - g. The ratio of the average detector 
current to the average incident radiative power.
c). Spectral response. The variation in detector response 
a& measured by quantum efficiency or responsivity as a 
function of optical radiation wavelength.
d). Frequency response.
e). Current multiplication factor - M.
f). Equivalent load resistance - Rgq. A fictitious 
resistance, loading the photocurrent, which takes into 
account all the effects that participate in converting 
the a.c. components of the current into available output 
power from the photodetector (3*0.
g). Excess noise factor - E . Defined as the ratio of the 
SNR at the beginning of the multiplication process 
to that at the output*
2.^*3 The Noise and Signal Performance
2.U.3.1 Sources of Noise
The performance of a photodetector can be characterized 
by its output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a given optical 
carrier intensity. The output SNR before amplification depends 
on the following sources of noise:
a). Shot noise (35)
Shot noise arises from the discrete nature of electric 
current. It is associated with the average photocurrent 
Idc and its means square value is given by
l2 » 2 e I. B 2.U.1n dc
where e is electron charge and B is bandwidth.
b). Excess shot noise
The noise contribution which occurs mainly in the 
multiplication process and is above the value of 
shot noise calculated in equation 2.^.1.
c). Thermal noise (35)
2.U.3.2 The Generalised Photodetection Process
It is convenient to consider the operation of a detector as a 
three-stage process, in the first stage free carriers are created 
by the incident light, in the second these are multiplied by seme 
current-gain mechanism, and finally this current interacts with the 
external circuitry to provide an output signal. (36).
1+1 -
Incident light generates a photocurrent I^c which, is given 
by the equation (37)
where Pq is the optical power, n is the quantum efficiency, 
e the electronic charge, h Planck’s constant, and v the 
optical frequency.
Experiments have shown that for most photodetectors the 
linear relationship of the equation 2.U.2 is valid over an 
exceedingly large range of power levels and modulation frequencies.
The current gain M , in the second stage, can be obtained 
in several ways: e.g. by secondary emission multiplication or
impact ionisation as occurs in the p~n junction of an avalanche 
photodiode biased in the avalanche region.
These processes are characterised by a certain frequency 
response and multiplication of noise. The mean square shot noise 
current in the amplified current can be written in the form
where M is the current gain and E is the excess noise factor. 
The circuit interaction in the third stage can be expressed
a way that the rms value of the a.c. photocurrent Ig results in 
a measured power given by
2e I, B M2Edc' 2.U.3
in terms of an equivalent resistance Re^ (3*+, 36) defined in such
2.U.U
The values of Rg^ are determined primarily by the geometry of
the device and the operational bandwidth. "When the detector is
followed by an amplifier whose finite source impedance is taken
into account in R , the generalised SNR can be expressed by (36) eq
0 I 2 M2R
| = -------- §---- £3---------  2.k
2 e I B M2R E + US T - 3  dc eq eff
where is effective system noise temperature, taking into
account thermal noise from the detector as well as the noise 
added by the following amplifier. The equivalent circuit of a 
photodetector showing the principal signal and noise sources 
(36) is given in Fig. 2.1*.l.
For optical superheterodyne reception equation 2.1*. 5 is 
applicable but
1 2 = 2 ^  P P, 2.1*.6
s hv s lo
I = fl£ (Ps + pi0>
dc hv
where Pg, P^q are the signal and local oscillator powers 
respectively.
2.1*.l*. Photomult ipli ers
2.1*.U.l Properties of Photomultipliers
The photomultiplier is the most common and useful device 
for detecting low light levels because it has high internal 
current gain (38). The current gain is a function of the 
number of dynodes and the secondary emission ratio of each 
dynode, 6 (32, 39)* The current gain is M = 6^, where
N is the number of dynodes, and can reach values from 105 to 
109 (37). An important limitation of the photomultiplier is
T-l'D
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that, because of its high gain, the maximum permitted current 
at the final dynode occurs at relatively low input powers. 
Typical values for the quantum efficiency of photomultipliers
The major frequency response limitation arises from the 
transit time dispersion between the photocathode and dynodes (^0); 
which increases with the number of dynodes. However, 
illumination of only a small region of the photocathode surface 
can improve the frequency response. The typical cut off frequency 
of fast electrostatic photomultipliers is about 250 MIz.
2.U.U.2 Noise Sources in Photomultipliers
Shot noise is the main source of noise in photomultipliers 
because the high current gain (eqn. 2 .U.3) makes the effect of 
subsequent thermal sources negligible.
The average photocurrent contributing to shot noise 
consists of signal current, background current and dark current. 
Dark current depends on the photomultiplier construction and 
temperature and arises mainly from thermionic emission from the 
cathode and first dynode. In superheterodyne reception the dark 
current shot noise is in general much smaller than the local 
oscillator shot noise and can be omitted from further discussion.
A very important characteristic of secondary emission 
multiplication is its inherently low noise. Due to statistical 
fluctuations in the secondary emission on the first dynode of a 
photomultiplier, the shot noise is increased by an excess shot 
noise factor E given by (kl)
lie between 31$ at X = 3850 X to 0.1$ at X = 1 ym.
a
<5-1
6 2.k.J
- 45
and the mean square shot noise current can he calculated from
i2 = 2 e I, B M2 6 • • - 2.1+.8n dc o - l
The average value of E is about 1.5, "but can reach 5 (^2).
2.if.U.3 SNR in Optical Mixing
The expression for SNR given in 2.H.3.2 (Eqn. 2.U.5*) 
applies to a receiver using a photomultiplier as the sensing 
element.
When P- »  P and the main source of noise is the local lo s
oscillator shot noise equation 2.k.5 reduces to 
q N P_
2. s ----- §—  p li Q
N hv BE
In these circumstances quantum efficiency n is the only
important performance criterion.
In practice because of the maximum permitted input
light power, P^ limitation, the local oscillator power P^q
cannot be much bigger than signal power P . The best SNR can bes
reached when (30)
P = p = f p 2 .U.10
lo s 4 m
In this case
s ” Ps
H = 2hv BE 2.U.11
and the SNR is 3 dB worse than the fundamental limit.
2.k.k.k High Frequency Phototubes
The above discussion only applies in the low frequency
range (up to 250 MHz). For higher frequencies transit time
effects make R so low that the current multiplication advantage eq
is negated and other kinds of detectors must be chosen.
- 1+6 -
Several new tubes have been developed for receiving 
signals modulated in the gigahertz range. One is the dynamic 
cross field photomultiplier (1 5) with a current gain of 105.
An ordinary vacuum photodiode can detect signals at X band, but 
having no current gain it is not a sensitive photodetector. A 
narrow bandwidth photo-klystron (1+3) detects signal up to 100 GHz.
In the microwave region the travelling wave phototube is the best 
broadband photodetector for visible light (1+1+).
2. k. 5 P-i-N and Avalanche Photodiodes
2.b.5.1 Introduction
Any reverse-biased p-n junction is potentially useful 
as a photodetector, although the most common is the surface illuminated 
p-i-n structure. Because avalanche and p-i-n photodiodes have 
similar structures, both devices will be described and analysed 
together, although they differ in that the avalanche photodiode has 
current gain (1+5, b6).
2.1+.5.2 Multiplication Characteristics of an Avalanche Photodiode 
For a given level of illumination and with a small bias 
voltage a current I is generated in the photodiode. This current 
does not depend on the bias voltage for voltages below a threshold 
value, V * For bias voltages above Vq an avalanche process occurs 
and the diode current increases with bias. Shockley (69) has 
derived an expression for the multiplication factor M in the 
avalanche region, which applies up to high multiplication levels,
M = K I 1 ------ •') 2.U.12
• B /
where K is a constant, V the bias voltage and the breakdown 
voltage.
Values of M are usually about several hundred but gains 
as high as 106 have been reported (1*7, 1*8).
2.1*.5*3 Spectral and Frequency Response
Spectral Response
The silicon p-n junction photodiode operates in the wave­
length range 0.1* - 1pm, it has a quantum efficiency of 35$ for light
of a wavelength 0.6p. Germanium photodiodes cover range 0.6 -
1.6 pm with a slightly higher efficiency, about 50$. A special 
type of construction, the Schottky-barrier achieves an n of about 
70% (37).
Frequency Response (1*9)
There are three main factors determining the frequency response 
of a photodiode.
a). Carrier transit time limitations arise from the fact
that an adequate thickness of semiconductor is required to
absorb the incident radiation.
b). In avalanche photodiodes limitation also results from the 
time required for the multiple transits across the avalanche 
region necessary to achieve the desired gain. The gain- 
bandwidth product can, however, be as high as 100 GHz (36, 50).
c). R C cut-off frequency which depends on the barrier
capacitance C^, and diode resistance rg (3I*)
OJRC r CLs B
In ordinary p-n diodes the R C cut-off is the practical 
limitation and values up to 50 GHz have been reported (3 6, 37 )•
In avalanche photodiodes the frequency response is limited by 
transit-time effects and gain-bandwidth product is the only useful 
criterion.
2.1*. 13
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2.^.5*^ Noise in Photodiodes
In avalanche photodiodes a very important effect arises 
from the statistical nature of the avalanche process (5l)> 
manifesting itself as excess shot noise. In this case the 
excess noise factor E which appears in equation 2.U.3» can be 
approximated (36) by A if, where the factor A and exponent p 
depend on the physical properties of the photodiode. A has a 
value close to one, while 0 < p < 1 .
It is convenient to express the mean square shot noise as
i 2 = 2 e I. B 2.U.1U
n dc
where n = p + 2
2.U.5.5 SNR in Photodiodes
In many cases the noise measured at the terminals of 
photodiodes is not only the d.c. current shot noise, but also thermal
noise of the diode series resistance (52, 53* 5*+) • The high
frequency noise equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 2.U.2. For 
high frequency performance we can neglect the presence of barrier 
conductance shunting the capacitance C^ .
The thermal noise current is given by (5*0
IT2 (rs) = or IT2 <BS) = = U kTB w2C2rs 2.U.15
s s
and the available noise power by (55)
2el-. B
N = kT.B + --- — ----- 2.U.16
av d
Uw2C2r B s
The available signal power is
I 2
s = ---- §----  2.U.17
av Um2C2r B s
and the signal to noise ratio at the output of the photodiode is
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where T^ is the photodiode temperature.
The output signal from a photodiode is generally too
small to he useful without further amplification (55) • The
amplifier following the photodiode contributes noise which affects
overall SNR. In practice this amplifier noise is thermal and can
be related to the source impedance R by the noise temperature ofs
the amplifier.
The signal“to-noise ratio at the output of the amplifier 
can be written as (55)
I S \ I S_ j  Tph
\ H I \ N / T + TV 1 amp • 1 av ph amp
where T is the effective noise temperature of amplifier and amp
T . is the effective noise temperature of the photodiode calculated 
ph
from eqn. 2.k,l6 as
N
m _  av_.,
ph ~ k B
To obtain shot noise limited detection, a relatively large 
photodiode current I should be generated, e.g. the photodiode 
current must be 1 mA. if shot noise is to equal thermal noise in 
a 50ft resistor at 290°K.
Another solution to the problem could be a less noisy 
amplifier; at high frequencies there is the possibility of using 
maser, parametric or even photoparametric (55) amplifiers.
2.U.5.6 Broad-Band Matching
A theory of broadband matching for an optical heterodyne 
receiver consisting of a semiconductor photodiode followed by an
1.f. broadband amplifier has been presented by Prabhu (56, 57) •
If the signal bandwidth is non-zero, the available output
power S of the optical receiver will vary with frequency, even av
if a flat gain i.f. amplifier is used in the system, thus creating 
distortion. It was shown that it is impossible to achieve a flat 
gain and optimum noise factor from the optical receiver for any 
non-zero band of frequencies and for any realizable lossless matching
network.
2.H.5»7 General Comment
Many experiments have been reported (3^ , 36, 1*3, 52, 53, 5**»
55, 58) using photodiodes for superheterodyne reception. Modulating 
frequencies up to several GHz have been detected. Experimental 
results agree with theoretical work and measured SNR does not differ 
very much from that predicted.
By and large the literature consists of brief letters reporting 
a ’first1, or theoretical calculations; very little solid experimental 
work has been carried out. Even less experimental work has been done 
with avalanche photodiodes. Most publications are concerned with 
technological and physical aspects. Nothing dealing in detail with 
superheterodyne reception using an avalanche photodiode has as yet been 
published.
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2.5 LASER VELOCITY AND VIBRATION MEASUREMENT METHODS AND INSTRUMENTS
2.5*1 Laser Doppler Instruments 
Vibration Measurements
A homodyne system (59) for measuring very small vibrations 
has been described by Deferrari (60). It measures vibrations of 
0 .1  - 5000 S. in amplitude in the frequency range 100 Hz - 20 kHz.
The vibrating surface phase-modulates the signal beam and the phase
of the reference beam is adjusted to obtain optimum homodyne detection (59).
An instrument, employing frequency translation to remove 
directional ambiguity has been developed by Massey (6l). The laser beam 
is passed through a Bragg diffraction cell carrying a 25 MHz travelling 
sound wave in water. Half of the incident light is diffracted into 
the first order and shifted in frequency by 25 MHz. This becomes the 
local oscillator. The unshifted zero order beam is transmitted to the 
vibrating target. The heterodyne detector output is demodulated by a 
frequency discriminator to give a measure of the target Doppler shift. 
Vibration amplitudes as low as 0. 25X have thus been measured.
A system using phase modulation in the interferometer has 
also been demonstrated (62). The reference mirror is vibrated 
sinusoidally with a peak velocity well in excess of that of the target. 
Extra information is thus made available and by appropriate electronic 
processing an unambiguous output is obtained. Vibration amplitudes 
of 10 12m have been observed on specular surfaces.
Other instruments use laser light only as a suitable carrier 
for modulation at a microwave frequency (63). The received signal, 
modulated in phase by the target vibration is compared with a reference 
in a phase discriminator. They have an advantage in that they do not 
have to face the problems of optical mixing, but they are suitable only 
for measurements of large amplitudes of vibrations.
Velocity Measurements
There exist several instruments for velocity measurement based 
on interferometric techniques. Foreman {6k5 65) has developed a 
Fluid Flow Velocimeter, measuring velocities of 100 cm/sec. A similar 
instrument for gas velocity measurements has been devloped by the 
Raytheon Co. (30). The signal beam is focused onto a small volume 
of flowing gas and the scattered light is collected by the receiving 
aperture and mixed with the reference beam. Velocities up to Mach
3.5  have beeen measured satisfactorily.
A commercial instrument for the measurement of the velocity 
of a hot aluminium strip has been constructed by the Decca Radar Co.Ltd. 
(66). While essentially a Michelson interferometer of the type described 
previously, to minimise laser noise a balanced photomixer and differential 
amplifier are used. The output from the amplifier is detected by a 
tracking unit. Speeds between 1 cm/sec and 2.5 m/sec can be measured.
2.5.2 Holography
Holographic techniques (67, 68) have been applied to measure the 
vibration patterns of stationary objects. A photographic method is 
used which shows contours corresponding to specific vibration amplitudes 
such as 7^ , A ... etc. approximately. The method is not suitable for 
vibration amplitudes small compared to a wavelength or more than a few 
hundreds of wavelengths. Also it is not generally possible to make 
recordings of moving targets.
Patterns or nodes of vibrations can be seen using multiple 
exposure holograms (70). The result is that stationary points appear 
bright, when the hologram is illuminated, but the vibrating points are 
washed out and appear dark. Thus the positions of nodes and antinodes 
are made clearly visible.
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Comment
In spite of the development of many laser velocity instruments 
measuring stationary vibrations and fluids and gas velocities, no instrument 
has yet been described which could measure vibrations on moving objects.
CHAPTER 3
AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The avalanche photodiode is a recently developed semiconductor 
photodetector about which little information has so far been published. 
Most publications (reviewed in Chapter 2.k) cover theoretical and 
technological aspects of the device and its application in the reception 
of pulsed signals (71). Because it is a vital component of the present 
instrument (Chapter 5), a detailed and comprehensive description is given 
here.
First, the current“voltage and gainravoltage characteristics are 
described and analysed and the dark current characteristic briefly 
explained. The procedure for measurement of the excess noise factor is 
given and typical results are presented.
The use of the avalanche photodiode as an electronic mixer is 
proposed and conversion losses and noise figure are calculated and 
compared with experimental results.
Further calculations, namely those for optimum current gain are 
given in Chapter U A  Also a comparison between the relative performances 
of avalanche photodiode, p“i~n photodiode and photomultiplier is given 
in Chapter k .5.
In this chapter the characteristics of an SERL type T 29^ 
avalanche photodiode are given.
3.2 THE AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE CHARACTERISTICS
3.2.1 Current-voltage Characteristics
Typical current-voltage characteristics for an avalanche
photodiode at different illumination levels are given in Fig. 3.2.1.
At low reverse bias voltages no carrier multiplication takes place and 
the photocurrent depends only on the level of illumination and is 
proportional to the incident light power and the quantum efficiency 
(Chapter 2.h). This current will be referred to as the basic current.
When the reverse bias voltage is increased above a value V , the current 
gain increases in accordance with the characteristic given in Fig. 3.2.2.
The expression 2.k.l29 for photodiode current gain given in 
Chapter 2,k can Is more accurately rewritten
where K is a constant close to unity, V is the bias voltage,
Vg the photodiode breakdown voltage and that bias voltage at which 
the avalanche process becomes noticeable.
plotted against bias voltage, the value of Vq is given by the inter­
section of the two lines representing the characteristic M = 1 and 
the tangent to the characteristic for V > V »  V .
V < V 3.2.1o
M > V > Vo 3.2.2
The value of Vq can easily be found using a graphical method 
(see Fig. 3.2.3). If the inverse value of current gain, — is
o
100  -
20 \iA
dark current
0. 01]
100
FIG. 3.2.1 ‘AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE CURRENT-VOLTAGE
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100
2 0 n A
dark
current
50 100
FIG. 3.2.2 GAIN - VOLTAGE CHAR ACT ERISTIC OF 
AN AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE /
1_
M
1
max
FIG. 3.2. 3 . THE INVERSE CURRENT GAIN PLOTTED 
AGAINST BIAS VOLTAGE
The M(V) characteristic depends slightly on illumination 
levels, and the maximum current gain is limited "by current-induced 
saturation effects (72). Also, for high light intensities the multiplied 
current only increases as the square root of the photocurrent instead of 
being proportional to it as at low light intensities (3T)- The gain also 
depends on the signal frequency, but the difference between d.c. and a.c. 
gain is significant only when the transit time effect is noticeable.
3.2.2 Dark Current Characteristic
The dark current characteristic is shown in Fig. 3.2.1 .
Dark current consists of three components, only one of which is subject to 
the avalanche process ( W .
For example, for the photodiode type T 29^, the measured surface 
leakage and bulk leakage dark currents together amount to about 30nA, while 
the avalanche region bulk dark current is about 2nA. Because only the 
last-named undergoes multiplication the dark current-voltage characteristic 
remains constant for voltages higher than V . For bias voltages close to 
breakdown, the dark current is very large and reduces the photocurrent 
gain.
3.2.3 Correction Voltage
The real M(V) characteristic is very close to that given by the 
approximate equation 3 .2 .2 in the small and intermediate range of values 
of M, (less than 50 for T 29*0. However for large values of M it
diverges as shown in Fig. 3.2.3. curve (e). The line (t) in the same
figure is given by equation 3.2.2. At the breakdown voltage, V_ theJd
current gain reaches a maximum value, M , whereas equation 3.2.2 predicts
-  6o -
M ® , "but it can be modified by introducing a correction voltage,
V calculated from the measured value of M c max
As corrected, equation 3.3.2 becomes
/ V - V - v  V1
M = K |1 - ------9 — ) 3.2.3
\ ^  - V' B o '
which gives for the maximum value of M, when V * V_Jd
/ vB ~ V - V \ ~1
M * K (l -    -p .T ■ 9 j 3.2.Umax ^ Vb - V q J
from which it follows that the correction voltage is given by
V - V
V = K — f.---—  3.2.5c Mmax
3.3 EXGSBS SHOT NOISE
The mean”square shot noise current is given by equation 2 .U.lU. 
The value of n sets the limit on the maximum usable current gain, because 
noise increases faster than the signal causing deterioration of SNR. The 
influence of the value of n on the optimization of the optical receiver 
system parameters is described in Chapter U.U. In this section the 
measurement of n is briefly described and typical results are given.
For a given level of illumination and with M = 1 the photo­
diode basic current. I, is measured. Next, for the same illuminationdc
but with V > V 9 a new value of the diode current, I' is measured and the o dc
value of M calculated. At the same time the output noise is measured.
The current gain is then returned to unity and the illumination increased
to obtain the same output noise reading. The new photodiode current,
I. " is measured. For these circumstances dc
i2 = 2 e I. Bl/ 1 = 2 e I, " B 3.3.1n dc dc
from which
n =
log y  - log Ide 
log I • - log I
log a 
log M
3.3.2
where a =
I ” 
dc and M a
’dc Idc
Since the thermal noise power is constant and noise powers are additive, 
thermal noise does not directly affect the measurement other than to degrade
the accuracy. Mien thermal noise greatly exceeds shot noise, measure” 
ments are not possible because the increase in output noise power due to 
the shot noise contribution is not noticeable.
Results
The value of n was measured for several values of M and different 
photocurrents. The results are given in Table 3.1*1.
TABLE 3,1.1
h e
..... !' . ..
VA ! 75 50 50 30 30, 30 j 15 15 15 15 5
•
5
M - 1 2* 2 3 3 1* 5 ! 5 6 7 8 8 9
n i *- | 3
• - -I-.........
2.85 2 .8U 2.8 2 .8 2 .7 6 [2.7 2.7 2-7 2-7 2 .6 6 2 -^ 5
5 5 5 5 | 5 5 1mU 1 1 1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
10 12 Ik 16 118 20 25 30 ho 50 50 60 70 80 100
2.63 2.61 2.63 2.61 2.61 2.61 2.61 2.61 2 .61 2.6 2.56 2-59 2.57 2.56 2.58
The limits on the range of values possible are set on the one hand 
by thermal noise and on the other by the maximum allowable current permitted 
to flow in the diode.
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3*b ELECTRONIC MIXING
Because the current gain varies with the bias voltage, it is 
possible to obtain mixing action in an avalanche photodiode. In this 
section the photodiode current is analyzed and the mixer conversion loss 
calculated. The noise performance is then examined and the noise figure
calculated. The results of several measurements are presented, and are
shown to be in close agreement with the theory.
3. k,l Current Analysis
Consider an avalanche photodiode having a sinusoidal voltage 
of frequency oo superposed on its fixed bias voltage V . The diode
phctocurrent can be expressed as
I M (w)s 3.U.1
where I is the basic signal current and s
M (to) = (1 ~ V* - 3.H.2
where
V - v - y
o  c 3.U.2.a
is the normalised bias voltage
and V.
lo 3.U.2.b
is the normalized local oscillator voltage, is the amplitude of the
local oscillator voltage and the other parameters are as before.
i can be expanded in a Fourier series
a
i s I (—2. + n costot * .......  + a  coS'wt)
s 2  j- n
3.U.3
The relationships between the Fourier coefficients a ... ao n
and equation 3.^.2 are derived in Appendix A. When the basic signal 
current is in the form
I = I cosw-it 3.U.Us o 1
the actual signal current flowing in the photodiode has an amplitude, 
from 3.^.3 , of
V  = Io ~ 2 ~  3 - U- 5
Equation 3.^.3 also shows that current will flow at the difference
frequency, = to - and will have an amplitude
I a,
iif = - V  3-*-6
This means that electronic mixing occurs and the conversion losses L due
to this process can be defined. The definition chosen here is the ratio
of the square of the actual signal cursrent to the square of the i.f. current
1 2  / a \ 2
L = -f?~ = brri 3-u-7if \ 1 /
Now, rewriting Equation 3.U.2 as
M = (A - D coswtT1 3.^.8
where
A = 1 - V* and D = V * 3.^.8alo
which is valid provided
2V - V
0 < A < 1 and (l - — -— y  - 1 > D2 , 3-1*.8b
B o r
The coefficients aQ and aj , calculated in appendix A, are given by
a = 2(A2 - D2)^ 3.U.9o
aj_ = |(A(A2 - D2f 5 - 1> 3.^.10
Hence equation 3.^.7 becomes
D2
L = -------------- i---
(A - (A2 - D2 ) 2) 2 3.^.1!
or 9 in dB
Ld3 = 8'6 ch_1 ~ V  ** 3-U‘12lo
Conversion losses are plotted in Fig. 3.^.1 as a function of
V-, * for different values of V*. lo
The maximum permissible value of #, given by equation 3.^.8b
is shown in Fig. 3.^.1 as a dotted line for each value of V*s for
M = 50* fhe value of (V_ *) limits the minimum conversion losses, max lo max
3.^.2 SNR In Electronic Mixing
The shot noise current in avalanche photodiodes depends on the 
current gain M and its exponent n (ean. 3.3.1). When a local 
oscillator voltage is applied M varies as does the shot noise. To 
calculate the noise in the i.f. band and the SNR under conditions of 
electronic mixing, it will be assumed that shot noise is the only source 
of noise. This can be determined by calculating its mean square value 
over one period of the local oscillator cycle, and for a bandwidth B it 
is given by (73)
I 2 = 2 e I B -U— / m“ (tot) d (art) 3.U.13
o
It is not possible to derive a general solution to equation 3.^.13 
for all values of n . However, for diodes at present available operating 
under the conditions of low gain for which SNR is optimum, it has been 
found that n lies in the range 2 .5 - 3 .
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The integration has been performed for values n=2.5, n = 3  
as shown in Appendix A, with the following results :
for n « 3
J  M3 (tat) d(wt) =  . 2 ... . ±  3 - h . l k
2,1 o 2(A2 - D2) /2
for n = 2 .5
1 (2* M2 *5 (tot) d(tot) = .P?..( A ± .Djj.. 3.H.15
2ir J 3(A2 - D2)2
o
where A and D are given by eqn. 3.^ +.8a.
The noise figure of the photodiode mixing process can be defined
by
S/N.
F = -----------------------   3.^.l6
S/H mix
where S ^  ^  is the input SNR on the photocathode when M = 1 and S^  ^  y
is the output SNR at the intermediate frequency.
Frcm equations: 3.U.ll - 3.U.16 it follows that the values of
F are given by a
for n = 3
2 A2 + p2
Fa = ---- 2(A2 ~ -fi2).— ?-----------------  3.U.17
~2 (A(A2 - D2)^ - 1)2
or
jt
Fa
__gjl2.+.,P2 L 3.U.I8
2(A2 - D2) /2
for n » 2.5
l
(3 A + D) (A * D ) 2 
F_ =    3,l>.i9
|2(a (a2 d 2)“  ^- I)2
a
or
Fa
.(3_a +.p ),.,(a t. D).2. L 3.It.20
3 (A2 - D2)
where A and D are given by 3»^*8a.
F is plotted against V_ * for different values of V* in a jlo
Figs* 3.U.2 and 3*^.3. The optimum values of D and are found 
to be
for n = 3
D = 0.67 Aopt
i.e. V, = 0.67 (V - V + V ) 3.U.21lo B e
for n = 2 .5
V  -  ° - 7 5 A
i.e. V. = 0.75 (V - V + V ) 3.U.22lo b e
and under these conditions the noise figure F& is
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for n = 3
F = 20 -- ----  3.^.23
amin 1 - V#
for n = 2 .5
F = 1 8 ---- ±---—  3 .^ .2^
min (l - V* ) 5
F is plotted against 7* for different values of n in
nin
Fig. . Then n = 3 F is at least 13 &B.a .jp -? ->2
The overall system noise figure in the presence of thermal noise 
is calculated in Chapter h.5. It is of interest to note that the optimum 
noise figure does not coincide with minimum conversion loss.
3.U.3 Measurements and Results
3.^.3.! Me as nr ement Arrangement
Measurements were carried out to verify the results derived above,
using a 70 MHz signal, 100 MHz local oscillator and 30 MHz intermediate
frequency. The block diagram of the arrangement is shown in Fig.
Light from a 1 mW, He-Ne laser was modulated in amplitude by a KDP modulator.
The photodiode bias voltage was supplied from batteries to minimize noise 
and fluctuations and the photodiode current was measured by a microammeter.
The local oscillator voltage was supplied by a General Radio oscillator
and was monitored during the measurements. The diode output was amplified
by a 30 MHz Decca, type 30/lU/P i.f. amplifier and measured by a wave
analyzer, type Airmec 2U8 A. To avoid direct coupling between the
modulator and photodiode circuit, the laser and modulator were placed in
a screened room.
a m m
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20
0
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3.^.3.2 Measurement Procedure
Firstly, current“voltage and gairrvoltage characteristics were
taken; the results are given in Figs. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. From these
measurements V_, V and M were established and V calculated. This B o max c
enables the values of L and F&, measured as functions of bias and local
oscillator voltage, to be related to V* and Vn *.lo
Secondly, the amplifier thermal noise was measured and the 
photodiode illumination level then adjusted so that the shot noise was 
much bigger than the thermal noise.
For several values of the bias voltage and local oscillator 
drive voltage, readings were taken of
a). Dark current
b ). Signal photocurrent
c). Dark current shot noise power
d). Signal current shot noise power
e). Output signal power
f). i.f. signal power
In (d), the signal current shot noise power was measured when 
the photodiode was illuminated by unmodulated light. A bandwidth of 
500 kHz was used for all noise power measurements.
In (e), the output signal power was measured using a modulation 
frequency of 30 MHz and a depth of modulation of 1%. A bandwidth of 
20 kHz was used for all signal power measurements to minimize the 
influence of noise on signal readings, because of the small depth of 
modulation. During all measurements the signal level was never less than 
IT dB above noise.
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In (f), the i.f. signal power was measured using modulation at 
70 MHz and of the same depth as in (e).
The following parameters were then calculated from the results 
of the measurements.
g). Conversion loss
h). SNR for direct detection
i). SNR for electronic mixing.
3. J+.3.3 Results
Measurements were taken for five different values of bias
voltage: 137V. 133V, 125V, 115V, 106VS corresponding to values of
V* O c95j 0.9s 0.8, 0.7» 0.6. The diode breakdown voltage was, = ll+2V
and it had = 52V. Measurements using lower bias voltages were not
possible because of the limited local oscillator voltage available. The
results are given in Tables 3.^.1 ~ 3.^.5> and are plotted in Figs. 3.^.6. -
3.It.11. The signal and noise readings are given in terms of the wave
analyzer scale and OdB is equivalent to a signal of 3yV into a 75^ load,
-”13equivalent to a power of 1.25 x 10 W. The internal noise of the wave 
analyzer was about 7 <33 for a 500 kHz bandwidth; the i.f. amplifier noise 
was 21 dB for 500 kHz, and 8.5 dB for 20 kHz bandwidths.
The illumination was kept constant and the photodiode basic 
current was 2yA
The absolute level of the measured curves is estimated to be 
accurate to about 2 dB, limited by the calibration of the wave analyser 
and the fluctuations of laser power.
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Conclusion
The results of measurements of SNR taken for a photodiode having 
n = 2 .6 - 2 .8 , lie between, or are very close to the two curves calculated 
for n = 2 .5 and 3.
Taking into consideration the large errors of measurement due to 
fluctuations of laser power and the variation in bias and local oscillator 
voltages, the theory gives a good description of the mixing process in 
avalanche photodiodes.
TABLE 3.1+.1 
V* = 0.95, V = 137 V, I = 2yA
Vlo Vm s 0 0 .8 2 1.61+ 2.5
I
3.3 l+.l b.9
*dark nA 52 52 53 59 72 80 ll+0
"^signal yA 1+7 U8 51 56 68 85 116
dark dB 23 23.5 23.7 21+.5 26 37 53
K (tota l) dB 51 52 52 55.5 58 61 .5 68
o
lisign&l) dB 72 72.5 72.7 73.7 75 76.5 75.5
S2(i.f.) dB
- 50.5 56.5 62 66 70 72.5
L dB - 22 16 11.7 9 6.5 2 .8
SV N T dB 21 20.5 20.5 18 .2 17 15 7.5
S2/
2\
dB
i
- “1.5
j
U.5 6.5 8 8.5 
____
M
TABLE 3.4.2
V* = 0.9, V = 133 V, I ■ 2pA
Vlo Vm s 0 0 .8 2 1.64 2.5 3.3 4.1 4.9 5.7 6 .6 7.4
1
8 .2
*dark nA 42 45 47 49 50 51 54 58 64 85 130
■^ signal pA 31 31 32 32.5 33 35 37 4o 48 62 85
Nd dB 22.5 22.7 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 23 23.5 26 43 58
WT dB 46.5 46.5 46.5 46.5 47.5 48 50 53 54 61 68.5
S1 dB 68 68 68 68 68 68.5 68.7 69 69.7 71 73
S2 dB - Hi 47 51.5 54.5 57.5 60.5 62.5 65 68 .5 70.5
I. dB 27 21 16.5 13.5 11 8 .2 6.5 4.7 2.5 2.5
V-Lrp dB 21.5 21.5 21.5 21.5 20.5 20.5 1 8.7 16 15.7 10 4.5
S2/
ht 1
dB “5.5 1 5 7 9 10.5 « 9 7.5 2
TABLE 3.4.3 
V* « 0.8, V a .125V, I = 2pA
B o 'ms 0 1.64 3.3 4.9 6,6 8 .2 9.8 11.5 12.3 13.2
*dark nA 28 29 29 32 37 39 44 48 72 160
■^ signal pA 14
14 14.5 1 5 .6 16 18 22 32 57 104
Kd dB 22 22 22 22 22 22.3 23 24 30 58
nt
dB 35 35.5 37 37 38 41.5 46 53 62 72
S1 dB 62.5 63 62 .5 62.5 62.5 63.5 65.5 69 73 76
S2 dB
- 39 45.5 49.5 53 56 59.5 63.5 70 74
L dB - 24 17 13 9.5 7.5 6 5.5 3 2
Si /nt
dB 27.5 27.5 25.5 25.5 24.5 22 19.5 16 12 4
dB
L.----
3.5 8.5 12.5 15 14.5 13.5 10.5 8 2
TABLE 3.b.k
V* ** 0.7, V = 115 V, I = 2pAo
oH
>
Vrms 0 2.5 5 7.5 9.8 1 2 .2 1I+.6 1 6 .2 18 19.5 21 .2
Jd
nA 25 25 28 30 33 35 1*5 1*9 71
1 ■ 
115 150
IS VA 8 .2 8.3 8.5 8 .8 9.7 11 12.5 13.5 17.1* 26 73
Hd dB 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22.5 23 29.5
ht
dB 32 32 33 31+ 35.5 37 39 1*0.5 1*1* 1*8 60.5
s i dB 55 55 56 56.5 58 59 60 6l 63 61* 68.5
S2 dB 3>4.5 1*0 1*3.5 1*7 50 53 55 57.5 60 6 6.5
L dB - 20.5 16 13 11 9 7 6 5.5 1* 2
lSl/ dB 23 23 23 22.5 22.5 22 21 20.5 17 16 8
Wm
dB 2.5 T 9.5 11.5 13 Ik lfc.sj
1
13.5 12 6
TABLE 3.1*.5 
V* = 0.6, V = 100 V, I = 2yA
Vlo Vrms 0 3.3
AO 9.8 I 13.2 1 6 .2 19.5 2 2 .8 2l*.5 2 6 .1
Jd nA 28 30 36 37 1*6 50 70 88 220
320
h UA 5.3 5.1* 5.5 5.7 6 .2 7.7 8.7 1 1 .2 1 2 .2 1 2 .2
Hd dB 21* 2l* 2l* 2l* 2l* 21* 2l* 2U.5 2U.5 2U.5
dB 29 29 29 30 31.5 33.5 36 39.5 1*1 1+3
si dB 52 52 52 52 52.5 51*.5 56.5 58.0 58.5 59.2
S2 dB 16 30.5 37 39.5 1*2.5 1*6.5 1*9.5 53 51* 55
L dB - 21.5 15 12.5 10 8 7 5.0 1*.5 1+.2
Sl/ dB 23 23 23 22 21 21 20.5 18 17.5 1 6 .2
S2/
ht
dB 1.5 8 9.5 11 13 13.5 13.5 13 12
SNR
'dB
10 -
5 -
0 -
-5-
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CHAPTER h
THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF THE LASER DOPPLER SYSTEM
U.l SYSTEM FOUNDATIONS
l+.l.l . Introduction
The main task was to produce an instrument capable of
reliable non-contact measurements of vibration on moving objects.
As discussed in Chapter 2.1, the instrument is in principle a Laser
Dopxjler system, the use of a laser being essential because of the
high Doppler frequency shift and ease of focusing.
Although the system is straightforward in concept, a number
of physical mechanisms are involved each of which must be understood,
analysed and correctly set up, in order to achieve proper system
design and optimisation.
Because the work consists of theorectical and experimental
research, a description of the instrument has been divided into two
chapters. The theoretical system design and problem are described
in Chapter ^ and the practical design in Chapter 5*
In the first section the instrument requirements are defined,
the system foundation and block diagrams described and a summary
of the basic problems given. In section U.2 the instrument optics
is analysed. First three interferometer systems are described,
next the transmitting-receiving optics is analysed and the optimum
focused spot diameter calculated.. In section U.3 the System Noise
Figure F is introduced, the photodetector-amplifier configuration is 
s
analysed and a coupling network between photodiode and a tuned amplifier 
determined.
The next two sections are concerned with optimisation of
the SNR in optical receivers. The optimum beam splitting ratio is
calculated for photomultipliers, p-i-n and avalanche photodiodes
and the optimum current gain given. Based on these results a
comparison between the photodetectors is made and a generalised
system noise figure, F * is calculated.s
In the last section the instrumental error is discussed and 
the required SNR is calculated to provide the required accuracy. The 
minimum sensitivity of the instrument is given as a function of
carrier to noise ratio and Doppler broadening.
k,l*2 Discussion of the Instrument Requirements
The purpose of the proposed instrument is to measure amplitude 
and frequency of the moving target’s vibrations using a Doppler 
technique. A class of Laser Doppler instruments has been discussed 
elsewhere (6 0, 6 2, 63) but a moving target introduces problems 
and features not covered in the literature.
When laser light is scattered from a moving and vibrating
target, the vibrational velocity V is superposed on a much larger 
constant velocity V as shown in Fig. U.1.1 and the resultant Doppler 
frequency is equal to the sum of two frequencies corresponding to the 
sum of these velocities. For measurement of vibrations, the system 
should ignore the average velocity V and produce an output signal 
proportional to V • Also the system should not be sensitive to the 
slow changes of the target velocity. A measurement accuracy better 
than 10$ of the peak amplitude of vibrations is considered acceptable.
In particular the measurement of turbine blade vibrations
presents special problems. Measurement is possible only during the
period when a blade sweeps through the laser beam. The measurement
time T , Fig. U.1.1 is governed by the number and shape of the blades, s
velocity
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the turbine speed and the beam-turbine geometry. The jsignal is in 
the form of narrow pulses 9 which determines the bandwidth and accuracy 
of measurements, but in order to retrieve information about the 
frequency and amplitude of the vibrations , further signal analysis 
is required.
To satisfy the requirements of the most demanding potential 
users the system should have the versatility to make measurements on 
objects moving with speeds up to about 300 m/sec and discriminate 
between vibrations velocities in the range lem/sec - 1 m/sec and 
vibrations frequencies in the audio range of 20 Hz - 20 kHz, although 
in this work only a limited range of performance was reached, to 
prove the feasibility of the method used and to define the system SNR.
The diameter of the measured vibrating spot should be less 
than 1 mm and this can be easily met by focusing of the beam.
U.1.3 The System Block Diagram
The block diagram of the adopted system is shown in Fig.U.1.2
It can be divided into two parts: optics and electronics. The optics
consist of a laser and a Twyman -Green interferometer (Chapt. 2.3) •
The output light from the laser is divided by a beam splitter
into two beams, a signal beam and a reference or local oscillator
beam, in the conventional way. The signal beam is focused on the
target by a lens and the light scattered back is collected by the same
lens. The local oscillator beam is reflected from the reference
mirror and mixed with the scattered signal beam P on the photocathodes
of a photodetector. As a result of the mixing process (Chapt. 2.3)» 
an i.f. current at the Doppler difference frequency flows in the 
photodetector.
The photodetector is followed, by an amplifier and a 
frequency discriminator, the output from which provides 
information about velocity. Normally the frequency discriminator 
can be followed by a display unit such as a C.R.O. and a 
recording instrument.
U.l.U Summary of the Basic Problems of the System
The most important system parameters and problems, about 
which knowledge is necessary for proper design and optimisation, 
are listed below and the general principles discussed in the 
following sections, but a detailed analysis and description are 
given in Chapter 5*
The topics to be discussed are:
1). Laser output power.
2). Coherence and mode structure of the laser light.
3). Laser light wavelength.
h). Interferometer construction.
5). Geometry of alignment of the beam.
6 ). Optimum size of the focused spot and the depth of focus.
7). Spectral broadening of the Doppler signal.
8). Coherence losses in the transmitting and receiving optics.
9). Optimum laser power division between the beams.
10). Photodetector choice.
11). Coupling network construction.
12). Scattered light intensity and coherent reflectivity loss
factor.
13). Optimum i.f. and information bandwidths.
1*0. Analysis of the overall SNR of the system.
15). Output signal analysis.
Also problems connected with the application of an avalanche 
photodiode as the photodetector and electronic mixer:
16). Optimum current gain
17) • Optimum bias voltage
18). Optimum local oscillator voltage
19). Optimum current gain and optimum beam division.
A good system design must take into account all these factors, which 
are incorporated in the instrument design described in Chapter 5*
k.2 OPTICS
U.2.1 Introduction
The basic Twyman-' Green interferometer arrangement as described 
in k.1.3 is simple, but the practical set up is complicated and requires 
detailed analysis.
In this section three interferometer arrangements are discussed 
and analysed, and one completely new solution is proposed. The 
conclusions indicate which arrangement is most suitable for different 
requirements. The transmitting-receiving optics of the interferometer 
are discussed separately in section k.2.5 because of their great 
importance.
k.2.2. System with a Partially Silvered Beam Splitter
The interferometer with a partially silvered beam splitter is 
shown in Fig. k.2.1. In this system the laser beam is divided by a 
semi reflecting surface into reference and signal beams (a) and (s) 
respectively. After Reflection by the reference mirror the beam is 
again divided by the same surface and part of it returns to the laser, 
the rest going to the photodetector. Similarly, part of the signal 
beam, after reflection from the target, returns to the laser and some to 
the photodetector.
If the surface reflectivity is r, the transmissivity (l ~ r) 
(excluding absorption which is small) and the laser output power P, 
then the intermediate frequency current is given by (Chapter 2.3)
i. - = 5 J 2 P P, = £ /IT P r (1 - r) k.2.if s lo
where £ is radiant sensitivity and P and P, are signal and local
s lo
oscillator powers respectively. The optimum value of r is thus 
always equal to 0.5 (Chapter U.5) and does not depend on the target 
reflectivity or other parameters. The maximum rms value of i.f.
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current is
i i f  -  0 .35 5 P fc.
In practice this value cannot be reached because of multiple 
reflections and losses in the beam splitter resulting in wasted 
energy such as beams (c) and (d) in Fig. 1+.2.1.
The main disadvantages of this system are:
1. The system is unable to distinguish between local oscillator 
and signal beams, both being attenuated by the same factor 
r(l - r).
2. Half of the laser power is wasted.
3. Losses through internal reflections and absorption.
k. Light is sent back to the laser, where it can interfere with 
the generated beam.
5. Offset of the laser beam axis by the beam splitter.
In spite of all these disadvantages the above system is 
frequently used because of its low cost and simplicity.
k .2.3 System, with a Polarising Beam Splitter
The interferometer with a polarizing beam, splitter is shown 
in Fig. i^ .2.2 . It uses a special dielectric coated mirror which 
reflects light of horizontal polarization (13). The operation is 
shown diagramatieally in Fig. ^.2.2. The vertical polarization 
of the laser light (a) is rotated by a half wave plate thus changing 
the ratio of the vertical to the horizontal components.
The vertical component is reflected by the beam splitter (c) 
and on its journey to and from the reference mirror it twice passes 
through a -jj plate returning with horizontal polarization (e) and is 
transmitted through the beam splitter. Conversely, horizontal
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component (g) passes through the prism and after scattering. from the 
target reaches the beam splitter vertically polarized (i), where it 
is reflected to the photodetector.
Because only beams of the same polarization can interferes 
an analyser is used to isolate a common component from the two beams. 
To do this the analyser must be adjusted so that its plane of maximum 
transmissivity is at U5° to the planes of polarization of the beams 
(f) and (j).
Half the beam power is reflected and wasted in this process9 
but a second pliotodetector in a balanced detection system can be used 
to accept this reflected power if desired. A balanced detection 
system also offers the advantage of removal of local oscillator noise, 
but it is very difficult to obtain a good balance at very high 
frequencies.
The intermediate frequency current can be calculated as in 
Chapter k.2.2.
For a single detector
/ 2~
1if 2 
For balanced detection
£ P / m(l~m) k.2.3
i.„ = / 2 £ P / m(l“m) U.2.^if
For specular reflection at the target ^0p^. * 0.5 (Chapt. U.U)
and
i.^ = 0.35 K P for a single detector 1+.2.5
i. _ = 0 .7 K P for a balanced detection k.2.6if
For a single photodetector the i.f. current is the same as 
in the case of a partially silvered beam- splitter ( eqn.l*.2 .2 ) ; 
balanced detection offers 3 dB improvement.
Another solution to the problem of power loss -can be found 
by adding the system shown in Fig. U.2.3. to the present inter™ 
ferometer. The beams (e) and (i) from the beam splitter must first 
be separated, and the polarization of one changed. A calcite 
birefringent crystal is used to do this. The vertical component 
(e) is converted into horizontal (k) by a plate, so that the 
two beams have the same polarization, but are separated in space.
When focused on to the photocathode, the two spots overlap and 
interference occurs.
The i.f. current is now the same as for balanced detection.
The main advantage of using a polarising beam splitter is to permit 
adjustment of the ratio of reference to signal beams. The optimum 
ratio is discussed in Chapter ^.5.
A system using a polarizing beam splitter has none of the 
disadvantages mentioned in Section h.2.2., but its application is 
limited by its acceptance of only a narrow optical spectrum. The 
disadvantage is that many plates and expensive prisms
are required, and the angle of reflection must be kept constant at 
about 90°.
h.2.k Interferometer Without a Separate Reference Mirror
In all the interferometers so far described there are two 
elements sensitive to spurious vibration: a reference mirror and
a beam splitter. These two elements need to be very finely adjustable 
in position to provide alignment between signal and reference beams.
The system proposed in this section contains only one adjustable 
and vibration sensitive element: a special beam splitter. The
interferometer is shown in Fig. .^2.1*.
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The special beam splitter is an ordinary flat block of glass.
The surface X is partially silvered and works like a conventional 
beam splitter: the surface Y 9 at 90° to X is a mirror of high
reflectivity. The light (a) from the laser is divided at X and the 
reflected been is focused on the photocathode. The signal (b) is 
arranged to have its outgoing and returning beams orthogonally polarised 
and thus they can be spatially separated by a calcite prism. The 
returning signal is then reflected at Y and finally brought to a focus 
at the photodetectors having its polarisation restored by a ^ 2  plate (@) 
The only movement of the beam splitter that can cause double 
variations of the interference fringes is movement in the direction of 
the incident beam. Vibration in the direction normal to the laser beam 
causes only changes in position of the two beams. The incorporation of 
only one vibration sensitive element is the main advantage of this system 
Unlike the system in if. 2 .2. this system can meet the condition 
required for mQ^ ^ and the maximum i.f. current is again given by 
equation if. 2 .6 .
The special beam splitter must be very accurately made. The 
angle between the X and Y surfaces must be ± 5 sec of 90°, otherwise 
significant misalignment between the two beams will occur.
If.2.5 Transmittinprreceiving optics
if.2.5.1 Introduction
The main task of the transmitting optics is to focus the laser 
beam on the target with the required depth of focus and spot size. The 
receiving optics collects scattered light from the target and collimates 
it into a parallel beam.
The two functions can utilise separate optical systems, but to 
simplify the instrument’s construction and to remove problems of 
alignment the same lens, or system of lenses is normally used as both 
transmitting and receiving antenna. Because the measurement of 
turbine blade vibrations sets special requirements on the transmitting” 
receiving optics, the following analysis will be limited to this 
application.
The optimum spot size diameter at the target is calculated to 
meet three requirements: depth of focus, maximum received signal power,
and minimum Doppler broadening.
^•2.5*2 Depth of Focus
Consider a turbine blade of radius r, which must be under 
observation during an angular movement of 23 Fig. U.2.5* The required 
depth of focus is given by
1 = 2r sin3 U.2 .1 0.
The depth of focus provided by a lens of focal length F,
F
diameter D and lens number f = ^ is given by (13)
Az = h f2 X U.2.11
From eqns. U.2.10 and U.2.11 the required lens number f to obtain 
a depth of focus 1 is given by
f *( ) 3 k.2.12
and the focus spot diameter is expressed by
• d i it - ( k;2.13
For small values of 3
a 5 ( k.2.ik
To obtain a large depth of focus, the lens number should be 
large, and as a result of this the focus spot diameter is also big.
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^•2.5*3 Received Signal Power
The light scattered from the target is distributed''in a solid
angle of 2ir radians. The amount of coherent light collected by the
receiver depends on the target reflectivity and its structure, and on
the receiver lens number (Chapter 2.3). The ratio of incident to
receiver power, C is called coherent reflectivity loss factor,
introduced in Chapter U.U, and is given approximately by:
2
a -P .
e ~ —  k.2.15
p
where p is a constant depending on the target reflectivity and 
depolarisation.
Because the SNR in optical receivers depends on the value of 
C (Chapter ^.5), the minimum useful SNR limits the maximum value of 
£ . This in turn limits the focused spot size diameter:
<1 + $ X (Cp) 2 k.2.16opt -g~
or else it limits the observation time and angle $
8 s It.2 .1 7
Because there are so many variable parameters, a calculation must 
be made for each particular case.
k.2.5*k Doppler Broadening Effect
Because the beam illuminating the target has a finite diameter 
d and different points on the blade are moving with different 
velocities depending on the radius, Fig. k.2.7, the Doppler signal 
has a finite linewidth depending on the il3.uminating spot diameter.
The spread in velocities over the spot diameter is;
Av s v* v = d f U.2.18
and the Doppler linewidth is (T^ )
T»» - 2Av 2 ay U.2.19
D ” X ~ A
where lF is rotational velocity in radians per second^
This effect limits the accuracy of frequency and velocity 
measurements and should be kept as lew as possible.
When the focused spot cf diameter d moves with velocity 
v across the surface the Doppler signal is further broadened 
and the approximate value of its bandwidth is (23)
v
B.D d
The total frequency spread is given by (29)
—  U.2.20
/ 2 d '? V / V \ 2 H
BD =|( X I * j U.2.21
This gives the optimum value of d as (Appendix E)
/X v. \ I
d =  —  j U.2 .2 2
opt \ 2H, j
and the minimton frequency spread
B_ . * 2 i - ~   U.2.23Dmm \ /
The transverse velocity of the focused spot depends on the geometry
of the beam, and of the turbine blades and is calculated in
Appendix E, e.g. substituting in eqn. k.2.22 gives the optimum value
of d in terms of the geometry as
d = {~~~~ (s.in,?-a + sin2$ )5}^  k.2.2kopt 2
where a is the angle between the turbine velocity vector and 
the laser beam. (The geometry is shown in detail in Appendix E).
For normal incidence a = 0 and for small £
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This result is identical to eqn-«~ii*2L*lU.- This means 
that the two separate criteria of (i) depth of focus and 
(ii) minimum frequency spread are met by the same condition on 
the focused spot diameter.
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4.3 SYSTEM SNR MALYSIS
4.3.1 Introduction
The SNR performance of an optical receiver when.-the photodiode 
is followed by an amplifier has been reported by several authors 
(3Ua 36, 52, 5 8, 75) but results are often misleading because of 
the use of varied assumptions and different definitions of 
equivalent resistance or noise and temperature. Many theoretical 
calculations (56, 57) s r e  too elaborate and general to be of 
practical use.
time effect is neglected.
A simple equation is produced relating the SNR on the 
photocathode of a photodetector to the output SNR from the following 
amplifiers in terms of a system noise figure F^. The parameters
and a method for its calculation is given. The system SNR is 
calculated only for a narrow“band signal.
4.3.2 Equivalent Resistance R
The photodetector, which may have current gain M may be 
characterised by the set of h parameters Fig 4.3.1 (a)
In this chapter the meaning of the equivalent resistance
R is explained, and the method of its calculation using h parameters.
The value of R is calculated for a photodiode circuit, but transit
defining F are easy to measure and have physical meaning. The s
coupling network necessary for minimisation of F is considereds
v.1 4 .3 .1
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but because the network is driven by a current source, is not 
of interest and the network can be satisfactorily described by 
eqn. U.3 .2 only, i.e. by the equivalent circuit shown in 
Fig. U.3.1 (b) governed by the two parameters: ^l* forward
current transfer ratio and h ^  = g,^ + ou^ u^
admittance.
For a conjugately matched load 1 = g - O^oo "^eL 22 22
power in the load (i.e. the power available from the photodiode) is
PL = 122/?g22 *^3.3
which can be written in the form (Fig. U.3 .1 c)
PT = i 2 R k.3.kL 1 eq
where
lh2il2
B = --r ~   U.3.5eg
The equivalent resistance, R is a fictitious resistance loading
the photodetector (Fig. U.3.1 c) and dissipating power equal to the
power actually dissipated in a real matched load. In general,
Re^ is a function of the photodetector parameters, the circuit
characteristics,its output connections, and transit time effect
reduction factor, and can be calculated for any specific case.
R is a parameter frequently to be found in the literature (3 »^ 75) eq
although not always defined in the present manner.
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b.3*3 System Noise Figure Fs
^•3.3.1 General
The requirements of a specification for describing the 
signal to noise performance of a receiver system of any kind are:
i). To provide an indication of how the receiver compares 
with a theoretically perfect photoreceiver,
ii). To provide an indication of how the receiver compares 
with other receivers, 
iii). To enable a calculation to be made of output signal to 
noise ratio under specified operating conditions.
The specification should be in terms of readily measurable 
parameters.
Consider the generalised optical receiver systems shown in 
Fig. U.3.2.a. The system consists of two current sources: direct
current and rms signal currents followed by 3 elements, photodetector, 
coupling circuit and amplifier. Light incident on the photocathode
normally generates two currents. The direct current is proportional to
the average incident light power and the signal current is the 
alternating component. The distinction between the two currents is somewhat 
artificial, but the division is physically meaningful, because the 
direct current contributes only to the shot noise power, whle the 
signal current (noiseless) contributes to the signal power only, e.g. 
for optical mixing the current sources are given by :
Is
U. 3.6
I U.3.7
The photodetector is always followed by a circuit and
amplifier. When a photodiode is used as a photodetector, the
amplifier contributes a significant amount of thermal noise and
limits the SNR of the systems.
It is convenient to describe the noise performance of the
optical receiver by means of one single parameter and thus to
simplify the receiver system diagram to one block (fig. lj-.3.2 .b)
defined by it. The parameter describing the receiver is the
System Noise Figure F . In defining F the concept of noise figures s
will be used as originally introduced by Friis and Franz (76) an<3- 
now widely used in radio and microwave systems. The system noise 
figure Fs is defined as
F = l/g-is- i
s ^/N out
g
where /N^n is the SNR of the photocurrent at the photocathode
Sof the detector and 0U^PU^ amplifier
(Fig. 4.3.2.a).
It must be emphasized here that the discussion will be
concerned only with the 'fepot "“frequency" or "narrow band" Noise
Figure. The main limitation of the System Noise Figure defined in
this way is dependence on the average direct current level producing
shot noise. This means that F may depend on signal level. Thes
limitation is not important in optical superheterodyne receivers 
where the optical local oscillator power is constant and much bigger 
than signal power. This means that the System Noise Figure can 
fully describe the System SNR for a specified local oscillator level
^.3.3.2 System Signal~to~Noise Ratio
Using the definitions given above, the SNR at the output 
terminals of an amplifier over a narrow bandwidth Af can be written
“ 10 T
l£\
\Ni
I 2 R
} =  ----S3----------  U.3.9
out 2 e I, R Af + FkTAfdc eq
where R is given by eqn. ^.3*5 and F is the noise figure of the eq
amplifier given by (77).
/ R . R \
F = 1 + J (PQ -  1 ) “ f ^  + p— ) lf.3.10
\ s opt/
where F^ is the minimum noise figure of the amplifier^ 
the optimum source resistance and ^/Rg is the real part of the 
source admittance.
Optimisation of SNR is therefore achieved by optimisation 
of the amplifier noise figure F , matching the source as well as 
possible to RQp^. by transforming Rg to conjugate matching
 ^b22* ,h R
For a perfectly matched system R - R = — 23— ands °pt |h |*
eqn. U.3 .9 reduces to
( s \ 1 2 S
i N / ” h F kT Afv /nut, _ o
U.3.11
'oufc 2 e I, Af ->
dc s' 2l'
The input SNR is
\ I 2 iS\  _s U.3.12
N I 2 e I, Af 
v. / dcIn
and thus the system noise figure is (eqn. U.3.8)
F _ , u F0 kT_________ = 1  + K u.3.13
2 e Idc Rs M *
where k is equal to the ratio of the thermal noise power to the
shot noise power. The system noise figure F can be easilys
calculated and measured for matched conditions.
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For non^matched conditions it follows from 1+.3.9 and 1+.3.10 
that Fg is given by
F = 1 + ---— ---—  {(F - lM^2^  + -i— ) + } U.3.lU
lh2ll2e Xdo E V  s
and for R >> R . , and F > 1 s opt o
(F *=1) kT
F * 1 + ---~ ------ ------ U.3.1$s e I _ R , | h j odc opt I 2 1 j *
F is small for large values of R , under both matched and unmatched s & opt
conditions.
4.3.U The SNR of Photodiodes
k,3.^.1 h Parameters
The photodiode high frequency equivalent circuit is shown in 
Fig. 1+.3.3. The photodiode is characterised by a series resistance 
r^ and barrier capacitance C^ .
The h parameters are given by
h21 = l + jw (L r lh2ll2 = 1 + to* C 2 r * U.3.16
w B s B s
w2 C 2 r to CL
h22 = 1 + CL2 r 1 z ' 1 + w2 C 2 r 2 ^-3.17a s rJ s
the parallel source resistance is
R — 2 n 2 2 ** U.3.18s or CL*- r  ^ sB s
the equivalent resistance is
R
R = -j 2~ r --- * U.3.19eq 4 cf r 4B s
when ujCL <<B r
6 : c B R.
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*+.3.^ .2 Coupling Network
Consider an amplifier of input resistance R and of
optimum source resistance R . whose minimum noise figure is F vopt o
The photodiode must be conjugately matched to this amplifier to
minimise system noise figure F (eqn. 4,3.1^).s
An ordinary tuned circuit. Fig. U.3.^, can be used
to match a photodiode over a narrow band of frequencies. Ideally,
the inductance of this timed circuit is calculated from jb0_ = jbT
22 L
and is
1 + u)2 C  ^r 2 .
L =   —  a   ^.3.20
w B w B
if (ujC r «  1 )B s
In practice allowance must be made for stray capacitance and 
the inductance must be tuned against
C = C- + C U.3.21
11 B s
where Cg includes the stray capacitance and the transformed amplifier 
input capacitance.
Ideally a transformation of ratio t must be provided such
that
R = t2 R , U.3.22
s opt
In practice circuit losses exist and must then be matched
to the source impedance as seen by the amplifier and which includes the
losses. Let R* be this impedance then s
R 1 = -----    U.3.23
s w2 C2 r n
11 *
where r” = r + r* and where r is the photodiode series resistance s s s s *
and r* represents losses in the coupling circuit, s
The matching network must also provide the necessary bandwidth 
B. To satisfy bandwidth requirements9 the value of the total resistance 
*11 £overne(i by the condition
R $ R = ---    1*.3.2U
11 2 tt B  c u
where R is the value of R* in parallel with the transformed resistance 
11 s
of the amplifier as presented to the source. R^ represents the biggest
possible resistance allowable for a given bandwidth.
When R ? = 2 R^ and R . = R_,T the transformation ratio t s D opt IN
is given by
R*
t 2 - — §--- U.3.25
R 4-opt
When R f < 2 R__ the transformation ratio remains as above but the band- s D
width B is wider than required.
When R^ > 2 R^ matching is impossible and the transformation ratio 
must be limited to some smaller value to provide the necessary damping.
Under these circumstances t2 is given by
R_ R
+ 2 -  ---------U— §------------------  i, o og
* R . (R - R j  4*3*2bopt s D
U.3.^.3 Photodiode System Noise Figure
Introducing transformer coupling between the photodiode and
amplifier changes the value of the system noise figure given in
eqn. H.3.1^s neglecting the parameter |h2i| 2 in the low frequency range
the new value is given by
For the matched condition when R = 2 R_ and t2 R  ^ = Rs D opt s
2 F kT
F = 1 + -----2----  It.3.28
S e XA Edc s
and for R 1 >> t2 R , s opt
eqn. *+.3.27 simplifies to
(F - 1) kT
F = 1 + -----5---------  *+.3.29
S e I„ t2 Rac opt
To achieve a good system noise figure under matched conditions,
the value of R should he as large as possible. Because R depends on 
S '  s
the losses in the photodiode and circuit, and on the total capacitance, 
C and the frequency, the only parameter which can be chosen is the 
centre frequency, which should be as low as possible*
When the circuit bandwidth must be wide, and extra damping 
needs to be introduced, the System Noise Figure depends on the required 
bandwidth.
*+.3.*+.*+ Photodiode and Diode Mixer
When the photodiode is followed by a mixer having conversion
loss L, overall noise figure F, input admittance Y_.T = g. + jb. ,* IN in u m
the output SNR depends on the power mismatch between source and mixer.
The SNR is given by eqn. *+.3.9 where
k .  r  6j2p -  2.1.1-IB----------
e<^  (g + g )2 + (b + b )2
22 in 22 m
assuming (g + g. )2 »  (b + b. )2
22 in 22 in
the system noise figure F is given bys
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where R = R. =
s g m  g.
22
For conjugately matched conditions
_ _ , ^ 2 F kT U.3.32
The system noise figure, F for matched conditions is similar t;o-thats
for a photodiode and amplifier given by eqn. *1.3.13. Because the 
mixer is used for wide frequency coverage, matching is impossible and 
eqn. *+.3.31 is the one normally relevant.
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^  SYSTEM PARAMETERS OPTIMIZATION
*+.*+.1 Introduction
In previous SNR calculations (Chapter 2), the signal power
P and local oscillator power P_ were treated as though they came s J.O
from separate light sources. But in a Laser Doppler Instrument there
is only one primary source of light, the laser, and a beam splitter is
used to divide its output into signal and local oscillator beams.
If the local oscillator power is sufficiently large to make the shot
noise dominant, the SNR depends only on the signal power P (Chapter 2).s
This means that to obtain best SNR an optimum ratio must be found.
This ratio, like SNR, depends on many parameters, e.g. the type of 
photodetector, laser power, amplifier noise.
To generalise calculations, two new parameters are introduced: 
(i) Coherent reflectivity loss factor, £ , describing optics-target 
interaction and performance.
(ii) A generalized system parameter, Q, describing the photodetector- 
amplifier interaction and noise performance of the optical 
receiver.
The optical receiver is optimized against these two parameters.
As an aid to understanding it is helpful to group the results 
of calculations deriving the optimum into two classes depending broadly 
on two sorts of conditions, the first being a limiting case of the 
second.
(l) Thermal noise power is less by many orders of magnitude than 
shot noise. This condition is usually adequate for the 
photomultiplier and is sometimes adequate for photodiodes.
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(2) Thermal noise is the same order of magnitude as shot 
noise and must therefore he taken into consideration.
In this second group the conditions for optimum 
division for p~i-n photodiodes and both the optimum 
division and optimum current gain for avalanche 
photodiodes are the same for all conditions.
k.k.2 Optimum Beam Division for Shot Noise Limited Reception
Consider the simple superheterodyne system of Fig.k.k.l
with a polarization splitting prism and make the assumption that shot
noise is the only source of noise. Assume the laser output power P
to be split by the prism into two beams: local oscillator
p^o » mP and transmitted, P^ = (l - m)P.
The light scattered from a target, collected by the photodetector
and mixed with the local oscillator beam is given by P = ---~ P .s i,
C is the ratio of the transmitted laser power to that part of the 
scattered laser power used in the photodetector to produce inter™ 
mediate frequency current, it will be called the '’coherent reflectivity 
loss factor” of the target, and depends on the target reflectivity and 
roughness and on the illuminated spot size. This factor is introduced 
because it has been found to be a useful general parameter in expressions 
used in calculations of SNR. For specular reflection C is of the order 
of unity; for scattered reflection it is very much greater.
Laser
r e f e r e n c e  m i r r o r
A
beam splitter 
—
O -
’lo - m P
V  V
pt = P ( 1 - m )
P(1 - m)
r
}%• target 
V  b 
V*
photodetector
a)
reference mirror
,beam splitter 
 <• - target
Laser
P(l-r)
P(1 -r )r
P(1 -r)r
photodet ector
b)
FIG. 4. 4. 1 INTERFEROMETER DIAGRAM SHOWING . 
LASER! POWER DIVISION
a) Using a polarizing beam splitter
b) Using a partially silvered beam splitter
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The SNR can be written as (Chapter 2)
S
N h.k.l
where
U.k.2
and
G U.U.3
are constants, E is excess noise factor. After substituting
and P in terms of P one obtains s
S
N
HP(m - m2)
G{m( C “ 1) + 1}
By differentiation the optimum value of m for maximum SNR is found 
to be
1 1 m , = -------  * ----
opt ✓c'+i / r
in which case SNR is given by
reflectivity loss c » but SNR depends also on the available laser power
P. In Fig. k.h.2 the ratio of SNR to SNR is plotted as a functionmax
of m for different values of £ . For large £ the value of m is not
very critical, e.g. for c - 10000 the SNR is better than half of SNRmax
for values of m from 0.0001 to 0.5.
( ® )N max
Iff_____  =  nP k.k.6
GE (/f+ l)2 hvBE (/r+ l)2 hvBE C
The optimum beam division m
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^•^•3 Optimum Beam Splitting for Receiver with p-i-n Photodiode
When a p-i-n photodiode is used, the thermal noise of the 
following amplifier will determine the SNR of an optical receiver 
(Chapter 2). The SNR can be written as 
* H P P.
s s 10
U.U.7
* * v  ♦ * 5 ®
S
^FkTBwhere H, G are given by equation ^.U.2 and 1+.1+.3, and —r---R
S
represents the thermal noise. (Chapter *+.3).
After substituting Pg and P^Q in terms of P one obtains
|  .  - - - - E U a - - _ » ? j - - - -
G {m( t, - l) + 1 + Q£}
where
Q =  ---------------  k.k.9
2e % PRs
Q is introduced here because it is found to be convenient as a 
generalised system parameter in later calculations (not only those 
involving m ).
It depends on nearly all the most important system parameters:
laser power, noise figure of IF amplifier, quantum efficiency of the
photodetector and source resistance R , but it does not depend on m .s
It is easy to calculate, and to measure, and is also physically 
meaningful. For a given photodetector and amplifier, it is equal 
to the ratio of the thermal noise power to the shot noise power when 
all the laser power is incident on the photodetector.
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The optimum value of m for maximum SNR is calculated in 
Appendix B and is given by
{(1 + CQ)2 + (1 + ?Q)(? - 1)}* - (1 + CQ)
m , = -------------------------------------------  4.1+. 10opt
* C - 1
The value of m^^ is completely defined by the value of coherent 
reflectivity loss factor £ and the value of Q.
The plot of as a function of Q for different c values
is given in Fig. For C = 1, ® I a*1*1 is independent of Q.
For small values of Q, (i.e. thermal noise negligible)
lim m ,  > -----  I*. ^ .11
Q-O opt / r + 1
and this result is the same as that for a photomultiplier (eqn.U.U.5).
In a typical case, for large values of c * provided Qc >> 1> the 
expression ^.U.10 reduces to
“opt “ + q2)  ^" Q 1».U.12
end reduces further to
"opt = / « “  ^ ^ 1 3 -
to within 10$, provided Q < 0.01.
Thus, mQp^. for an optical receiver using a semiconductor photodiode, 
depends mainly on the laser power and the amplifier, but not on the coherent 
reflectivity loss factor c •
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4.4,4 Optimization of the Optical Receiver Using an 
Avalanche Photodiode
When an avalanche photodiode is used, SNR must be maximised 
against both current gain M and beam division m .
From (eqn. 4.4.8)
„ P H  M2(m - m2)
G (‘Mn (m (5- 1) + 1 } + Qfc |
After differentiating the above equation for 
solving simultaneously the equations (Appendix B).
4.4.14
and m and
_ 0
dM
d(S/N) _ „ 
dn ' ■ 0
the optimum values of m and M can be calculated.
mQpt is given by
Z ± Z (1 +
mopt
where
Z = (g - 1) (n - 2) - 2n 
Y = 4(c- 1) (n - 1)
4.4.16
4 . 1 * . I T  
4.4.18
The plot of mo as a function of C for different n values is
given in Fig. 4.4.4.
It is found as a result of this calculation that m , doesopt ----
not depend on the value of Q. The optimum current gain is given by
1 i f 1
Mopt
20X
(n - 2) ( C - 1) + 1}
n 2g_
(n - 2) mopt
n 4.4.19
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for a typical value of n = 3
(
2QC
Mopt
0.25 C + 1
y .
k.k.20
and for £ »  1
M . - 2Qopt
lA U.U.21
The plot of M ^ as a function of Q for different n values 
and £ value is given in Fig. ^.U.5. The equation ^.U.19 is applicable 
only when 1, because the avalanche photodiode minimum current gain
is 1.
For c >> 1 the equation ii.t.lo simplifies to
n - 2m“opt
in which case
Mopt
2(n - 1)
2Q 2(n - 1)
>1
n
(n - 2)2
Mopt *s digger than 1 provided
Q >
(n - 2)2 
U (n - 1)
U.U.22
k.k.23
k.k.2k
and this then, determines whether avalanche gain is desirable. In 
a typical case taking n = 3 avalanche gain is necessary for all values 
of Q > 0.125.
The SNR given by eqn. U.U.l^ reaches a maximum value for
m * m . and M « M , . For values of m ^ m , the ratio of SNR toopt opt opt
SNR is plotted in Fig. k.k.2. max
The value of the ratio SNR/SNR for different values ofmax
b = M
Mopt
is given by
B/N
i f 1 +  — S L .
opt % t
S/Nmax if V 2- m . bA
U.U.25
opt opt
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and is plotted in Fig. for n = 3. The SNR is tetter than half
SNR for values of h = 0.ii5 “ 3*max
Since this is a fairly restricted range correct optimisation of 
current gain is important - much more so than optimisation of team 
splitting •
4.^.5 Optimum Beam Division Using a Partially Silvered 
Beam Splitter
A common way of dividing the light team is by use of a partially 
silvered glass plate (Chapter k,2) of reflectivity r and transmissivity 
1 - r. The optical receiver arrangement is shown in Fig. U.2.1. The 
SNR can be written as (eqn. ^.^.T)
S = PIi r2 (1 “ r)2________
N G{r (1 - r)(l - c) +
Optimising against r as variable it is found that under all conditions 
the required value of r is
r = 0.5
For values of Q «  1 the polarisation splitting prism must be preferable 
to a half silvered mirror - this is important when photomultipliers are 
being used.
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Total to Thermal Noise Power Ratio
In the optical receiver the ratio of total to thermal noise power 
(HR) can "be easily measured and can indicate if the system is working 
under optimum conditions.
For a p-i -n photodiode from equations U.l*,8 an dU.l*.12
WR -  ^ § 1 --  a  °vt_ + 1  = 1^ + 1 J2 U.1+.2T
N 0 0thermal * H
For an avalanche photodiode from equations 4.• lU - ij-,1+,23
NR = --   k.kZQ
n 2
For a p-l-n photodiode the value of NR depends on the value of 
Q and its value must be known to check optimum conditions.
A different situation exists for the avalanche photodiode, 
where the value of NR depends only on the value of the excess noise 
constant n. Because the value of m ^ (eqn. k.k.22) also depends only 
on the same parameter, the current gain can be adjusted to obtain the 
optimum value of NR given by eqn. U.1+.28, and the system can be optimized 
without knowledge of Q.
^.^.7 Summary
The optimum beam division m , for a photomultiplier has been 
calculated and it was shown that it depends only on the coherent 
reflectivity loss £ . The ratio of the SNR to SNR was plotted as
I718*X
a function of m and it was shown that for large values of £ , SNR 
varies only slightly with m. The optimum beam division for a p l^n 
photodiode was expressed as a function of £ and the generalised system 
parameter Q . For small laser powers (large Q), the optimum beam 
division is m * 0.5.
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Both the optimum beam division and optimum current gain for 
an avalanche photodiode were presented. It was found that the 
optimum beam division does not depend on laser power and
amplifier noise, but only on the coherent reflectivity loss factor £ and 
excess noise constant n . The optimum current gain depends on all 
system parameters. The equations can be used when current gain M s 1 
which limits the minimum value of Q, for which avalanche multiplication 
is useful. It has been found that for a system having a partially 
silvered beam splitter the optimum value of reflectivity is always 
r = 0.5.
The total to thermal noise power ratio for an avalanche photo­
diode depends only on the excess shot noise constant n , and can be 
used to indicate optimum working conditions of an optical receiver.
4.5 GENERALIZED SYSTEM NOISE FIGURE F * ---------------------------------s
4.5.1 Introduction
The System Noise Figure introduced in chapter 4.3 is used to
describe the quality of a photodetector-amplifier circuit. Because
the value of Fg depends on the shot noise, it depends also on the
quantum efficiency and beam splitting ratio and its value is only
meaningful when specified against these parameters.
To describe the quality of a whole optical receiver and make
comparisons between different photodetectors the Generalized System
Noise Figure, F *, must be introduced. This depends on the quantum s
efficiency, laser power and amplifier noise figure. The value of
F * can be defined as s
I B \
LE l
{ N I opt
F * - iMimax k 5
s i S]
where
lS\ _ Is _ P U.5
\N/max ~ hvB hvBC
N/Lax possible SNR which would be obtained if the total
laser power P were sent to the target and a fraction — collected
and mixed with an infinitely large local oscillator power, on the
photocathode of a photodetector having 100% quantum efficiency.
lf)opt tile actually obtainable using the optimum
beam splitting ratio, optimum current gain and an amplifier introducing
its own noise. The value of F * compares the SNR of the optimizeds
optical receiver with an ideal optical receiver. It is related to
F (chapter 4.3) by s
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Using the parameters calculated in chapter U.l, the values
of F * are calculated for a photomultipliers p-i-n and avalanche 
s
photodiodes followed hy amplifiers or by microwave mixers , and an 
avalanche photodiode used as an electronic mixer. From these 
calculations a comparison between photodetectors is made and simple 
examples are given.
^•5*2 Photomult iplier
The optimum value of SIR when using a photomultiplier is 
given by (eqn. 1*.U.6)
t§\ ~_ ft—?.___________________  k.J.k
II/opt hvB E c
From equations U.5.1 and 1+.5.2, assuming £ »  1, the
Generalized System loise Figure, F * can be written ass
F * = - U.5.5s n
for £ = 1 (a mirror target giving specular reflection)
F * = —  U.5 .6
s n
For the photomultiplier with a large current gain the value
of F * is approximately constant for large £ and depends only on s
the photodetector parameters: excess shot noise and quantum efficiency,
Typical values are:
n = 0.06 (for X » 6328 R) E * 1.5
which give F * = 25s
fc.5.7
U.5-B
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H.5.3 P-i-N Photodiode
The optimum value of SNR calculated from eqns. k.k.8 and 
U.U.10 is given by
, _ , n P (m . - m2 . )/ S \ =   opt opt________
' * « *  hvB (mopt (c - 1 ) + 1 + ^  C)
which simplifies, for £ »  1, to
/ S | _ 11 ^ ^mopt mopt ^
U/°pt " hvB c (B + « . )
opt
and the Generalized System Noise Figure is given by
F » _ mopt + %in_____
n m opt (1 - m o p t )
Two special cases of *+.5»9 are interesting
i). ^pin “*■ °9 (i*e* shot noise dominant)
1 » 1 m ---------  an^ eqn. 4.5*9 tends to the value “
°Pt ^  + 3. 1
ii). 0p£n larges (i-e. thermal noise dominant) 
eqn. U.5*9 is approximated by
F * « ~ {k Q . +2) U.5.10s n pin
Fg* against Qp£n is plotted in Fig. U.5.I with 5 as a
parameter, taking n = 0.7* The value of F * = 25 typical of as
photomultiplier is given in the same figure.
vn
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^•5«^ Avalanche Photodiode
The optimum value of SNR calculated from eqns. U.l+.lU, 
lf.if.l6, if. if. 19 is given by
1 _ \ x) P M2 , (m , - m2 )
fS = ___________ opt__.opt____opt________  U.5.11
'H 'opt hvB { M11 (mopt (c - 1) + 1) + Qav ? }
For  ^>> 1 eqn. if. 5.11 simplifies to
/SI . n P MOt,t (mQPt - "tat*
iujspt hvB (m“ m + Q )
opt opt av
and the Generalized System Noise Figure is found by
m , Mn ,+
If.5.12
and for n = 3
F * = °Pt  §2------  U.5.13
n Mopt (mopt ’ “opt)
y»
k (ci> j
F * -  — --  U.5.1Us
The above equations apply only for % 1 when
Q £ — 2).----- (eqn. k.k.2h).
av If (n - 1)
Otherwise the avalanche diode must be treated in the same way as a
p-i^n photodiode (eqn. if. 5.9)*
The value cf F * for an avalanche photodiode is plotted against s
Q in Fig. if.5.2 for large values of z; , and for several values of av
n, taking n ** 0.35 (a typical value). If n = 2 the value of F * doess
not depend on the value of Q,&v» For n > 2 there is always a «av min
value below which the current gain is unity. An interesting situation
arises when n ■* 00 and in this case M . 1 and the characteristic isopt
identical to that for a p~i~n photodiode, Fig. U.5.1
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To avoid confusion, in this set of curves the variation 
with c as parameter has not "been shown. The trend with decreasing 
values of C is similar to that of the previous case. Variations 
in C over the range 102 to 10s have very little effect.
U.5.5 Photodetector and Electronic Mixing
Consider a system consisting of a photodetector followed by an 
electronic mixer, and assume that the amplifier noise figure includes 
the mixer noise. Since the image frequency shot noise can also 
contribute to the output, it is convenient to use two parameters 
to describe the mixer.
n
signal conversion loss 
shot noise conversion loss
The Generalized System Noise Figure can be written for 
photomultipliers (eqn. ^.5*5) as:
L E 
F * = — —  —
s L rjn
for p-i-n photodiodes (eqn. U.5.9 ) as:
F * s 
s
n
m . + Q9. opt -pm
n (m . - m2 , ) opt opt
fc.5.15
U.5-16
for avalanche photodiodes as
L
F * =
s
Mn m . + Q*s opt out av
n
p M2 , (m . - m2 , ) opt opt opt
where M . and m . are calculated for the new values of Q 1 = Q.L opt opt n
(Q is calculated for an arrangement without mixer).
U.5.17
When an avalanche photodiode is used as an electronic 
mixer, Lg and differ markedly. It is possible to calculate their 
values (chapter 3) for known values of n and optimum local oscillator 
voltage.
Typically
For current gain M = 1 
n * 3
L
L = 0.188 L = 3.85 F . = —  = 20.5n s a min Thn
n - 2; 5
L
L. = 0.111+ L = 2.1 F . = —  = 18. kn s a min ^
n
The value of F * is given by substituting the above results in s
eqn. M.1T.
U.5«6 Comparison Between Fhotodetectors
A comparison can be made between photomultipliers, p~i~n and
avalanche photodiodes by using the Generalized System Noise Figure, F *,s
and the graphs shown in Figs. ^.5*1 and 1+.5.2.
Fig. U.5.1 compares p-i-n photodiodes with a photomultiplier 
using typical values of rj and E. The curves scale directly for other 
values of n . Because of its better quantum efficiency the p-i-n 
diode is better for low values of Q, i.e. under conditions where shot 
noise is dominant and the gain advantage of the photomultiplier is not 
effective.
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Fig. k.5.2. compares the avalanche photodiode with the
photomultiplier. The relative merits of the photodetectors depend
on the shot noise excess factor, n of the diode, and for n = 2 the
diode is always better. For other values of n the diode is better
only for low values of Q .
The choice of the photodetector can be made without reference
to the target characteristics since Q is defined in terms of the
total laser power incident on the photodetector.
When a mixer follows the photodetector the curves of Figs. U.5.1
L\ • sand 4.5.2 can still be used but must be scaled by the factor —
Ln
and a value Q’ = Q.L must be used.n
Example
As a typical example take
n * 0.35 n • = 0.7 t» , = 0 .06 E = 1 .5av p m  ph.
n = 3 and ? = 101* - 105
expressing the value of Q in terms of laser power for = 50Q and
Fq = 2. The values of laser powers are given in brackets.
The avalanche photodiode current gain exceeds unity when the
value of Q calculated from eqn. U..2T is greater than 0.125 (93 mW). av
For Q < 0.125 (P > 93 mW) the avalanche photodiode is used like a p-i-n
S V
photodiode (i.e. without gain)
The p-i-n photodiode is better than the photomultiplier for Q^ -^ n< b
(P > I.U5 mW). The avalanche photodiode is better than the photomultiplier
for Q * 12.5 (P > 0.93 mW). The avalanche photodiode is always betterav
than the p-i-n photodiode when P < 1.95 raW.
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b.5.7 Summary and Conclusions
The Generalized System Noise Figure, F #, has been introduced ands
calculated for photomultipliers, p-i-n and avalanche photodiodes followed
by amplifiers or mixers. The results of these calculations are given in
a set of graphs which permit the value of F * for optimum working conditionss
to be estimated.
A generalized system parameter Q, easily measured or calculated,
was used to describe the system. Physically, Q, is the ratio of the
thermal noise to shot noise power at the output of the amplifier when all
the laser power is incident on the photodetector, although in the working
system only part of the laser power is in the local oscillator beam and
contributing to the shot noise.
Using the parameter F * a comparison between photodetectors was made.s
For single frequency reception the general features are:
i). For small laser power - large Q - the photomultiplier is best 
followed closely by the avalanche photodiode.
ii). For large laser power - small Q - the p-i-n photodiode is 
best, again followed closely by the avalanche photodiode.
For wide frequency reception using an electronic mixer, a photo­
multiplier is slightly better than an avalanche photodiode for large 
values of Q.
The photomultiplier followed by a mixer is always better than an 
avalanche photodiode used as a mixer.
The avalanche photodiode followed by a mixer is better than 
one used as an electronic mixer in the normal working conditions of an 
optical superheterodyne receiver, when n = 3, but a complete comparison 
is too complex to generalise.
— iko —
To sun up, the calculations show that under limiting conditions 
the p-i-n diode or the photomultiplier may sometimes he superior but 
the avalanche photodiode is never greatly inferior and over a large 
range of values of Q it is clearly superior and therefore to be 
preferred for use in the instrument.
- Ikl ~
h.6 ANALYSIS OF THE INSTRUMENT VELOCITY MEASUREMENT ERROR 
AND SENSITIVITY
U.6.1 Introduction
In this chapter a relationship is established between the 
accuracy of velocity measurement and the output SNR of the frequency 
discriminator. The necessary value of SNR is given for any required 
accuracy of measurements. Because the SNR depends on the signal 
information bandwidth, first the signal structure is described and 
the necessary bandwidth evaluated. Next, the required SNR for a 
measurement accuracy of 10% is estimated and the corresponding 
Carrier-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) calculated. The minimum measurable 
velocity is calculated for a SNR of 9 dB. The effect of Doppler 
broadening on the instrument sensitivity is explained and the limits 
of performance are given.
k.6.2 Signal Structure and Bandwidth
When considering the bandwidth necessary to provide the required 
information, the fine structure of the signal due to speckle effects 
(described in Chapter 2.3) is of no concern. It was found 
experimentally that it is not necessary to provide a bandwidth 
accommodating these pulses, because the signal is well limited, the 
gaps between the pulses are very small (Chapter 6.5) and the vibration 
frequency is much lower than the frequency of fluctuations in the 
amplitude of the signal after limiting. The only criterion for the 
output bandwidth is the undistorted reproduction of the vibrations.
178fd
When the turbine rotates with velocity y ---  , one bladesec
is illuminated during the observation time T (Chapter U.l) given by
5
Te 88 U.6.1s v p
where p is the number of blades.
The received signal from one blade is in the form of pulses 
of length T^ and period
T = k.6.2
r •¥
The length of these pulses determines the minimum i.f. and output 
bandwidth. Because the vibration is only observable during the pulse, 
it is necessary to reproduce very nearly the whole of the pulse shape. 
Assume that the pulse rise time should not be longer than, say, 0.1 
pulfee length. The bandwidth is then given by (76 )
B * - 4 ^  - U.6.3p 2tt 10
N in r.p.m.
e.g. for N = 20000 p = 100
B > 200 kHz
P
The bandwidth calculated thus does not affect the i.f. bandwidth 
Bif because generally is very much less than the i.f. bandwidth 
required to accommodate the Doppler shifts experienced. Much more 
affected is the output or information bandwidth B,^, because normally 
the vibration frequency lies in the audio range.
U.6.3 Requirements of Output SlflR
The output of a frequency discriminator is proportional to the 
deviation in frequency from the centre frequency and is thus pro~ 
portional to the variation in the hlade velocity. The accuracy of 
vibration velocity measurements depends on the amount of noise present 
at the output of the frequency discriminator.
To measure velocity variations at least two samples are necessary. 
Assume the amplitudes are and respectively, where
and are noise voltages. Assume also that the interval between
samples is much greater than the reciprocal of noise bandwidth, there 
is then no correlation between and 5 and the errors can therefore 
be assumed additive. For a maximum error less than, say, 10$, each 
sample amplitude should be measured with error less than 3%.
The required SNR can be calculated using the method of Middleton 
(79)* He shows that the probability P that the estimated amplitude 
Aq* falls within (l ± 6) 100$ of the true value of Aq is given by
p  -  x  < « ) *-6.k
where x is the error function defined by
x(x )s ~ ~  / e * dt U.6.5
/ T  o
e.g. for probability P * 0.9 that the estimate Aq* falls within
5$ of the true value A , the SNR is calculated fromo
0.9 = x (0.05 (§)*)
From error function tables
X (*) = 0.9 for x * 1 .163  
giving SNR = 27.2 dB
^•6.U Required Input CNR
Assume, that the output SNR depends only on the input signal 
and shot noise plus thermal noise power. The required output SNR, 
calculated above, can be related to the input CNR of the frequency 
discriminator using an equation given by Crosby (80).
SNR = § --Iffi)2- Eif- CNR b
2 B3
inf
where AF is the peak; frequency deviation, is i.f. bandwidth 
and is output bandwidth.
e.g. for B . = 1 MHz B. . = 200 kHz AF = 500 kHz° if inf
SNR = 27.2 dB
gives CNR = 8.5 dB
The value of the threshold CNR of a frequency discriminator 
is generally about 8 ~ 9 dB, and below this value the SNR is given by 
(81)
1 cnr
SNR =   2, Binf.   b
1 + S T )2 CNR erfc (/CNR) 
m f
where erfc is the error function.
4.6.5 Minimum. Measurable Velocity
To distinguish the signal in noise the arbitrary criterion
chosen is that the amplitude of the signal must exceed four times the
rms noise amplitude (82) 3 the corresponding SNR = 9 dB.
The minimum value of AF has been calculated from eqn. k.6,6n
for B._ = 1 MHz and several values of CNR and B. The results ofif m f
these calculations are given in Table 1*.6.1.
TABLE 4.6.1
Minimum Measurable Frequency Deviation
(A F . ) = f(CNR B. J  (Hz)' m m  n , inf
\ ^ N R
inf
10 dB 20 dB 30 dB ^0 dB 1
I
1 kHz 21 6.7 2.1 0.67
10 kHz 66 0 210 66 21
50 kHz 8200 2600 820 260
200 kHz 65000 20600 6500 2060
3000 Hz corresponds to the peak velocity of 1--- .
S 6 C
k.6.6 Effect of Doppler Broadening on the Instrument Sensitivity 
T'he results given in the previous section determine the 
minimum measurable velocity from the known average SNR, assuming only 
thermal and shot noise need be taken into consideration.
As a result of target movement the coherent incident beam is 
changed into narrow-band Gaussian noise (29» 83) having bandwidth 
approximately given by (eqn. b.2.2l)
bd ■ (<S>2 + • (- ^ F )2 Y k-6-B
where v is the transverse and ¥ the angular target velocity, 
d the focused spot diameter.
This noise passes through the frequency discriminator and produces 
an output proportional to: (8U)
N * 1.U8tt2 B- B. « k.6.9D inf
where is the bandwidth of the Gaussian noise and B^^ is the output 
bandwidth. Also the average output signal power S is proportional 
to the square of the frequency deviation Aft
S « = (21T-V ’ >2 = W  AF2 U.6.102 2 rms
From eqn. U.6.9 and U.6.10 the signal equivalent in output power 
to the Gaussian noise has a frequency deviation AF given by
= (°-37 Bn B. _) U.6.11rms d  mi
Using the same criterion as previously
AF * UAF m m  rms
The values of AF . are calculated from the above equations form m
different values of B^ and and the results are given in Table U.6.2.
TABLE k.6.2
min D f(BD f Binf> (kHz)
10 kHz 50 kHz 200 kHz
1 kHz 7.7 17.2 3k.k
10 kHz 2b.6 55 110
50 kHz 55 123 2k6
200 kHz 110 21*6 k92
The minimum measurable value of AF depends on the thermal and shot 
noise and on Doppler broadening. The total valueof AFis given by
where AFn is determined by noise (eqn. U.6.6) and AF^ is determined 
by Doppler broadening (eqn. . 6.11).
Conclusions
The minimum measurable values of frequency deviation determined 
by Doppler broadening effects (Table k.6.2) are much greater than those 
determined by noise (Table lf.6.1). This means that for values of 
CUE > 10 dB the minimum measurable velocity is limited by Doppler 
broadening rather than by SNR. Only for CNR < 10 dB and wide 
information bandwidths limits are they of similar order and eqn. U.6.12 
should be used.
Because the information bandwidth and Doppler broadening depend 
on the turbine speed (Chapter U.6.2), one can expect fast deterioration 
of instrument sensitivity with increased turbine speed.
m m U.6.12
CHAPTER 5
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL 
LASER DOPPLER VELOCITY INSTRUMENT
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the most important results of the theoretical, 
and experimental investigations are summarized and the basic procedure 
of design of the instrument is described and explained. The design is 
based on the analysis given in Chapters 3 and b and on the publications 
reviewed in Chapter 2, and some repetition of material was unavoidable.
Because the detailed design is very complicated only the results 
of this process are given with explahation or justification of each 
important step. The purpose of the chapter is to illustrate the 
theoretical analysis and practical considerations rather than to give a 
complete, prototype-like instrument design. Because of a wide variety 
of possible requirements, the instrument design should be calculated for 
a specified range of requirements.
The requirements of the Laser Doppler Velocity Instrument 
(described here) are given in Chapter U.l. To meet these requirements 
the proposed instrument block diagram is described. Next the optical 
system is discussed in detail. The choice of laser is explained and an 
interferometer arrangement discussed. The important problems and 
difficulties of optical alignment are explained and the required stabilities 
are given. The next section describes three photodetector arrangements, 
explains the choice of a photodetector, and the importance of a coupling 
network and electronic mixing in an avalanche photodiode.
The design and construction of an i.f. amplifier, limiter 
and frequency discriminator are given and the future development of 
the electronics system is proposed.
5.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
The block diagram of the experimental instrument mentioned in 
Chapter U.I., is given in Fig. 5.2.1.
The optical configuration chosen, which uses polarising beam­
splitters, is shown in Fig. k.2,2. The block diagram shows four 
alternative electronic systems all of which have been investigated 
experimentally. As discussed in Chapter 1+ the basic electronics common 
to all four systems require a photodetector, amplifier, and frequency 
discriminator, but to make a tunable instrument something more is 
necessary. Consideration must also be given to matching the photodiode 
output. It is in these respects that the four alternative electronic 
systems differ.
For narrow-band reception the photodiode is followed by a 
coupling network and the amplifier is tuned so that its centre frequency 
is equal to the average Doppler frequency. The photomultiplier can be 
coupled directly to an amplifier.
For wide-band reception all photodetectors are followed by a 
mixer and amplifier, and the receiver is tuned by changing the local 
oscillator frequency. In the fourth system an avalanche photodiode used 
as a mixer is followed by a coupling network and amplifier.
The amplifier is followed by a frequency discriminator and output 
filter. Because the received signal fluctuates, an amplitude limiter 
must be used before the discriminator. The output taken from the filter 
can be displayed on an oscilloscope or recorded. The amplitude and 
frequency of vibration are obtained from the analysis of the recorded signal.
single frequency
"I
wide frequency.
, f."1
! amplifier |
limiter
frequency 1
filte
Display
.2.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE INSTRUMENT 
SHOWING ALTERNATIVE PHOTODETECTOR
ARRANGEMENTS
5.3 OPTICS
5.3.1 Source of Light
The distance between target and instrument could be several metres 
and the coherence length of the light source should be at least an order of 
magnitude larger, i.e. a hundred metres. This requirement can be met only 
by a laser (Chapter 2.3). Further, to obtain an approximately constant 
scattered light intensity for different angles between the beam and the 
scattering surface, the distribution of the scattered light should be 
approximately uniform. Because the average machined surface roughness is 
of the order of microns, the laser light wavelengths should be of the 
same order or less.
The He-Ne laser of wavelength 6328 X meets these requirements, 
and a 1 mW Spectra Physics, model 130 B He-Ne laser was in fact used for 
the instrument under development. The cavity length is 30 cm and the 
output spectrum consists of three modes separated by 500 MHz (Chapter 2.2). 
The laser excess noise is noticeable only in the audio frequency range
and is therefore negligible.
5 .3 .2 Int erferomet er
The three interferometer arrangements, described in Chapter k,2, 
offer different advantages, but only the system with a polarising beam­
splitter is versatile enough for use in a laboratory experiment. The use
of different types of photodetectors and the measurement of vibrations of
various targets requires an easy method of changing the beam division ratio 
and in this particular interferometer this is achieved by rotating the 
half wave plate. The minimum value of m obtainable in this arrangement 
is about 0.0013 which was adequate for all the tests made.
The main disadvantages of this system are the number of elements 
used, and the light losses due to reflections from the component surfaces. 
If the surface reflectivity is r , the light is attenuated hy a factor 
(l ~ r)n after reflections by n surfaces. For the elements used here 
r = 0.0^, so the local oscillator is attenuated by 50$ after sixteen 
reflections and the signal beam by 55$ after nineteen reflections. The 
attenuation can be reduced, however, if antireflection coatings are used. 
From a 1 niW laser, only 250 yW could reach the photocathode because of 
50$ beam attenuation and 50$ polarisation splitting losses (Chapter U.2).
Because the laser cavity length is 30 cm, the path length 
difference between local oscillator beam and signal beam should be made 
equal to an even multiple of this (Chapter 2.3).
5.3.3 Geometry and Alignment of the Optical System
5.3.3.1 Introduction
One of the most significant design considerations in the instrument 
is the geometry of the scattered and reference beam superposition process 
at the photocathode. The design of the superposition geometry will 
directly affect the system SNR, the sensitivity of the alignment and the 
susceptibility of the whole instrument to external shocks and vibrations.
The entire problem is relatively complicated and is to be 
considered in terms of several alignment requirements such as:
a), angular alignment between the two beams
b). angular alignment between the beams and the photocathode
c). focusing on to photocathode
d). transverse alignment (overlapping of the two beams)
e). alignment of the beams polarisation
f). wavefront curvature
g). optical mode structure of the beams
Only the most important requirement -will be discussed.
The dependence of SNR on the alignment geometry can be 
expressed for convenience as a single loss factor (Chapter 2.3).
The following discussion considers the optics design from the 
point of view of minimising both the sensitivity of alignment and the 
loss factor , when the practical limits of precision are taken into 
account.
5.3.3.2 Angular misalignment
To obtain mixing between two optical beams (Chapter 2.3) the 
wavefronts of the two beams should be parallel. The critical mis­
alignment angle ©c between the beams, for which the i.f. signal drops 
to zero given by eqn. 2.3.6., is
0 = 1.22 £ 5.3.1
C JD
For a laser beam of diameter D = l.U mm and X = 6328 X , the 
value of the critical angle ©c is 113 sec. The i.f. current falls by 
3 dB when 0 = 1+9 sec.
To verify equation 2.3.5.9 the i.f. current was measured as a 
function of the misalignment angle 0, and the results are plotted in 
Fig. 5*3.1. Because the laser beam has a Gaussian intensity distribution, 
the i.f. signal does not in practice reach zero at 0 = 0^.
5*3.3.3 Transverse Misalignment
Optical mixing between two beams is only possible when they are 
superposed. The i.f. current for two superposed beams with their centres 
sheared by a distance 1 is found by equation 2.3.7. This is particularly 
noticeable when the beams must be focused on the photocathode of a photo­
diode .
I.i f
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FIG. 5.3.1 VARIATION OF I.F. CURRENT WITH 
MISALIGNMENT
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F IG . 5 . 3 . 2  G E O M E T R Y  OF T H E  B E A M A T  T H E  FO CU S
A beam of diameter D is focused by a lens of focal length F 
to a diffraction limited spot of diameter d given by :
d = 1.22 5-3.2
Two parallel but not overlapping beams can be brought together in a focal 
plane (Fig. 5*3.2 a), but if not parallel, they form two separate spots 
in the focal plane of the lens (Fig. 5*3.2 b), and the separation c between 
them is
a = F sin 0 « F 0 5*3.3
The two beams fail to overlap when a = d and from
a = f 6 * d * 1.22 5*3.^
C  D
it follows that
= 1.221 5*3.5
c D
This result is identical to that for two unfocused beams, and means that 
focusing does not change the spatial requirements of the beams. A test 
was carried out to check this statement and results are given in Fig. 5*3.1.
5*3*3.U Discussion of the Airy Disk System
Focusing of the signal beam to the size of the Airy disk and using
an aperture of the same size is suggested by several authors (15 , 85) to
ease the spatial requirements for mixing. The critical misalignment angle
0 is given by 0
e = -~T- 5.3.6
c ttF
where D is the signal beam diameter.
The above equation is applicable assuming that the aperture is 
positioned to within a fraction of the Airy disk diameter and the position 
of the signal beam is constant.
If the position of the signal beam is changed by, for example, 
propagation distortion or vibration, the misalignment occurs not between 
two beams (which is not very critical) but between the signal beam and 
the aperture: the signal beam will be stopped by the aperture. The
critical angle is again
as in the previous case. Thus nothing is gained by using the Airy disk 
principle.
5*3.3.5 Angular Misalignment Between the Beams and the Photocathode
The permitted angular misalignment between the light beams and 
photocathode should be checked for maximum Doppler frequency and maximum 
mixed beam spot size.
For small 6, the critical angular misalignment is given by (30).
where A_ = —§—  e.g. for f_ = 3 GHz A_ = 10 cm D * 2 cmD fjj D D
0D = 1.25 rad.
This is an absurdly large number, since 5.3*7 is approximate and only 
valid for small 0 . Nevertheless, it indicates that misalignment between
beams and photocathode is not critical.
5.3.3.6 Focusing on to Photocathode
The use of focused beams requires accurate positioning of the 
photocathode and of the beam focusing optics to within the depth of 
focus given by (13).
Az = ^  j) j  ^ 5*3.8
p.
To meet this requirement a lens system having > 10 should
be used.
5.3*3.? Alignment of Beam Polarisation
Optical mixing can occur only between two beams of the same 
polarisation (Chapter 2.3). Using an interferometer with a polarisation 
splitting prism (Chapter k.2) sets special requirements on the adjustment 
of the half wave and quarter wave plates and analyzer. The angular 
adjustment is not very critical, but should be kept constant with a 
stability of less than 1°.
The light scattered from the target is generally depolarised and 
only one component, that parallel to the local oscillator beam polarisation, 
can be used in optical mixing. The analyzer is used to remove the 
unrequired component.
5.3.3.8 Summary and Conclusions
The geometry of alignment is the most difficult and important 
practical problem encountered in achieving a properly functioning instrument. 
Only careful design of all the parts can assure the required accuracy of 
measurement. Ten optical elements need some form of alignment and in the 
whole instrument 32 adjustments are required: a summary is given in Table
5.3.1. Three elements - the laser, the reference mirror, and the beam 
splitter, require vibration-free mountings.
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5*3.^ Transmitting and Receiving Optics
A complete analysis of the transmitting~receiving optics was given 
in Chapter U.2.5 and Appendix E. For a laboratory experiment where a 
small model turbine was used the requirements were particularly simple.
The optimum spot size diameter at the target was calculated to 
meet three opposing requirements: maximum received signal power, depth of
focus, and minimum Doppler broadening. Referring to section U.2.5*3, 
cL0pk must be small enough to give an acceptable SNR. This value of ^p^ 
is given by eqn. it.2.l6 and requires a knowledge of coherent reflectivity 
loss factor, £ . Measurements were made (see Chapter 6.3) and it was 
found that a typical value of C using white paper as a target was about 
100,000. Taken, together with typical values of p = 0.5 and X = 0.63 ym 
gives dQpt * 85 ym.
For a given value of coherent reflectivity loss € y and turbine 
radius r , the maximum blade transit angle 3 while under observation 
is given by (eqn. ^.2.17)
6 = 5.3.9
and for r - 100 mm follows 3 * 12° .
For the required depth of focus the value of d0p^. is given by
k.2.lk
_ / rXB \2  ^n/xd . * 1--r-4 5*3.10opt \ 2 ,
The same value of the spot diameter fulfils the condition on 
minimum Doppler broadening (eqn. 1*.2.25)> when the incident beam is parallel 
to the blade vector velocity. In practice a compromise must be reached 
between the requirement for the best SNR and the minimum frequency spread, 
both of which affect instrument sensitivity and accuracy of measurement.
Calculations given in Chapter U.6 prove that the instrument’s 
sensitivity is limited mainly by the Doppler broadening, and the instrument 
optics should be designed to minimise this effect.
The optical system f number is given by
f = — °E —  5.3.11
For a beam of diameter D the lens focal length is given by
F » f D 5.3.12
A lens of F = 180 mm was used in the instrument described. The
depth of focus was ± 20 mm. Several variables, including beaar'turbine
geometry, £ , and instrument target distance set different opticalmax
requirements and each variable must be determined for every application.
5A  PHOTODETECTING SYSTEMS
One of the main tasks in designing an optical receiver is selecting 
a photodetector to give the best SNR for known system parameters such as 
laser power, amplifier noise figure, frequency range and frequency bandwidth. 
The general theorectical analysis of this problem was given in Chapters 
^.3., and k.5.
In this chapter three photodetector experimental arrangements 
using a photomultiplier, p-i-n photodiode and avalanche photodiode are 
described and the performance of each system is specified, first at a 
fixed centre frequency, and also when the centre frequency can lie any~ 
where in a wide tuning range. The conditions under which each system is 
preferable are indicated. The p-i-n and avalanche photodiode are similar 
devices, both need amplifiers, and will be treated together. The 
avalanche photodiode, however, offers the possibility of electronic mixing, 
and should be therefore distinguished from the p^i-n photodiode.
5A.1 Photomultiplier 
5.U.1.1 Data
A Mullard, 56 TVP photomultiplier with S - 20 photocathode 
of quantum efficiency n = 6% for X =0.63 ym was used as a typical 
example of a high gain, fast frequency response photomultiplier. It
Q
has lU dynodes and maximum current gain is about 10 . The anode dark 
current at this gain is less than 5yA. The maximum anode current is 2 mA. 
The anode pulse rise time, when the whole cothode is illuminated,is 2 ns.
5A.I.2 Adaptation to Photomixing
Photomultipliers are designed to detect very weak optical 
radiation, hut although they have been in use for many years, very little
information is available from the literature on their use for optical
mixing when a high intensity optical local oscillator is incident on the 
photocathode. The problem arises because the maximum allowable anode 
current of the photomultiplier is limited (Chapter 2A).
Under these conditions it has been found (30) that the best SNR 
can be obtained when (eqn. 2A. 10)
P = P. = r P  J.k.ls lo h m
but the SNR is then 3 dB below the maximum possible value (eqn. 2A.11), 
and the above condition does not permit optimisation of the beam division 
against coherent reflectivity loss £ (Chapter UA). Optimise, the 
photomultiplier current gain can be changed by the regulation of the voltage 
supply.
Another problem arises when the signal is so strong that the current 
gain cannot be lowered sufficiently to fulfil the required condition for 
optimisation because there is a minimum supply voltage which must be 
provided.
For the optimum SNR the local oscillator beam power should be
approximately v £ times bigger than the signal power (Chapter U A ) .
This means that the local oscillator level is comparatively high, and 
high current gain is undesirable. The optimum beam division (Chapter 
UA) is possible when the current gain is set to the new value for which the 
the new maximum incident peak power P ' is given by
where P is the laser power and C is the coherent reflectivity 
loss factor.
For a typical value of C = 10000 and P = 1 mW under
optimum conditions the maximum power falling on the photocathode will
be P^' * 12 yW corresponding to a cathode current at about 0.3 yA.
Because the anode current must be less than 2 mA, the current gain should 
be less than 5»5 x 103. This value of current gain is too small to be 
obtained by lowering the supply voltage and another solution must be 
found.
This is to use only the first few dynodes, and to connect the
last of these as the anode, so avoiding excessive current. In the
experimental arrangement the first eight dynodes were used. It was found 
that better working conditions are obtained when later dynodes are given 
a slight negative bias. The overall current gain of this cut-down
photomultiplier is M = 3 x 103 for V = 1000 V.
Using the photomultiplier arrangement described above, the 
current gain can be varied over a very wide range by taking the signal 
output from the appropriate dynode. The use of less stages can slightly 
improve the frequency response, because both the total transit time and ; . 
the transit time spread should be lower. The photomultiplier was tested 
at frequencies up to 300 MHz and useful output was obtained.
5.^.1.3 System Description. Conclusions
At the output of a photomultiplier the signal and noise level
are so high that the thermal noise contribution of the following
amplifiers is negligible.
For narrow band single frequency reception, the photomultiplier
is followed by a tuned amplifier, Fig. 5*2.1. and frequency discriminator.
The system noise figure F * (Chapter U.5) is given bys
F * = - 5-^s n
and typical values E = 1.5 and n = 0 .0 6 give F * = 25.s
For narrow bandwidth wide frequency range reception the photo­
multiplier is followed by a diode mixer, an i.f. amplifier and frequency 
discriminator. Because reception is shot noise limited, both systems 
should give similar SNR, but the mixer system is subject to noise at the 
image frequency and signal conversion loss Lg is larger than shot noise
conversion loss L and value of F * is (eqn. ^.5.15) n s ^
L E
F * = - p -  - = 50 5-U
s n n
There is no big difference between photomultiplier performance for single 
or wide frequency range reception. The value of Fo* is mainly determined 
by the low value of quantum efficiency. The main limitation of photo­
multipliers is the low cut off frequency (about 300 MHz).
5*^*2 Photodiodes
5.H.2.1 Introduction. Data
P“i“n and avalanche photodiodes are similar devices: both
need loir noise amplifiers following them to obtain useful signal levels, 
and they are described together in this chapter. Because the amplifier 
has influence on the output SNR, in all cases the photodiode and amplifier 
are treated as a single unit described by a system noise figure Fs
(Chapter U.3).
The main difference between p~iran and avalanche photodiodes is 
the current multiplication factor and in this consideration a p-i^n 
photodiode is treated as an avalanche photodiode with a current gain 
M - 1.
The performance of the photodiode systems is determined by the
generalised system parameter Q (Chapter l+.U) described below.
The design of the system depends on the required bandwidth and
frequency range of the signal. In this chapter both single frequency and
wide frequency range systems are described and the generalised system
noise figure F * (Chapter ^.5) calculated, s
The avalanche photodiode, due to its current “voltage 
charatceristic (Chapter 3) offers the possibility of electronic mixing,
j
and is compared with the conventional system with a diode mixer.
Data
The avalanche photodiode used in the instrument was model T 29^ 
made by SERL, its r f 1 < * isties are given in Chapter 3. The quantum 
efficiency of the diode is 35% for A « 6328 2, barrier capacitance 
about %)F and series resistance about 25^.
The p~i~n photodiode was a Hewlett-Packard type hp 1*203 , it 
has quantum efficiency 70$, barrier capacitance 2pF and series 
resistance less than 50ft.
The frequency response of these devices extends far beyond the 
range of interest of the present work and therefore is not a subject of 
discussion in this thesis.
5. 1*. 2.2 Generalised System Parameter Q
The most important parameter for assessing photodiode performance 
is the generalised system parameter Q introduced in Chapter l*.l* and given
o = - A  = — y? 5 u 5
Q 2e£P R N °s n
For the diodes used Q was twice Q . for the same parametersav pin
(R , laser power, amplifier noise figure, etc.). s
The values of Q for different values of R and useful laser av s
power are given in Table 5A l  assuming an amplifier noise figure F = 10.
For other values of F, Qav can be directly scaled down.
TABLE 5.k.l.
Values of Qav
0.1 0.25 0.5 j 1 2.5 5 10 20 50 100
50ft 585 22k 117 58.5 22.1* 11.7 5.85 2.9 1.17 0.58
250ft 117 kl 23.5 11.7 k.l 2.3 1.17 0.58 0.23 0.12
lka 29 11.7 5.8 2.9 1.17 0.68 0.29 0.15 0 .0 6 0.03
2.5kft 11.7 k.l 2.3 1.2 0.1*7 0.23 0.12 0 .0 6 0.02 0.01
5kft 5.8 2.2k 1.12 0.58 0.22 0.11 0 .0 6 0.03 0.012 0 .0 0 6
lOkft 2.9 1.17 0.58 0.29 0.12 0 .0 6 0.03 0.015 0 .0 0 6 0.003
25kft 1.17 0.1*7 0.23 0.12 0.01*7 0.023 0.012 0 .0 0 6 0.002 0.001
50kft 0.58 0.22 0.11 0 .0 6 0.02 0.01 0.00 6 0.003 0.001 0 .0006
In tested systems the useful laser power was about 250 yW
5.1*.2.3 Single Frequency Reception
Circuit Arrangement
For reception of a narrow "bandwidth single frequency signals the 
photodiode is followed by a tuned amplifier of input resistance R ^  
optimum source resistance noise'figure Fq, Fig. 5*2 .1.a.
Between photodiode and amplifier a coupling circuit, described in Chapter 
1**3» is used to provide tuning and transformation of the source impedance 
Rg into the amplifier optimum source resistance RQp£*
The photodiode circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 5 •!*•!• The bias 
voltage Vq is supplied from batteries to avoid voltage fluctuations, noise 
and hum from the main power supply. The resistor Rq = 20 kfi is used to 
limit photodiode current and to stabilise it. The capacitor C^ bypasses 
Rq and the supply. In practice there exists stray capacitance Cg added 
to the barrier capacitance C^. Because the value of Cg depends on the 
bias voltage, an additional capacitance of 16 pF was used to minimise the 
effect of its variation. If the current gain and bias voltage are kept 
constant, this capacitance can be omitted.
The design of the coupling network follows the principles outlined 
in Chapter 1+.3.
To illustrate the design procedure several examples have been 
calculated and the relative performance of different arrangements for 
p“i°n and avalanche photodiodes assessed.
The noise performance is described by the generalised system noise
figure F * given in Chapter U.5j which is also used to provide a s
comparison between different photodiodes.
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Firstly* consider the ideal narrow band case where source
resistance depends only on the photodiode parameters: barrier capacitance
and losses r and the losses of the coupling circuit and stray capacitance s
are negligible. All the calculations are given for a centre frequency 
of 30 MHz assuming a useful laser power of 250 yW. The amplifier 
minimum noise figure F = 2 and R0 = R , = 50ft.O eL Opt
Secondly, an ideal wide bandwidth case is calculated for B = U fflz
and noise performance given.
In the third example the parameters of the circuit actually built 
are calculated using some results of the measurements described in
Chapter 6 . In each case it is assumed that the coherent reflectivity
loss £ is large.
I. Narrow Bandwidth
(a) Avalanche Photodiode
Data: n = 3 n = 0.35 = h pF r = 25fti} s
Results:
R = 87.5 kft t = U2 F = F = 2  Q = 0.0027 s o ^av
current gain ^opt = ^
beam splitting mopt =
System noise figure F = 1.2s
Generalised system F * = k
noise figure
(b) P~I~N Photodiode
Data: n = 0.7 = 2 pF r = 50ft" Xj S
Results:
R = 1 ^ 0  kft t = 53 F - F = 2  Q = 0.0078s o
m . = 0.079 F = 1 .1  F * = 1 .7 2opt s s
II. Wide Bandwidth (U MHz)
(a) Avalanche Photodiode
Ri;l = 10 kft t’ = 1 5  F = 5 Q = 0 .0 6 8
M , = 1 111,. = 0.21 F = 1.32 F * « U .8opt opt s s
(fc) P-i-N Photodiodes
Rn  = 20 kfl t* * 21 F = U.lt Q = 0.017
m . = 0.12 F = l.iu F * = 1.86opt s s
III* Experimental Arrangement
(a) Avalanche Photodiode
Data: B *= 1 MKz R . = 75^ R = 5 * 5  kfl  opt s
(this includes circuit 
losses)
Rlx = 2.5kfl
Results:
t ' = 8 F = 2 Q = 0.3
Mopt = 1 - 3 % t  = ° - 25 Fo - 2 V  - 7 - 5
5.h*2,k Narrow Bandwidth Wide Frequency Range
To receive a signal of narrow bandwidth but varied centre frequency, 
the photodiode is followed by a diode mixer, Fig. 5*2.l/b. In this case 
matching between photodetector and mixer over a wide frequency range 
(more than a decade) is not practicable and the diode is directly 
coupled to the mixer. The mixer conversion loss is about 7 dB and the 
total minimum noise figure is about 10 dB. The input impedance of 
the double balanced mixer is 50fi.
First, consider photodiodes followed by a wide bandwidth amplifier.
For the avalanche photodiode the value of Q&v calculated from 
eqn. 5*^*5 is ahout 52.
This gives:
M , = J.b m . = 0.25 F = 1 1  F * = k2opt opt s s
For the p-i-n photodiode
Q = 26 m . = 0.5 F= = 52 F *  = 152opt s s
When the photodiode is followed by a nixer the shot noise in the image 
frequency also passes through the i.f. amplifier, doubles the output shot noise
power and the shot noise conversion loss I»n is 3 dB lower, hut;
Ls
r—  = 2 (chapter if. 5) and the system noise figure given in eqn. if. 5 *17
n
calculated for the avalanche photodiode 
Q- = Q.Ln = 130 Mopt = 10 mopt = 0.25 •
is F = 30.If F * = 116s s
For the p-i-n photodiode in similar conditions
Q* = 62,5 m . = 0.5 F = 250 F * = 710opu s s
5.^.2.5 Avalanche Photodiode as an Electronic Mixer
When the avalanche photodiode is itself used as an electronic 
mixer (Chapter 3) it is also possible to use a matching network between 
the photodiode and the amplifier similar to that described in Chapter 
5.^.2.3• The electrical circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 5«^«2.
It was shown in Chapter 3 that the optimum amplitude of the local 
oscillator voltage is given by eqn.3.1*.2l(for n = 3)
Vlo = ° - 67 (VB " V + V 5 - U- 3
- 172 -
and for a typical diode = lk2. V = 100V = 2V
which gives = 25.5V. Because the capacitances and
compose a voltage divider a higher value of should he provided.
Using a signal generator, a transformer of ratio about 1 : 5 was 
used.
The design of the i.f. circuit is described in Chapter 5*^.2.3.
To obtain a high value of source resistance R , the value of
s
capacitance should be as small as possible, but because it also 
affects the local oscillator voltage, a compromise must be reached.
In the experimental circuit the following values were used:
C£ = 1+pF C3 = 25pF Cx = 3pF C2 = lOOOpF
The SNR of the i.f. signal is degraded by the conversion losses 
and the extra shot noise contribution due to the local oscillator voltage 
(Chapter 3).
Under optimum conditions the i.f. signal power is proportional 
to 0.26 M2, but shot noise power to 5*32 M3 (for a diode having n = 3) 
and the avalanche photodiode minimum noise figure (M = l) is F^  ^ = 20.5'
For the experimental arrangement
Q = 0.92 m = 0.25 T . = 20.5opt a m m
for Q' = 0.172 M , = 1.1opt •
it follows that
F = 37 F “ = 132s s
5*^.3 Conclusions
The calculations given in this chapter show that for single 
frequency, very narrow bandwidth signals the best results are achieved 
using a p~i-n photodiode followed by the avalanche photodiode and then 
the photomultiplier. The superiority of photodiodes is basically due 
to their high quantum efficiency and the fact that over a narrow band 
it is possible to match them well to the following amplifier. For a 
wider bandwidth (several MHz) the matching advantage diminishes.
For reception over a wide frequency range a coupling circuit 
is not practical and a photomultiplier followed by an ordinary diode 
mixer gives the best SNR. An avalanche photodiode with diode mixer 
is only about 3 .5 dB worse than a photomultiplier.
The use of an avalanche photodiode as an electronic mixer is 
very promising but for diodes with excess noise constant n = 3 the SNR 
is worse than for the same diode followed by a diode mixer.
If photodiodes with a value of n = 2.3 could be used, a
significant improvement would be expected.
The p~i“n photodiode followed by a diode mixer gives the worst
SNR.
From the applications point of view the reception of varied 
frequency signals is most important and at present for the lower frequency 
range up to 300 MHz a photomultiplier should be used, but an avalanche 
photodiode offers only slightly worse performance.
Above 300 MHz an avalanche photodiode followed by a diode mixer 
is desirable, but the use of an avalanche photodiode as an electronic 
mixer should be tested for application when better detectors are 
available.
Because the p-i-n photodiode gives the worst performance over 
the wide frequency range, the experimental tests should concentrate 
on the photomultiplier and avalanche photodiode.
For instrumentation it is better to use one photodetector and 
in this case an avalanche photodiode should be chosen as giving the best 
performance over the wide frequency range.
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5*5 ELECTRONICS
In this chapter the design of the amplifier,limiter and 
frequency discriminator is described briefly and future developments 
are proposed.
5*5*1 I.F. Amplifier and Limiter 
5.5*1*1 Centre Frequency
For a very narrow bandwidth signal, the value of source 
resistance Rg (Chapter k.3) is higher for lower centre frequencies and 
from this requirement the intermediate frequency should be as low as 
possible.' Furthermore, the noise figure of the i.f. amplifier increases 
with frequency and this again means that the centre frequency should be 
low. Since the received signal would be in the form of very narrow 
pulses (Chapter ^.2) of width less than 1 ysec it is desirable to have 
many cycles of Doppler intermediate frequency during one pulse, and the 
centre frequency should be sufficiently high for this. A very important 
parameter is the signal bandwidth which could be up to 10 MHz wide. Of 
the preferred frequencies 10 MHz, 30 MHz, ^5 MHz, TO MHz for which i.f. 
amplifiers are commercially available, the centre frequency of 30 MHz 
was chosen as a suitable compromise.
5*5*1*2 Design Description
The head amplifier was a Decca type 30/1^/P of centre frequency 
30 MHz, bandwidth 11+.8 MHz, noise figure 3 dB, voltage gain 5^ <3B and gain 
trol range of UldB. Because its gain was too low to obtain signal 
limiting, a two-stage following amplifier was built, Fig. 5*5*1* The 
bandwidth of this amplifier is 1 MHz, because in the laboratory it is 
difficult to induce vibrations giving large Doppler frequency shifts.
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The design of i.f. amplifiers is well-known and well covered in 
the literature (86).
In this section only the basic steps are explained and the 
amplifier'limiter performance briefly described. High frequency, 
low power transistors type 2N3572 were used in this circuit. The 
first step is the measurement of transistor parameters, especially 
input and output capacitance and impedance for the operating frequency.
Next the bias voltage network must be designed and working conditions 
such as collector current and voltage established.
The most important part of the calculation is the design of
the tuned circuit and equations given by Manasse (86) were used.
The second stage is designed in a similar manner, but because x": 
is combined with the frequency discriminator, it will be further discussed 
in section 5.5*3 . •
The amplifier must also work as a limiter. When the signal is
strong, the output amplitude is limited using the non-linear characteristic
of the transistors, in both stages. Small resistors in the collectors 
of the transistors were used to avoid parasitic oscillation, when for a 
big input signal the base-collector junction can be polarised in the 
conductivity direction.
5*5*1*3 I.F. Amplifier and Limiter Performance
The i.f. amplifier bandwidth was measured for output signal voltages 
below limiting and the characteristic is shown in Fig. 5*5*2. The voltage 
gain for small signals was 60 cLB. For large output signals, the limiting 
characteristic was taken using the Decca preamplifier and results are given 
in Fig. 5*5*3. The overall voltage gain was about 11^ dB. An input 
signal of 10 yV results in a limited signal of 10 V.
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The limiter dynamic range is over 50 dB and is sufficient for 
most received signals. Because of the high overall voltage gain, 
amplifiers of this type must be completely screened, and the layout 
of elements must be carefully designed.
5.5*2 Frequency Discriminator 
Design considerations
The most popular frequency discriminator is that having two 
balanced resonant circuits (8 7 )9 but at high centre frequencies, the stray 
capacitances between the coils and the coils and screen, can cause assymetry 
and alteration to both the bandwidth and the discriminator characteristic..
Several different circuits were tested and eventually an improved 
loosely coupled Foster~Seeley discriminator was chosen. The main 
advantage of this circuit (Fig. 5.5*1) is in the loose coupling between 
coil which is earthed, and stray capacitances are very small and
do not affect the discriminator characteristic.
The design of the second stage driving amplifier is similar to 
the first stage described in section 5.5.1 .2.
A very important factor is the coupling between the two coils 
and L^, which should be below critical, but must not be too small 
because this reduces the output signal. It was found in practice that 
adjustment of this coupling is very critical, and a special screen between 
the two coils had to be provided.
The coils and form a tightly coupled transformer with turns 
ratio 1 : 1. The diodes used in the discriminator were a matched pair 
but besides this the resistors R^q and R ^  were used to improve symmetry.
The low pass output filter was s simple RC circuit.
The discriminator frequency characteristics were taken using 
the complete amplifier and limiter. The frequency range of the 
discriminator does not depend on the signal level, hut the slope of 
the voltage~frequency characteristic varies with signal up to the 
limiting region. The characteristic constant of the frequency 
discriminator is defined as the slope in kHz per volt. For the 
limited signal (curve (b) Fig. 5*5.*0 this constant is 300.
5.5.3 Proposed Future Development 
5.5*3.1 Tracking System
Normally, the velocity of rotating objects such as turbines 
fluctuates, and cannot be kept constant with accuracy better than abou" 
0.1%, thus the average Doppler frequency varies and drifts away from the 
centre frequency of the discriminator. As a result, the amplitude 
of the output signal can vary or even be completely distorted. The 
only solution is to use a tracking system such as that shown in Fig. 5*5* 
The signal from the photodiode or preamplifier is mixed with the local 
oscillator and detected by the frequency discriminator. When the 
signal frequency drifts the output signal level varies and after 
passing through a low pass filter is used to change the frequency 
of the voltage controlled oscillator thus returning the circuit to the 
new Doppler frequency. Using a VCO with a wide tuning range a big 
variation of turbine speeds can be followed, and it could be made 
possible to measure vibrations on a turbine running up to full speed 
from start up. The cut off frequency of the low pass filter should 
be chosen not to pass the vibrational frequencies but to remove only 
relatively slow fluctuations, such as flutter.
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5*5«3*2 Improvement of the System SNR
The ordinary frequency discriminator provides SNR improvement 
only for values of carrier-to^noise ratio (CNR) above a threshold value. 
Below the threshold the SNR deteriorates very rapidly (8l) (88).
There are two existing techniques which can lower the threshold 
and improve SNR., phase lock loop systems (89) and frequency compression 
or FM feedback (90, 91> 92). Because the received signal is in the 
form of narrow pulses and requires a wide bandwidth, the second method 
is more promising, and was used in a Laser Doppler Gas Velocimeter (30). 
However, the SNR improvement will be less important than that gained 
by the correct choice of photodetector, coupling networks and better 
optical elements.
5.6 CONSTRUCTION
The experimental set~up is shown in Fig. 5.6.1. From the 
left are shown: laser, interferometer with photodetector model turbine
and electronics. The laser and interferometer are mounted on the same 
steel plate to avoid angular misalignment. The steel plate rests on a 
concrete block which is isolated from external vibrations by a foam 
rubber cushion. The position of the steel plate can be adjusted b3r 
the screws at each of the three legs. The optical elements are held 
by ordinary drill chucks providing good grip and accurate centres 
(Fig. 5.6.2.). The chucks are placed in special mountings which are 
fixed to the steel plate, but can be titled by three screws and loading 
springs. Two ^ and one plates are placed in standard lens holders. 
The polarising beam splitter is fastened by araldite to an aluminium 
block.
The most critical part of the interferometer construction is the 
reference mirror holding. Two special holdings were constructed.
One, shown in Fig. 5*6.1*., provides three precision angular movements 
using standard micrometer screws and is of kinematic design giving 
accuracy better than 20 sec of arc. Another construction shown in 
Fig. 5.6.5 provides mirror movement about two axes perpendicular to 
the optical beam. Accuracy of a few sec. of arc can be reached by using 
a differential screw construction.
To provide vibration of the reference mirror two different 
constructions were designed. One for low frequency (10 - 1*00 Hz) and 
large amplitude vibrations, is shown in Fig. 5*6.6. The reference 
mirror is fastened to a sliding rod driven by an off centre cam on the 
21*000 rpm motor. The maximum vibration velocity is about 1 m/sec.

Close-up of the interferom eter
Fig. 5 . 6 . 3 Photodiode in its mount
Fig . 5 .6.4  Adjustable reference m irro r
Fig. 5 . 6 . 5  Adjustable mounting
Fig. 5 .6.6  Reference m irro r coupled to 24000 rpm motor
Fig. 5.6.7 Reference m irro r coupled to loudspeaker coil
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For higher frequencies, up to 5000 Hz and small vibrations a 
loudspeaker coil which moves a steel rod carrying a reference mirror 
was used (Fig. 5*6.7*). In both cases special care was taken to 
design good bearings for the moving rods to avoid angular misalignment 
during the mirror movement.
The photodiode was enclosed in a holder (Fig. 5*6.3) also 
supporting a lens and providing space for electronic circuits. The 
distance between lens and photodiode can be adjusted by use of washers 
and rubber 0-rings, the lens can be tilted by three screws pressing 
on the metal rings and the rubber rings.
The coupling network and local oscillator tuned circuit were 
placed close to the photodiode. Bias was provided via lOOOpF feed- 
through capacitors. The output signal was taken from General Radio 
type 87I* terminals. The i.f. amplifiers, limiter and frequency 
discriminator are shown in Fig. 5*6.1. The output is recorded using 
a Tektronix, type 5^5 B, oscilloscope and Polaroid type camera.
A model turbine was built to provide the necessary Doppler 
frequency shift and to simulate real working conditions. The aluminium 
blades were fastened to a disc of diameter 18 cm and would move with 
tip velocities up to 1*7 m/sec at 5000 rpm. Speed is adjustable by 
varying the supply voltage. To avoid electrical interference from the 
brushes, the whole motor was placed in a screening box. The turbine 
is placed on a concrete block,mounted on foam rubber. To provide 
external triggering pulses for the oscilloscope a photodiode was 
illuminated by the light from a bulb through a slit in the disc.
rig-
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Instrument
In Fig. 5*6.8 a prototype of the--instrument is shown and a 
blown-up part of the interferometer plate is shown in Fig. 5*6.9*
Comment
The whole mechanical construction was designed and built 
for a laboratory experiment. In spite of much effort to obtain 
stable arrangement the system could not keep alignment for a period 
longer than a few hours or less.
The problem of alignment is very critical (Chapter U.2) and 
in building a prototype of the instrument special care must be taken 
in designing mountings for the laser and interferometer.
CHAPTER 6
INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Several instrument systems designed according to the principles 
given in Chapter 5 were set up on the laboratory bench and tested. In 
this chapter the performance of these systems is described and results 
of the most important measurements are presented. The purpose of the 
chapter is also to verify some theoretical calculations given in Chapters 
2 and k.
Because of previous published work (17, 15? 30, 59? 31) it was 
considered unnecessary to verify experimentally the basic equation 2 .3*9  
deriving the SNR in optical superheterodyne reception. However the 
excess shot noise constant was measured for each photodetector, because 
it can vary for different samples and working conditions. The measure­
ments on the avalanche photodiode are presented in Chapter 3. For the 
photomultiplier they are given in section 6 .2 .
Before the performance of the instrument is defined, information 
about the targets must be known. Different materials such as scotchlite, 
aluminium, aluminium oxide and white paper were tested in conditions 
similar to the real ones and the results are given in 6.3* The purpose 
of these measurements was to establish values of the coherent reflectivity 
loss factor c found in practice for the actual optics used in the 
instrument. Knowledge of ? is necessary to calculate the expected 
SNR. The generalized system parameter Q was also determined and used 
for the SNR calculations.
The SNR's for different photodetectors3 working conditions and 
systems were measured and compared with theoretical calculations in 6 .U.
The one parameter which cannot easily he calculated or measured is the 
coherence loss factor T (Chapter 2.3) and its value can he obtained from 
this comparison.
In the last section the results of vibration measurements are given 
and the minimum detectable vibration velocity is deduced from the measure- 
ments.
6.2 PHOTOMULTIPLIER PERFORMANCE
The signal performance of a photomultiplier is well understood and 
described in many publications. The noise performance described by the 
excess shot noise constant E is more complicated and not accurately and 
easily predictable. This constant can be determined by measurements of 
the actual shot noise power at the photomultiplier output compared with the 
theoretically ideal value. However because the shot noise level at the 
output is too low to be detected, especially at low illumination levels, an 
amplifier is necessary and consequently the photomultiplier current gain, 
the amplifier gain and the input and output impedances must be known for 
shot noise power calculations. The gain must be kept stable during all the 
measurements.
To avoid these complications it was found that E can be more easily 
and accurately determined from measurements of SNR.
E is found from
where ( /. ) is the measured value, and ( /..) _ is the calculatedi\i m N cal
value given by (eqn. 2 .^.9 )
al * — "  6’2’2*Cal k e B
1^ is the average photocathode current, m is the depth of modulation
and B the bandwidth.
When the photocathode current is too small to measure, the current
gain must be known. This depends on the voltage supply and can easily be
kept constant during measurements.
A 56 CVP photomultiplier was tested. The measured value of the
current gain was M = 3»bk x 103 for V = 1000V, using only the first 8a
stages. The gain of one stage was 6 = 2.8 from which the calculated value 
of E is 1.55 (eqn. 2.M).
Measurements and Results
The experimental set-up is similar to that described in Chapter 3 
(Fig. 3.^.5)* The laser light was modulated by a KDP modulator. The 
average anode current was measured and the photocathode current calculated. 
The photomultiplier was followed by an amplifier, narrow bandwidth filter 
and a meter calibrated in terms of power. Measurements were made for 
several different illumination levels and depths of modulation. The 
thermal noise power from the following amplifier was always at least 
9 dB below the shot noise power. The results of measurements and 
calculations are given in table 6.2.1. with an accuracy of ± 0.5 dB, in 
SNR. The depth of modulation was adjusted in such a way as to keep SNR 
constant for different illumination levels.
TABLE 6.2,1 
EXCESS SHOT NOISE CONSTANT E
I
a yA 770 380 180 75 25 9 3.8
I
c n A 225 110 52 21 .8 7.3 2.5 1 .1
m ° 'o 0.7
1 1.1+5 2.25 3.9 6.5 10
N dB 1*9 1*6 1*3.2 38.7 3U.2 31 2 8 .2
S dB 6 3 .2 60 .1 57 52.7 1*8.3 1*5 1*2
(S/ )v V m dB lit- .2 lU.l 13.8 lU ll*.l Ik 13.8
(S/ ) v 'ircal dB 1 5 .8 1 5 .8 1 5 .8 1 5 .8 1 5 .8 1 5 .8 1 5 .8
E dB 1 .6 1.7 2 1 .8 1.7 1 .8:
2
E 1.1*5 1 .1*8 1 .5 8 1.51 1 .1*8 1.51 1.58
Comment
The average measurable value of E is 1.51 which is very close to 
the calculated value of 1.55* It was found that E does not depend 
significantly on the illumination level.
6.3 SCATTERED LIGHT INTENSITY AND STRUCTURE
6.3.1 Introduction
The light scattered from the target is in the form of needleKLike 
lobes (Chapter 2.3*5). Because in optical mixing only one lobe is used, 
the parameter called 55coherent reflectivity loss factor" C was introduced 
in Chapter 1+.1*.2 to describe the target and optics performance. Knowledge 
of £ and of laser power defines the photomultiplier system SNR and is also 
necessary for calculations of SNR using photodiodes (Chapter U.5).
S depends not only on target reflectivity p , but also on the optics- 
target geometry (Chapter 1+.2). This means that z, should be calculated 
and measured for a given optical arrangement and known targets. A 
special situation occurs when the target is a moving turbine blade because 
of the continuously changing geometry.
In this section the results of £ measurements for different 
materials and geometry are given, and typical average values of £ for 
different blades are presented. Also typical structures of the scattered 
light and resulting i.f signals are shown and compared with calculations.
The purpose of these experiments was to establish coherent reflectivity 
loss factor variations, but not to measure the properties of the targets.
6.3.2 Target Description
Four different targets were used: scotchlite, aluminium, aluminium
oxide, and white paper.
Scotchlite (93) represents the class of semico-operative targets 
giving strong back^scatter over wide angles of incidence. It is made of 
glass spheres of refractive index about 2 , metal plated over part of their 
surface and placed on adhesive tape. (Appendix D contains a fuller 
discussion of the charatceristics of Scotchlite).
In the experiments commercially available Scotchlite types:
SPR 101+2 and FE 582, made by Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co.Ltd. 
were used.
Aluminium represents the class of metal targets. The surfaces 
were prepared by rubbing with very fine sandpaper grade 1+0 0 , to produce 
a roughness having an average peak-to-peak amplitude of about 1 ym.
Aluminium Oxide is a dielectric material which is close to being a 
perfect Lambertian scatterer.
White paper represents the class of dielectrics of relatively ' 
rough surface.
6.3.3 Measurements and Results
6 .3*3*1 Speckle pattern
The hack scattered light intensity and distribution were measured 
in the arrangement.shown in Fig. 6.3.1, where all the laser power was 
incident on the target. The intensity of the scattered light was recorded 
on photographic plates. Typical results are shown in Fig. 6.3.2. 
Photographs (a), (b), were taken with the beam focused to a spot of 100 ym 
in diameter. The angular size of one lobe calculated approximately from
eqn. 2.3.18 should be about 16 mrad* In the photographs the size of one
lobe (measured as the distance between two neighbouring bright spots) varies 
between 10 and 20 mrad., (imm on the photograph taken at a distance of lm 
corresponds to 1 nrad.) and shows the order of magnitude predicted by 
eqn. 2 .3.1 8.
For comparison photograph (c) was taken using an unfocused beam of 
1.1+mm diameter. Here the size of one lobe is approximately 1 mrad.
In these photographs it is impossible to distinguish between the
speckle pattern structure of different targets except in intensity. This 
is in agreement with predictions given by Goldfischer (25) and Rigden (21) 
(see Chapter 2.3.5). This means that the scattered light average lobe 
size does not depend on the target surface roughness, but only on the 
illuminated spot size diameter.
6.3.3.2 Coherent reflectivity loss factor C
The value of £ was measured using the arrangement shown in 
Fig. 6.3.1. The laser beam of diameter D = 1.1+mm was focused on the 
target by a lens of focal length F = l80mm with a depth of focus of 
about HOmm. The scattered light was collected by the same lens and 
detected by a 56 CVP photomultiplier. A photomultiplier was used because

a) Scotchlite, 
beam
b) Alum inium , 
beam
c) A lum inium , 
beam
focused
focused
unfocused
Fig. 6 . 3 . 2  Speckle pattern
of its high controllable current gain and large photocathode area*
The receiving aperture was made large enough to collect many lobes from 
which the average power lying within one lobe could be determined.
Aperture diameters of 5 and 10mm were used.
Measurement Procedure
To establish the losses in the optical components a mirror was 
used in place of the rough target and the photocurrent I measured.
For the mirror £ was assumed equal to unity. Next, the target was 
placed on a table providing angular, transverse and axial movement.
An aperture of diameter A was chosen and the photocurrent 1 ^  was 
measured. By reciprocity the average size of a lobe was assumed to be 
equal to the transmitter beam diameter D .
The value of £ was then calculated from 
I. A2
e = -52- «-3-i
dc
A first set of measurements was taken to establish the variation 
in £ when the target moves from the focal plane towards the lens. The 
target surface was kept perpendicular to the incident beam during all the 
measurements. The results are shown in Fig. 6.3.3. The value of £ 
changes not only because the diameter of the focused spot varies with 
distance from the focal plane, but also because the lens-target geometry 
varies. It can be seen from the curves that when the target lies near 
focus, the changes in £ are very small. When the target is well out of 
focus the coherent reflectivity loss is worse. In this case the true 
value of £ is higher than that calculated from eqn. 6 .3 .1 because the 
assumption that the lobe size is always set by the diffraction limited
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focused spot ceases to be true.
A second set of measurements was taken to find the variation in 
£ as a function of angle of incidence. Scotchlite, white paper, 
aluminium oxide and aluminium scratched in the horizontal or vertical 
directions were tested in this experiment. The target was placed in 
the focal plane and rotated ± 80° in the horizontal plane. The results 
are shown in Fig. 6.3.1*. The value of £ for metal surfaces depends 
very much on the angle of incidence because of the existence of a strong 
specular reflection. For the dielectric targets this dependence is 
much smaller and for scotchlite the value of £ is constant for angles 
of incidence up to 60°.
The variation of £ was also measured for the aluminium blade of 
an experimental turbine sweeping through the beam. In this case angular 
and axial movements were superposed. From these measurements the average 
value of £ for a blade moving 12° and 20mm was calculated for different 
materials. Results are given in Table 6.3.2.
TABLE 6.3.2
COHERENT REFLECTIVITY LOSS FACTOR £ FOR TURBINE BLADES
Material
range average
Scotchlite 60 - 3**0 225
Aluminium 1800 ~ 1^000 6000
A12 °3 81*000 98000 88000
White Paper 98000 ■ 121*000 105000
Ideal Lambertian
scatterer having p = 1
62000
Summary and Conclusions
£ depends very much on the material of the target and on the 
position of the surface with reference to the focusing lens. The 
smallest value of £ was obtained for scotchlite followed by aluminium, the 
dielectric materials give much higher values. The variation with distance 
is similar for all targets and depends mainly on the optics ~ target 
geometry and depth of focus. When the target is in focus the variations are 
very small, thus the transmitting - receiving optics can be designed to 
provide minimum variation in £ by making the depth of focus sufficiently 
large (Chapt er 1*. 2 ).
The variation with angle of incidence is very small for scotchlite, 
it follows Lambert’s law for dielectric targets, and for aluminium surfaces 
it depends on the surface roughness and the direction of the scratches.
This means that it should be possible to prepare surfaces to obtain the 
most desirable scattered light intensity distribution, but more experimental 
work is necessary here.
It was found that for targets such as turbine blades the variations
in £ are caused mostly by angular movement not axial movement for all
targets but scotchlite.
The purpose of the experiments was to find a value of £ which 
could be used in calculations to compare theoretical and actual SNR’s. For 
this purpose tests on only a few typical targets are necessary because the 
same targets are used for each photodetector.
The experiments are not sufficient to draw conclusions about the
statistics of scatter and were not conducted for that purpose.
All the values of £ are fairly well averaged. The values used
in Figs. 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 were taken over large apertures giving spatial 
averages and these values were again averaged for measurements covering 
several geometrical configurations.
6.3.1* IJ.Signal Structure
The speckle pattern shown in Fig. 6.3.2 is collected by an aperture 
which cannot resolve the illuminated spot (approximately one lobe). When 
the target is moving or rotating, the speckle pattern changes and the 
aperture is swept by a series of bright and dark spots. As a result the 
intermediate frequency current is in the form of narrow pulses. The 
average pulse width is T^ - ~ —  where is given by equations b.2.19, 
1*.2 .20 and I*.2 .21.
A typical example of the i.f. signal is shown in Fig. 6.3.5.
The photograph (a) shows the i.f. signal during a complete sweep of the 
blade through the beam. The angle of incidence is about normal, and the 
beam moves very slowly across the blade. The changes of speckle pattern 
are mainly due to angular movement. The blade was rotating with angular 
velocity 125 -----  and the average calculated pulse length was aboutS6C
25 ysec (eqn. U.2.19). In Fig. 6.3.5.^ the pulse lengths lie between 
15 and 30 ysec.
A second experiment was done, when transverse movement was very 
substantial. The spot of diameter d = 0.1mm moved with velocity about
XU10 /gec across the blade. The average calculated (eqn. 1*.2.20) pulse 
length is about 10 ysec. A typical signal is shown in Fig. 6.3.5.° in 
which the pulse lengths lie in the range 8 ~ 20 ysec, rather less than 
for angular movement. The results of measurements are approximately in 
agreement with the results of calculations.
a) One blade
ordinate 0 * lV /d iv . 
abscissa 0*5m s/div.
b) Angular movement 
ordinate 0 * lV /d iv . 
abscissa 10jus/div.
c) Transverse movement 
ordinate O’ lV /d iv .  
abscissa 10jus/div.
Fig. 6 . 3 . 5  I . F .  signal structure
6.  ^ THE INSTRUMENT CNR MEASUREMENTS
6.U.1 Introduction
The accuracy of vibration measurement has been discussed in Chapter
k.6. It is governed by two factors: Doppler broadening, which is part of the
the nature of the signal, and the signal-to~noise ratio, (irrespective of 
the signal structure) as determined by signal strength and thermal and shot
noise. This chapter is concerned with the latter aspect.
The measurement and calculation of output SNR are very complicated 
because of the signal structure and the complex noise-signal response of a 
frequency discriminator. However it can be described directly in terms of 
input i.f. SNR (CNR, Carrier to-Noise Ratio), bandwidth and modulation 
index (Chapter U.6 ).
Measurements were made basically for two photodetectors: photo­
multiplier and avalanche photodiodes, but some tests were also done using 
a p“i~n photodiode. The measurements were taken for various values of 
beam division m and current gain M and also for the optimum values 
calculated in Chapter 5« The performance of an avalanche photodiode as an 
electronic mixer is also presented. From the results the coherent loss 
factor T of the system was calculated.
6,^.2. Measurement Arrangement
The block diagram of the complete measurement set up is shown in 
Fig. 6.1+.1. The arrangement shown was used for avalanche photodiodes, but 
is similar to that used for other photodetectors. The basic system is 
identical to the instrument block diagram described in Chapter 5, Fig. 5.2.1. 
Light from the laser was divided by a polarising beam splitter into two 
beams. By rotating the V g  wave plate (Chapter k.2) the power ratio
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FIG. 6.4.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE ELECTRONICS OF 
THE EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
of the two beams could "be changed over a range of 1 : 1000. The 
reference beam was reflected from a mirror mounted on vibrating rods 
driven by an electric motor or loudspeaker (Chapter 5*6). The photo- 
detector supply voltage and photocurrent were continuously monitored.
Also when the avalanche photodiode was used as an electronic mixer, the 
local oscillator voltage was measured by voltmeters. The Decca i.f. 
amplifier was connected to a 150V power supply, and its gain control 
input was connected to the low voltage power supply. The transistor i.f. 
amplifier was connected to a 10V power supply. Several attenuators were 
connected between the two amplifiers to vary the overall gain. At the 
frequency discriminator input a diode detector was connected to measure 
i.f. signal and noise voltage. The signal was observed on a Tektronix 
oscilloscope, type 5^5 B, but noise was measured using a voltmeter.
The turbine was driven from the mains via two variable transformers allowing 
for fine speed adjustment. The synchronization pulses from a photodiode 
illuminated by light through the slit were used to trigger the oscilloscope 
time base.
6.U.3 Measurement Procedure
The system measurements described are complex because they are 
closely connected with the calculation of the optimum system parameters. 
First, the instrument’s optical losses were established. To do this 
the turbine blade was replaced by a mirror and the V g  plate adjusted 
to transmit the total laser power. From the photocurrent measurements 
the useful laser power and overall system losses were calculated by 
comparing with the transmitted laser power. The total optical losses 
were about 50$* The shot noise power plus thermal noise power N^ , was 
measured for the total incident laser power (m = l) and also the thermal
noise power, N was measured with the photodetector in the dai&s and the
value of Q calculated from
Q - IL - V ,  6-U-1-
T th
i.e. the ratio of thermal to shot noise power (eqn. 5»^«5)»
To measure the rms noise voltage two methods were used. The first, 
a direct method, used a Marconi VHF voltmeter, type TF lOUl C, and its 
noise correction chart (96). The second method was by calculation of the 
rms value from the measurement of the direct voltage at the diode detector 
output. Assuming that the envelope of the noise amplitude has a Rayleigh 
distribution, the average value is 1.253 times rms noise amplitude (9*0 * 
Agreement was found between the two methods to within 10$ which is considered 
satisfactory for this type of measurement, and for most purposes the 
second method was used because the voltmeter probe introduced capacitance 
and resistance into the circuit.
From the known value of Q the optimum beam splitting, an -^
optimum current gain were calculated (see Chapter k.k) and set up.
For an avalanche photodiode, it is not necessary to find Q to 
optimize the system because, for maximum SNR, the optimum ratio of total 
to thermal noise HR, is always equal to — (eqn. 1+.1+.28), and 
too, is a function of n only (eqn. +^.^ .22.). In this case therefore 
m was first adjusted to its optimum value and M was then adjusted to 
obtain the optimum noise ratio, NR., the value of M was then optimum.
In experiments without electronic mixing the turbine speed was 
adjusted to give a Doppler frequency shift equal to the centre frequency of 
the i.f. amplifier and frequency discriminator.
To measure CNR the signal was measured at a level well below the 
limiting level by reducing the amplifier gain to avoid distortion. With 
this level of gain the noise is too small to be easily measured and it was
therefore measured in the absence of signal with the gain at its full value.
Because of the signal amplitude fluctuations the only satisfactory 
method of making the measurement was to take a single shot photograph of the 
diode detector output off an oscilloscope and measure from it the average 
value of the signal amplitude. Area was measured using an Allbrit Plani~ 
meter. The average rms value of signal amplitude was compared with rms 
noise amplitude and SNR was calculated.
Accuracy of Measurements
The accuracy of noise measurements depends mainly on the voltmeter 
error which is less than 5%* Signal measurements are more complex. First, 
the error introduced by an oscilloscope is less than 10%. The accuracy of 
measurement of area is better than 10%. The overall accuracy of SNR 
measurements depends also on the accuracy of attenuators, amplifier gain 
stability, laser output power stability and can be estimated to be about 
± 3dB. Considering the fluctuating nature of the signal this can be 
considered very reasonable.
Coherent Loss Factor T
The difference between calculated and measured values of SNR is 
described by the coherent loss factor V discussed in Chapter 2.3.5. 
and given by
= ■.■(S/H)cal 6 1* 2.
/N m
Where (V c a l  = hvB? ¥ •
Because each measurement is fairly complex and requires many 
computations, only five readings were taken for each target and working 
condition, but altogether more than 500 photographs were taken.
Measurements Using Photomultiplier
The optical set-up is similar for all photodebectors and optical 
losses are the same ' about 50% * but a photomultiplier must be used with a 
narrow bandwidth filter to attenuate the background but also introducing an 
insertion loss thus decreasing the laser light by 33% (for bandwidth 
of 100 X). Because light of only one polarisation is used in the mixing 
process, a further 50% attenuation is introduced and the total transmission 
is thus 15%.
To measure total power a 23 dB optical attenuator was used to avoid
overloading the photomultiplier. In this condition the measured photocurrent
was 65 yA and the total unattenuated photocurrent would be 13 mA. From the
3known photomultiplier current gain of 3 x 10 the useful laser power incident 
on the photocathode was calculated to be 150 y¥. (For 1.3 mW laser output 
power).
From the known average values of £ (given for different targets in
Chapter 6.3)* the values of the optimum beam division m . were calculatedopt
(Chapter k.h) and set up. Several measurements for aluminium, aluminium
oxide, white paper and scotchlite targets were taken, the average SNR
measured and compared with the calculated one. The results of measurements
are given in Table 6 .U.I.
The SNR was calculated for a bandwidth B = 1 MHz, laser power of
150yW and noise figure F * = 25 (given by eqn. b.5.5) and results are givens
in Table 6.U.2 and compared with measurements.
TABLE 6.k.1
PHOTOMULTIPLIER
Target Measured values of SNR (dB) Average
SNR(dB)
m
SNR 
range (dB)
Scotchlite 1+6 .5 1+1+.2 1*3.1 1+7.3 1+ 7 .6 1*1+.3 ± 2
Aluminium 2I+.7 27 .0 22.7 23.3 23.1 21+.5 ± 2.3
^ 2  °3 9.5 12.7 11+.1+ 11.7 10.5 1 2 .1 ± 2.5
White paper 1 2 .1 1 1 .2 8 .2 8.7 11.1+ 10 .6 ± 2
TABLE 6.1+.2
Target
......
C m . opt SNR . cal
dB
SNRm
dB
r
Value
dB
range
dB
Scotchlite 225 0 .062 1+9 1+1+. 3 1+.7 ± 2
Aluminium 6000 0.013 35 21+.5 10.5 ±2.3
Al2 °3 88000 0.0031+ 23.1+ 1 2 .1 11.3 ± 2.5
White paper 105000 0.0031 22.5 1 0 .6 11.9 ± 2
For vide frequency range reception the photomultiplier vas 
followed by a Hewlett ’Packard, type hp 1053^A, double balanced mixer, 
local oscillator voltage was about 0.5 V rms at a frequency of about 75 
The results of measurements are given in Table 6.1+.3 , and compared with 
calculations assuming Fg* = 50 in Table 6.1+.1+.
The
MHz.
TABLE 6.11.3. 
PHOTOMULTIPLIER AND MIXER
Target Measured values of SNR (dB) AverageSNR (dB) m
SNR range 
( dB)
Scotchlite 1+2 .1 1+0 .1 39.3 3 8 .6 , 1+1.9 1+0 .6 ± 1*7
Aluminium 21.3 20.9 18.3 1 6 .6 18 .0 19.1+ ± 2 .1+
U 2°3
1 1 .0 7.1+ 9.5 1 0 .0 6.5 9.2 ± 2 .2
White paper 6.9 1+.6 5.8 7.3 8 .0 6.7 ± 1.7
TABLE 6.1+.1+
Target C m , opt
SNR _ 
cal
(dB)
SNR
m
(dB)
r
Value
(dB)
Range
(dB)
Scotchlite 225 0 .062 1+6 1+0 .6 5.1+
t—
 •
H+1
Aluminium 6000 0.013 32 19.1+ 1 2 .6 ± 2 .1+
C
O
o
CM
3
88000 0.0031+ 20 9.2 1 0 .8 ± 2 .2
"White paper 105000 0.0031 19.5 6.7 1 2 .8 ± 1.7
6•^•5 Measurements Using an Avalanche Photodiode
6.I+.5.I Single frequency system
First the useful laser power was established from photodiode
current measurements. When the total laser power was detected, the
current was 1+5 yA and the corresponding laser power was 250 pW.
When all the useful laser power was collected, the total rms
noise voltage was 2.05V, the thermal noise rms voltage was 0.6V and this
gives a value of Q = 0.3 (eqn. 6.1+.1). The optimum current gain is
1.3 (Chapter 1+.1+), the generalized system noise figure F * is 7*5s
(Chapter 5*^*2.3)» and the optimum beam splitting 0.25.
SNR measurements were taken for the same targets as in section 6.1+.1+, 
and the results are given in Table 61*.5. The results of calculations 
(eqn. 6.U.2) and the average values of SNR’s are given in Table 614.6.
TABLE 6.U.5.
AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE
Target Measured Values of SNR (dB) Average3NR (dB) 
m
SNR
Range(dB)
Scotchlite 1+6.5 1+8.3 51*3 50.0 1+6.7 1+8 .8 ± 2 .1+
Aluminium 31.5 32.5 29*8 2 8 .6 29*1+ 30 .6 ± 2
A12 °3 19*1 18.3 1 6 .2 17*0 1 6 .8 17*6 ± 1*5
White paper 13*1+ 16.5 17*3 ll+.O 1 6.1+ 15*8 ± 2
TABLE 6.1*.6.
Target m , opt M . opt SNR _ cal
(dB)
SNRm
(dB)
r
Value
(dB)
Range
(dB)
Scotchlite 0.25 1.3 56.7 1*8.8 7.9 ± 2.1+
Aluminium 0.25 1.3 1*2.5 30.6 11.9 ± 2
00
0CVJ
3
0.25 1.3 30.9 17.6 13.3 ± 1.5
White paper 0.25 1.3 30.1 1 5 .8 ll*.3 ± 2
6.1*.5.2 Wide frequency reception with a diode mixer
For wide frequency reception the avalanche photodiode was 
followed by a Hewlett-Packard double balanced mixer having conversion loss 
of 6 dB. First9 an attempt was made to measure the value of Q * but the 
shot noise, for m = 1, was negligible in comparison to thermal noise.
In accordance with the discussion in 6A . 3 the Noise Ratio under 
optimum conditions should be NR = — . For most purposes use of the 
value n = 3 is satisfactory but in this calculation the exact value is 
required otherwise errors are substantial. At the operating point 
taking n = 2.75 gives NR = 3.7 and was found to be 9.2, from which 
it can be deduced that the value of Q is 2 7.5. The value of m0p^.
0.22.
All SNR measurements were taken for these conditions and the 
results are given in Table 6.1*. 7. The results of calculations and the 
average values of SNR are given in Table 6.1}..8 .
TABLE 6.1*.7.
AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE AND MIXER
Target Measured Values of SNR (dB) Average
SNR(dB)
SNR 
Range (dB)
Scotchlite 1*5.2 1+3.2 1*0 .1 39.8 1+1.2 1*2.1* ± 2.7
Aluminium 22.1 21.1 21*.6 25.2 22.8 23.1* ± 2
A!2 °3 6.7 7.8 9.8 11.6 8.3 9.2 ± 2.1*
White paper 8.2 6.9 9.2 6.2 7«8 7.8 ± 1.5
TABLE 6.1*.8.
Target mopt Mopt SNR _ cal
(dB)
SNR
m
(dB)
r
Value
(dB)
Range
(dB)
Scotchlite 0.22 9.2 1*7.2 1*2.1* 1+.8
t— 
OJ +1
Aluminium 0.22 9.2 33.9 23.1+ 10.5 ± 2
ai2 o3 0.22 9.2 21.3 9.2 12.1 ± 2.1*
White paper 0.22 9.2 20.5 7.8 12.7 ± 1.5
6 .U.5.3 Avalanche -photodiode used as an electronic mixer
When an avalanche photodiode is used as an electronic mixer the
circuit arrangement is that shown in Fig. 5*1+*2. For non-mixing
conditions the optimum beam splitting ratio is m0p^. = 0.22 and the
measured value of Q is 0.92. When the local oscillator voltage is
superposed the new value, Q' is 0.17, the optimum current gain ® 1*2
and the bias voltage V = 70V. A local oscillator was used having a
frequency of 100 MHz, and amplitude 1+6V (see Chapter 5*1+ *2.5). For the
above values of m , , M . , V, and VT ~ several measurements were taken and opt opt L0
results are given in Table 6*U-9*
TABLE 6 .it,9.
AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE USED AS "A MIXER
Target Measured Values of SNR (dB) Average SNR 
(dB) m
SNR Range 
(dB)
Scotchlite 33 37.7 35.2 36.3 3h.2 35.6 ± 2 .1*
Aluminium .19-5 1 6.1* 1 7 .2 1 6 .0 18 .0 1 7 .8 ± 1 .8
Al2 ° 3 3.8 b.5 5.9 2.5 1*.0 1*.3 ± 1.7
White paper 1.7 2.9 3.3 1*.6 3.0 3.2 ± 1.5
The results of calculations for F * = 132 are given in Table 6.1*. 10.s
and compared with the average measured values.
TABLE 6 .>.10.
Target m , opt M  4.opt SNR _ cal
(dB)
SNR
m
(dB)
r
Value
(dB)
Range
(dB)
Scotchlite 0 .2 2 1 .2 1*1* 35.6 8 .1* ± 2 .1*
Aluminium 0 .2 2 1 .2 30.7 1 7 .8 12.9 ± 1 .8
A! 2 °3 0 .2 2 1 .2 1 8 .1 h.3 13.8 ± 1.7
White paper 0 .2 2 1 .2 17.3 3.2 ll*.l ± 1.5
Typical photographs of signal traces for different targets and signal 
levels are given in Figs.6 .1*.2. - 6.1*.8 .
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6. 1*. 6 Measurements of Variation of SNR for Different
Values of Beam Splitting. m, and Current Gain, M.
Because it is not very convenient to adjust the value of m in 
the instrument, experiments were carried out to verify the dependance of 
SNR on laser optical power division m (Chapter U>).
The experiments were made using a photomultiplier, operating with 
small values of m0pt > and an avalanche photodiode working with larger values 
of In both cases an aluminium target was used. For the photo-"
multiplier mop^. is 0.013 and the value of m was varied in the range 0.0013 
0.13. The lowest value is determined by the extinction ratio of the beam 
splitter, the maximum value is limited by the maximum allowable photo­
multiplier current.
For an avalanche photodiode is 0.22 and the value of m was
varied in the range 0.01 - 0.8. The results of calculations and measure­
ments are given in Fig. 6 .U.8. Similar measurements were taken for various 
values of current gain M and results are shown in Fig. 6.1*.9.
6.H.7 Comment and Conclusions
6.U.7.1 Coherence loss factor T
The results of SNR measurements given in Tables 6.^.1 - 6 >.10. show 
considerable fluctuations. These are caused by variations in many of the 
optical and instrumental parameters defined in terms of the coherence loss 
factor T , and the target coherent reflectivity loss factor £ .
Because the main purpose of these measurements is to compare SNR 
from different targets and for different systems and photodetectors 
special care was taken to keep variations down during one complete set of 
measurements covering all targets and all systems. Each set was taken
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during a short period of tine (several hours) and only small adjustments 
were made. Other sets of measurements were taken over intervals of a 
few weeks and sometimes substantial adjustments and changes were made.
Because of this procedure, the deviations in measurements on any one target 
are large, but the comparison between photodetectors is not so greatly 
affected.
The coherence loss factor, V , described in Chapter 2.3.5 is the 
product of many factors whose values can be estimated from judgements on 
the measurements and on their results.
The beam alignment factor, depends on the mechanical stability 
of the interferometer construction and on the skill of adjustment. Because 
the laboratory arrangement was not stable, in the long term the alignment had 
to be checked and corrected frequently, but in spite of this it is still 
responsible for coherence losses up to 3 ~ h dB. In practice the inter- 
ferometer alignment is very difficult to check and the best possible value 
of rA is about 1 ■*- 2 <3B. In any future instrument, the interferometer 
construction should be designed very carefully, otherwise the alignment 
factor can introduce substantial losses into the optical mixing.
Another very important element is the scattered light coherence
loss factor T . This is the result of optical mixing between a uniform s
local oscillator beam and scattered light in the form of lobes of random 
phase and variable intensity (Chapter 2.3.U). Because the lobe intensity 
is not uniform, the resultant i.f. current is less than that calculated 
from eqn. 2.3.2 (95). Also, mixing the local oscillator with a signal 
containing two lobes can result in a smaller output than when only one lobe 
is used, consequently deductions based on measurements of intensity are 
likely to be optimistic.
Because the overall coherence loss factor for scotchlite is about
5 - 6 dB less than for other targets, the difference can be put down to
scatter coherence losses, r .s
The transmission path coherence loss factor r is mainly due to thez
coherence losses introduced by the optical elements such as ?  and ^  plates,
lenses and beam splitter. Assuming, that for scotchlite the losses are caused
mostly by misalignment (2 ~ 3 dB) and by this factor, I\ can be estimated
t
to be not more than 2 - 3 dB and should not vary throughout the measurements.
The transmission losses caused by turbulent flow of air are negligible. 
Some tests were carried out with a gas burner flame ( 20 irm in diameter) in 
the path of the signal beam, but only very small changes in signal strength 
were noticed.
Another less important consideration is the transmission path length 
difference and source coherence loss factor, r . The path length difference 
was always kept equal to an even integer of the laser length to give optimum 
mixing (Chapter 2.3) and was much less than the coherence length of the laser 
radiation.
The coefficient T is difficult to calculate, because it depends on 
so many random elements. One component of it - the scattered light coherence 
loss factor is not well understood and more research should be carried out on 
this subject.
The variations of SNR as measured for a single target are mainly due 
to fluctuations of the coherent reflectivity loss factor £ . The measure­
ments given in Chapter 6.3 show large variations in scattered light intensity 
depending on the position of the focused spot on the target, its material, 
surface roughness and on the tar get-optics geometry. The values of £ used 
in calculations are well averaged over many lobes, depth of focus and angle 
of incidence, so the expected fluctuation can be judged to be up to ±3 dB.
The difference between calculations and measurements can also be
due to the error in calculations of the generalized system noise figure
F *. s
6.^.7.2. Photomult ipliers
When a photomultiplier is followed by a diode mixer, the measured
SNR should be 3 dB worse than without a mixer because of the shot noise
at the image frequency. However it was found in practice that the
degradation was k to 5 <3B due to an excessively high noise level at the
mixer. When a low pass filter was used to eliminate the image frequency,
a significant improvement was achieved and the results are very close to
those predicted. Because for a photomultiplier, calculations of F *s
are very simple and the excess noise and quantum efficiency easy to check 
by measurement, one can assume that there is no uncertainty in this factor 
which could contribute to the error in determination of T .
6 .U.7 . 3 Avalanche photodiode
The coherence loss factor T using an avalanche photodiode is
slightly higher than for a photomultiplier. Because the target and
instrumental coherence losses should be the same in both cases, the
difference may be due to calculations of Fg*. Since the difference is
about 1 - 2 dB, one can conclude that the parameter F * and the equationss
presented in Chapters 3, ^.3, H.U and ^.5 give a good description of the 
performance of an optical receiver.
6.^.7.U Photomultiplier and Avalanche Photodiode Compared
A comparison of the results of the experiments indicates that for 
both single and wide frequency reception the avalanche photodiode properly 
optimized provides a better SNR than the photomultiplier. The difference is 
small especially for wide frequency reception, but an avalanche photo­
diode offers the further advantages of a low voltage power supply, 
small size, robust structure and high frequency response. Stabilization 
of diode current gain against temperature is not necessary because the 
diode is biased far from breakdown and optimum values of M are small (less 
than 10).
In the instrument as used for vibration measurements an avalanche 
photodiode is therefore recommended in preference to a photomultiplier.
6.U.T * 5 Avalanche Photodiodes Used as Electronic Mixers
The use of an avalanche photodiode as an electronic mixer is very 
promising, but SNR’s so far achieved are worse than for ordinary mixers.
This is mainly due to the high excess shot noise constant n of the diodes 
available. Also to reach optimum mixing condition the peak amplitude of the 
local oscillator voltage must be large - of the order of ^0 - 50 V and for 
wide frequency reception a large power must be provided. This application 
of avalanche photodiodes requires further investigation at high frequencies.
6.h.J.6 Beam Splitting
For small values of m0p^. "the SNR depends only slightly on the 
value of m. For larger values of m, such as for an avalanche photodiode, 
dependance is stronger. In general, the results obtained agree with 
calculations, but the main variation of SNR was due to the variation of the 
coherence loss factor T. This shows that in an instrument using a photo­
multiplier, it is not necessary to provide a variable beam splitting ratio 
for different targets and a fixed setting can give results very close to 
the optimum for different coherent reflectivity losses.
For an avalanche photodiode it is quite important to operate with 
m optimised. However depends only on the diode and not on the target,
and can therefore be set permanently - hence its importance as a system 
parameter. The current gain should be adjusted close to its optimum value, 
but adjustment is easily done by changing bias voltage.
6.5 VIBRATION MEASUREMENTS
6*5*1 Signal Limiting
In the measurements of SNR* described in the previous section,
signal and noise levels were chosen small to avoid any amplitude distortion
due to limiting. A different situation arises in vibration measurements.
In this case ideal limiting is desirable to remove any amplitude fluctua-
tion. In practice, because of the pulsed signal structure, this is
impossible and fluctuations always exist.
To achieve satisfactory results the signal must exceed the limiting
level for a certain proportion of time in order to smooth out fluctuations
in amplitude. The problem is to determine the minimum amount of limiting
which is tolerable. Assume that the signal amplitude has a Rayleigh
distribution (Chapter 2.3*5) and for the sake of simplification that the
root mean square value (/2a) is equal to the average value (1.25a). The
probability that the signal amplitude exceeds a value x is given by (9^ )
o
2 2 2 
p (x>xo)= / fr exp (- gy) = exp (-g2y) - 1 - ^jy . 1 • ^  6.5.1.
X o
where <x> is the average value.
For example, to obtain a signal limited more than 80% of the time, 
the limiting level should be less than 0.5 of the average value. This level 
was found to be satisfactory for vibration measurements in practice.
Taking a typical signal, consider the example shown in Fig. 6.1+.2.
The average value is about 1 V, measured without limiting by means of a 
UO dB attenuator in the i.f. chain. Because the limiter is set at 10 V, 
those parts of the signal above 0.1 V will be limited after removing the 
attenuator. In this case the signal will be limited for about 99% of 
the total time.
Such calculations are valid when the signal amplitude h as a 
Rayleigh distribution. This is so only for transverse target movements.
When angular movement is present, the light intensity scattered back depends 
on the angle of incidence and could vary considerably (Chapter 6.2), 
especially for smooth metal surfaces, and the expression for the signal 
amplitude distribution should be modified. The results given are therefore 
only true for small angles of rotational movement.
6*5*2 Minimum Measurable Velocity of Vibrations
In the experimental set-up described in Chapter 59 a model turbine with 
stiff non-vibrating blades is used. Vibrations of the target introduced by 
the driving motor or other spurious sources are not very convenient for 
sensitivity measurements. Because the frequency is low and unknown and 
of varying amplitude which cannot be adjusted. Consequently it was found 
necessary to introduce vibration into the system by vibrating the reference 
mirror. The frequency of vibration was chosen to be much above that of the 
turbine (about 17 Hz) but below the output filter cut off frequency of 1 kHz. 
For this purpose a loudspeaker vibrating at a frequency of 800 Hz was used.
A vibrating reference mirror has the advantage that the frequency of vibrations 
is known and constant, but the main disadvantage is that the moving mirror 
introduces misalignment between the signal and reference beams.
Measurement Procedure
First large vibrations were introduced and the system alignment 
checked. Next, the input SNR was measured using the technique described 
in Chapter 6.4. The output signal was observed on an oscilloscope after 
passing through the low pass filter and amplifier. The minimum measurable
frequency deviation was determined by two methods. Firstly, the peak-to-
peak noise amplitude was measured and the minimum signal peak amplitude
taken as equal to it. Secondly, small vibrations were introduced and by 
visual observation the minimum signal amplitude was determined. Measurements 
were taken for two different targets, aluminium and aluminium oxide, providing 
very different SNR’s (Chapter 6.if). Two different low pass filters having 
cut off frequencies of 1 kHz and 10 kHz were used in this experiment.
Results
The results of calculations and measurements are given in Table 6.5.1. 
Typical examples of noise and measurable small vibrations are shown in photo­
graph 6.5*1 for 1 kHz and 10 kHz information bandwidths.
Because voltage levels alone are meaningless, the voltage readings 
have been translated into frequency and velocity. In this experiment the 
discriminator characteristic equated 100 mV to 30 kHz, which is equivalent 
to 10 mm/sec.
The minimum measurable deviation was calculated for Doppler broaden^
vp
ing Bp = 35 kHz using eqn. 4.6.8. for d = 0.1 mm and ¥ = H0'sec' 
transverse velocity V negligibly small.
TABLE 6.5*1
A F * = f (B. _)m m  m f
Binf 1 kHz 10 kHz
Calculated 14.2 kHz i „ mm4.7 ---sec 45 kHz 15 sec
peak-to-peak
noise 6.7 kHz 2.2 sec 20 kHz 6.7 ” lsec
Observed 3*7 kHz 1.22 —  sec 11.6 kHz 3.9 sec
A velocity of 1 corresponds to amplitude of vibration of
0.2 pm at frequency 800 Hz.
ordinate - 50mV/div =  15kH z/div =  5
abscissa - 0*5m sec/d iv 
output bandwidth - lk  Hz 
m in im um  ve loc ity  - 1* see
m inim um  am plitude at 800Hz - 0*3p,m
ordinate lOOmV/div =  30kH z/d iv  =  10 mn,1 sec:d iv.
abscissa - 0‘ 5m sec/d iv .
output bandwidth 10k Hz
. . 1 -4. O n mmm inim um  ve loc ity  - 3 -9 -—see
m inim um  am plitude - 0‘ 8jum
Fig. 6. 5 .1  Frequency discrim inator output
signal showing minimum m easurable
velocity  of vibrations
Conclusions
The results of measurements for aluminium and aluminium oxide
targets are the same although CNR's are quite different, and the minimum
measurable velocity therefore depends on the Doppler broadening effect for
large values of CNR. The calculation given in Chapter U.6.6. gives
approximate agreement with peak“to~peak noise measurements, but in general
it over-estimates the minimum value of AF, because the criterion chosen
in Chapter k.6.5 is too pessimistic.
The measurements show that the minimum deviation varies as the
square root of the information bandwidth, which is in very close agreement
with eqn. 1+.6.11 and completely different from the relation given by
X
2
eqn. U.6.6 in which AF varies as B. _ . This confirms that at these levelsml
the accuracy is independant of CNR and therefore set by Doppler broadening.
When the signal from the frequency discriminator was observed 
without vibrations but under conditions of strong limiting several spikes 
were noticeable, Fig. 6.5*2. These are presumed to be due to phase jumps 
in the received signal, which results in spiky noise. This suggests that 
hard limiting to remove amplitude fluctuations cannot improve sensitivity 
because "phase noise" is present.
6.5.3 Typical Vibration Measurements
The purpose of this experiment was not to measure vibrations of 
different objects, but by simulation to show signals of the type one would 
obtain measuring real vibrations. A full analysis of the signals obtained 
from vibrating turbine blades is given in Appendix C.
Vibrations were again introduced into the system by vibrating the 
reference mirror but to obtain low frequency vibrations of 10 ~ 50 Hz an 
electric motor was used, and for frequencies 50 Hz ~ U000 Hz a loudspeaker 
system was used. The construction of the driving arrangements is described 
in Chapter 5* Only small velocities of vibrations were measured because
Photograph (a)
ordinate - 50m V/div 
abscissa - 10psec/d iv
Photograph (b)
ordinate: upper trace 5V /d iv
low er trace 50m V/div 
abscissa: 0*1 m se c /d iv
Fig. 6. 5.2 Output signal from  frequency discrim inator 
showing narrow pulse (phase noise) due to 
phase jumps
Photograph (b), upper trace shows 
corresponding frequency d isc rim in a tion  
input signal
when the mirror is driven with large velocities, large misalignments are 
introduced, so that optical mixing is only possible during parts of the 
vibration cycle and substantial amplitude modulation of the signal is 
present.
Typical results are shown in Figs. 6.5.3. and 6.5.1*.
For vibration frequencies above 200 Hz a single blade is observed, 
for frequencies below 200 Hz the signal from several consecutive blades 
is recorded, and this type of vibration simulates vibration of the whole 
turbine rather than of a single blade.
The photographs show velocity versus time. The frequency of
vibrations is evident from the time base but the peak amplitude of
vibration, A must be calculated from
V
A = / V sinoot dt = — coswt
' p 0)
where V is the peak velocity and m is the frequency of vibrations.
P
The problem of aliasing is discussed in Appendix C.
ordinate - 0*2V /d iv 
abscissa - lO m se c /d iv
frequency - 45Hz 
amplitude - 0*158mm
ordinate - 0 * lV /d iv  
abscissa - 0’ 5m sec /d iv
frequency - 400Hz 
am plitude - 9 p m
Fig. 6. 5 .3  Output signal from frequency discrim inator
showing typical vibrations
ordinate - lOOmV/div 
abscissa - 0*5m sec/d iv
frequency - 800Hz 
amplitude - 4pm
ordinate - lOOmV/div 
abscissa - 0*5m sec/d iv
frequency - 2000Hz 
amplitude - 0*8pm
ordinate - lOOmV/div 
abscissa - 0*5 m s e c /d iv
frequency - 3000 Hz 
am plitude - 0°53pm
Fig. 6. 5 .4  Output signal from frequency discrim inator showing
typical vibrations
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APPENDIX A
CALCULATION OF ELECTRONIC MIXING IN AVALANCHE 
PHOTODIODES
Calculation of Values of the Fourier Coefficients
The values of coefficients a , a, are calculated from (78)o 1
(■ . :■
1 7T
ao = “  / Aml“7r
1 11a^ = — / f(x) cosx dx A.2
-TT
Avalanche photodiode current gain is given by (eqn. 3.^.8.)
f (cot) * M (cot) = ----- ------  A.3
A - D coscot
and evaluation of coefficients aQ, and a^ is limited to solving the 
following integrals
= -  i f  a(mt) _  2 /  a(wt) j. 2 .
TT J “  _  j "* . A.
0 O A - D coscot) o A - D coscot (A2-D2)2
271“
a = ^  J _£QSoyt = I {A (A2-D2)“^  -1} A.5
o A-D coscot
Calculation of the Mean Square Value of Shot Noise
The mean square value of shot noise over one period of the 
local oscillator is given by
i 27r
J  = 2 e xdo f dC^) A -6
O
where M(cot) is given by eqn. A. 3* Calculation--of shot noise is 
limited to solving the above integral. For values of n = 2 and n = 3
a ready solution can be obtained from tables of integrals (101)
for n = 3
1_ 2ev d(cot) 2 A2 + D2 A j
27F o (A - D coscot)3 2(A2 - D2)V*
for n = 2
P<rr
i_ f  — m i —  = — a— _  a.8
o (A - D cosipt)2 (A2 - D2) 4
For n = 2.5 the general solution is much more complex and is given by
dx 2 /a + b 1 *fa & 9a ) - ka-Djttrv’g
A.9
/ -----32----   =  ± - 1*-------{ ImEtf-,? (a- jP^-r)}
(a + b cosx) 2 3(a2 * b2)2 £
2b __  5a2 - b2 + 1+ abcosx. sinx
(3(a2 “ b2)2 (a + bcosx) 2
where F(|s f ) and E(—■s**) are elliptic integrals and r = ( §^
For x = TT and small values of r both functions can be approximated 
by ~  and
Ott 1
1 I a((tft)_______  „ 3(A + D) (A -I- D ) 2 A>10
2lr o (A - D coswt)^ ''2 3 (a2 - D2)2
APPENDIX B
OPTICAL RECEIVER PARAMETERS OPTIMIZATION
Optimum Bean Splitting for Receiver with Photomultiplier or p-j-n 
Photodiode
The SNR given by eqn. ^.H.8 is differentiated
S = PH (m - m2)
N G {m (c-1) + 1 +
g
dV  _ PH( 1-gm) (G(m(c-l) + l) + Q.c) - PH(m-m2)g(c-l)) 
13111 {G (m(? - 1) + 1) + Q?}2
1
for a photomultiplier Q «  1
1m , opt A  +■ 1
B.l.
B.2,
Equating to zero.
m2 (S-l) + 2m (l + QC) - (l + QC) = 0 B.3.
_ -(1 + ae)±{(i + QC)<(1 + Qc) + (c - i))>2 B ^
°pt ; !
B.5.
Optimization of the Optical Receiver Using an Avalanche Photodiode 
The SNR is given by eqn. l+.l+.l^ .
S s PH M2(m - m2)__________
N G {Mn (m(c - 1) + 1) + QC>
After differentiating with respect to M and m separately and 
equating each to zero the equations are solved simultaneously.
-U)
d £)N
d M = 0
d (l}
(i) ‘(-(n-2) M*1"3 (m(c-l)}-(n-2) rf1"3 + 2M~3 Qc)(m-m2) = 0
B.T.
B.8.
(lij (l-2m) {M11”2 m( c -l) + M*1"2 + M~2 Q£> 
-(mMn‘"2 - m2^ *"2) (C"l) = 0
B.9.
from (B.8)
from (B.9)
2_£L
(n-2) {(c~l) m+1}
m2 (5-l) + 2m (1+ %  - (X + ^  ) = 0 
*r ir
substituting B.IO into B.ll and rewriting
B.IO,
B.ll.
m2 2(C“1) (n-l) - m{(n-2)(c*-l) -2n} -n = 0
nopt
B.12,
B.13.
where
Z = (£-1) (n-2) - 2n
Y = M s “l) (n“l) 
optimum current gain is given "by substituting eqn. B.13 into B.IO
B.lU.
Mopt
2Q.C
(n-2) ( U “l) KLQpt + 1}
B.15.
APPENDIX C
ANALYSIS OF SIGNAL FROM ROTATING TURBINE
Consider a turbine consisting of p blades rotating at 
N rev/sec. To measure the vibration of any one blade the maximum 
time of measurement available or sampling time per revolution is
and sampling points are spaced T^ = ~ sec apart.
The following different types of signals can be expected 
from the vibrating blade (Fig. C.l).
(a) Vibration period, T is smaller than sampling time, Tg.
The waveform is taken directly off a photograph and 
velocity derived from voltage via the known characteristic 
of the frequency discriminator.
(b) Vibration period, T is larger than sampling time T .s
In this case only a part of a sine wave can be observed,
but from this amplitude and frequency can be calculated.
Consider a sine wave of the form
Z = Aq + A sin (cot + <{>)
One needs at least V points to fully determine this function. 
Consider four equispaced samples, T^ apart
zo A + A 0 sin (cot + *)
zi
= A + A o sin (cot + (f> + a)
Z2
= A + A sin o (cot +
({) + 2a)
Z3
= A + A o sin (cot + <t> + 3a)
a
27T Tr coTrT
a) Ts > T t Tr > T
b) Ts < T. Tr > T
c) Ts «  Tr «  T
d) T g «  T < Tr
FIG. C.l SIGNALS F R O M  ROTATING TURBINE
The solution to these equations gives
cosa = Zo * Z2 - 21 - S  
2 (Z1 - Z )
C.1+.
Z + “ 2Z_ cosa
o  2  1  n  r-A = ------------------- C.5»o 2(1 - cosa)
(Z0 - Z )2 + (^Z_ ~ A )2 sin2a 2 
A = ---§--- 2------- 1--- 2--------  c>6>
sin a
Z - A
sin <f> =--— ---- —  C.T*
A
The vibration frequency is found from
a C.8.
2ir Tr
(c). Sampling period, T^ is much smaller than vibration 
period, T. From sampling theory: ’If a function f(t) 
contains no frequencies higher than W Hz, it is completely 
determined by giving its ordinates at a series of points 
spaced sec. apart.'
Sinbe the sampling points are spaced T^ ® ~ sec apart.
it is possible to determine a frequency of vibration
Nless than — Hz.
(d) Sampling period, T^ is larger than vibration period T. 
Consider a sine wave, with n sampling points spaced T^ 
sec. apart. The sampling period Ty can be written as
T = T (k + c) C.9.r
where k is an integer.
The values of the function at each point are
Z = A + A sin (wt + c|>). o . o
: : : c.io.
Z = A + A sin {art + <{> + 2tt (k + c) n} n o
The solution of these equations is identical to that in case
(b), but the value of a is ambiguous , now being given by
a as qjT s 2ff (k + c ) 
r
where cos 2ttc is given by eqn. C.k,
The vibration frequency is
f = — c-11>
2n T. Tr r
One set of results thus gives an equation in two unknowns,
k and T*
T = (k + c) T C.12.r
When the turbine speed changes slightly, a different sampling 
period T^ occurs and a different c value results, but k and 
T remain approximately the same, giving
T 1 = (k + c1) T C.13.r
The integer k can how be found from
T 'c ~ T c’ 
k = - 2 -----
Because turbines change speed continuously, this condition is 
not difficult to meet. In practice (for k = k) & 1% fluctuation in 
speed gives a readily observable change in c.
APPENDIX D
SCOTCHLITE
Scotchlite (7*0 (100) is made of glass spheres of refractive
index n^, metal plated over part of their surface. The path of a
typical ray is shown in Fig. D.l. The incident and emerging rays make
an angle 2e. This angle is defined as a function of the angle of
incidence a and n byr *
e = a - 23* sina = n sin3 D.l.r
It becomes zero for the value of the refractive index given by
n ~ 1/2 (l + cosa) D.2.ro
For an incident beam of parallel rays and nro - 1.88, 50% of the 
energy intercepted by the sphere corresponds to all rays whose incidence 
a ranges between o - k5°* The corresponding reflected light is 
containing within a cone of angle he = 1*°. Scotchlite is a co-operative
target but has much lower reflectivity than a corner cube. Still, it can 
improve reflectivity by 10 - 100 times compared with metal surfaces.
eflectin
rface
APPENDIX E
OPTIMIZATION OF THE FOCUSED SPOT DIAMETER
The total Doppler broadened bandwidth is given by (eqn. U.2.21).
,2
BD
from
P tH 2 +Hr-) j “-1-
where V is an angular velocity, v- is transverse velocity.
After differentiating the optimum spot diameter is calculated
p  ^8 it/2 d . “vt n -p. „
f z  j r  -  0 E - 2 -
V  E-3.s-r
Calculation of the Effective Value of Transverse Velocity v^
Consider the component of velocity lying in the horizontal 
plane, Fig. E.l.
- v sin a 
vt ” sin •■{
The effective spot diameter in this plane is
v liH j •  *T 1
a' = — e .5.
sin y
The Doppler bandwidth is then
B , = -Y...sin._a., = _7eh_ E-6_
D d d
where v , is the effective horizontal transverse velocity referred to . eh
the spot diameter d. In the vertical plane Fig. E.2 . .transverse velocity 
is given by
v. = v tan 3 E.T*u
b la d e
la s e r
l i g h t
FIG. E. 1 B E A M  - T U R B I N E  G E O M E T R Y  IN A  
H O R I Z O N T A L  P L A N E
v
L A SE R
FIG. E. 2 B E A M - T U R B I N E  G E O M E T R Y  IN .A 
V E R T I C A L  P L A N E
The effective spot size diameter is
d' = -- E.8.
cos 3
and the Doppler bandwidth is consequently
„ _ vtan 3 cos B _ v sinB _ Vev E.9»
D d = d ~ d
where v is the effective vertical transverse velocity, 
ev
The effective resultant velocity for substitution into eqn. E.3. is 
given by
v 2 s v 2 + v 2 E.10.
et eh ev
v . = (v2 sin23 v2£'in2a)^ E.ll.6x1
v . = v(sin23 + sin2a)5 E.12.et
After substituting v - Yr the optimum focused spot diameter <*0 ^ 
is then
d =  ( ■" (sin2a + sin23)^)5 E.13.
opt 2
It is noted that d , is independant of the angle y . opt
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Vibrations of Turbine Blades measured 
by Means of a Laser
A r e l i a b l e  m ethod of measuring the vibrations of the  
blades of a turbine while in motion is needed1. A non- 
contact m ethod is clearly preferable, to  one involving 
transducers (such as strain  gauges .coupled to  slip-rings 
or m iniature transm itters). W e have been investigating 
the  possibility of using a  laser Doppler system  for such a 
measurem ent. 1
The arrangem ent is shown in block diagram  form in 
Fig. 1, and  is the  optical analogue of a microwave Doppler 
radar. In  th is system  the  coherent light from  a  Helium- 
Neon laser is focused on to  a  m oving blade to  which has 
been attached  a small piece of ‘Scotchlite’ adhesive tape 
which acts as a slightly cooperative target, and  conse­
quently  also serves as a convenient stroboscope. The 
back-scatter—which is shifted in frequency b y  the 
Doppler effect—is com pared a t a  photodetector w ith “the 
light from  a  reference mirror, the  whole forming a two- 
beam  interferometer.
The current in the  photodetector lia s  a  component a t 
the difference frequency of the  two beams (tha t is, the  
Doppler frequency) and th is  component is amplified in 
a  tuned  interm ediate frequency amplifier. F rom  there 
it is passed through a  lim iter to  a  frequency discrim inator 
which converts frequency to  voltage. A lthough a separate 
local oscillator w ith a fixed frequency offset is not used, the 
receiver is a  true  superheterodyne as distinct from the 
more usual homodyne type used in optical receiving 
systems. The centre frequency of the  interm ediate 
frequency amplifier is chosen equal to  th a t of the average 
Doppler shift, caused by a  blade during its period of 
observation, and  its bandw idth is sufficiently wide to  
accommodate all Doppler frequencies encountered while 
the blade sweeps through the  angle 0. In  our case th is 
bandw idth is 2 MHz, which is considerably greater th an  
th a t of conventional homodyne laser volocimeters used- 
for measuring small velocities2-3.
Fig. 2 shows a typical m easurem ent. The blades under 
observation were ro tating  a t 900 r.p.m . and a t the  peri­
phery  the ir velocity was about 10 m/s. The ordinate 
represents a deviation in velocity from some fixed value 
close to  10 m/s. In  th e  figure the  variation is equivalent 
to  a  vibration of the tu rb ine blades a t a frequency of 
17*5 H z, of peak velocity ±4-0  cm/s and of am plitude 
0*36 m m . (A change in velocity of 4-0 cm/s is equivalent
Re
fe
re
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e
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Fig. 2. Oscillograph showing variation of the relative velocity of the 
turbine blades with respect to a reference mirror. Abscissa, 50 ms per 
division; ordinate, 29 mm/s per division.
to  a  change in D opp ler frequency  o f 118 kH z.) T he 
trace  is m ade  up of a  series o f vertica l lines, each of w hich 
is tre a te d  as a  single sam ple an d  is th e  velocity  o f a  b lade  
averaged  over th e  angle 0. In  general th e  dev ia tion  
recorded in th is  m anner could  be th e  resu lt of changes in 
tu rb in e  speed, v ib ra tions o f th e  m oun tings or v ib ra tions 
of th e  b lades them selves.
T he engineering p aram eters  of im portance  w ere a 
con tinuous laser pow er of 0-5 m W  an d  w aveleng th  6328 A. 
T he in te rm ed ia te  frequency  w as 30 M Hz an d  th e  b a n d ­
w id th  2 M H z, th e  o u tp u t tim e  co n stan t 20 [is an d  th e  
d iscrim inato r ch aracteristic  1-15 m V /kH z.
In te rp re ta tio n  of resu lts  is n o t a lw ays easy  because 
d a ta  are  only  availab le  as a  series of sam ples, an d  i t  is 
desirable to  be able to  exam ine th e  de ta il inside th e  sam ple. 
A t p resen t th is  is difficult to  do because o f th e  large flu c tu ­
ations in th e  signal s tren g th  caused b y  th e  effects o f th e  
‘S co tch lite ’, in sp ite  o f  th e  use o f a  lim iter of large dynam ic 
range. R em oval o f th e  ‘S co tch lite ’ an d  reliance on back- 
sca tte r  from  th e  b lade  itse lf reduce th e  fluc tuation  to  
m anageable  p roportions b u t only  a t  th e  cost of signal to  
noise ra tio .
In  conclusion, th e  m ethod  shows prom ise. T echniques 
are  availab le  to  im prove th e  signal s treng th . T he use of 
an  electronic local oscillator an d  m ixer w ould  m ake p o s­
sible m easurem en ts on tu rb in es o f any  velocity  using a 
single fixed in te rm ed ia te  frequency am plifier. Sm aller 
v ib ra tions can easily be m easured  b y  stopping  dow n th e  
electronic ban d w id th  to  im prove th e  signal to  noise ra tio .
W e thank  members of the staff of the Electrical E ngin­
eering D epartm ent, University of Surrey, for help and  
practical assistance, particularly Professor D. R'. Chick 
forAiis support, and  Professor j .  M. Zarek and  members 
of th e  Mechanical Engineering D epartm ent for discussion.
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y  W. K . K u l c z y k
D epartm ent of E lectrical and  Control Engineering, 
U niversity of Surrey, /
Guildford, Surrey. .
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Letter
Laser measurements of Vibrations on 
Rotating Objects
Vibrations on the blades set the limit on the 
performance of high speed turbines and com­
pressors and consequently their measurement is 
o f great importance. A t present strain gauges or 
magnetic pickups are used, but a better non- 
contact method is desirable and this can be pro­
vided by a laser doppler system of the type 
described here. To be useful the instrument 
should have the versatility to make measure­
ments on blades moving with speeds anywhere 
up to 300 m/s, giving D oppler frequencies up to 
1000 MHz, and to discriminate superimposed 
vibration velocities of, say, 30 cm/s, equivalent 
to deviations in frequency of ±  1 MHz.
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the instru­
ment. The laser is a 1 mW He-Ne type operating 
a t 6328 A. The optical system is fairly conven­
tional, but the target is, o f course, non-specular 
and consequently the signal is provided by 
scatter from the moving blade. The arrangement 
o f half- and quarter-wave plates and analyser is 
used to provide a ready adjustm ent of the rela­
tive magnitudes o f the reference and signal 
beams in order to optimise signal to noise ratio 
under any particular set o f operating conditions. 
The optics is designed to satisfy the Van-Cittert 
Zernike criterion and requires a depth o f focus 
equal to the distance moved by a blade while 
under observation. A facility exists to vibrate the 
reference m irror in order to provide an inde­
pendent calibration of the system although this is 
not strictly necessary since the laser wavelength 
is known and the transfer function relating fre­
quency at the input to voltage at the output can 
be calibrated electronically.
The electronic system m ust cope with a 
number of problems peculiar to the special situa­
tion. Because the target is a random  scatterer the 
available signal is low, moreover the signal 
fluctuates extensively in amplitude. Also, because 
the blade sweeps quickly through the beam, only 
a short integration time is available. It is not 
possible to integrate from one revolution to the 
next since vibrations are not in general syn­
chronous with rotational speed. A t the same 
time the electronic bandwidth must be sufficient 
to cope with quite large frequency changes. The 
situation is, therefore, quite different from  that 
encountered when, for instance, turbulence in 
gases is being observed and time resolution is not 
required. U nder such conditions narrow  elec­
tronic bandwidths and long integration times are 
permissible.
An avalanche photodiode has been used as a 
detector. It is followed by a matching network 
feeding a high gain tuned 30 M Hz interm ediate 
frequency amplifier o f bandwidth 2 M H z, a 
limiter, a frequency discriminator and a filter. 
When the target speed is 10 m/s the doppler shift 
is roughly 30 M H z and the beat between the two 
beams incident upon the photodetector passes 
straight through the tuned amplifier. Small varia­
tions in velocity appear as frequency m odulation 
and are converted into voltages by the dis­
criminator.
In order to make measurements for other 
average values of blade velocity it is necessary to 
beat the photodetector doppler signal w ith a 
local oscillator to derive a signal at the correct
J = L  T*
d i s p l a yr e q . d e t .m a t c h i n g
Figure 1 System  Block Diagram.
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Figure 2 S ignal amplitude; ordinate 50 mv/div., a b sc issa  
0.5 ms/div.
Figure 3 Signal amplitude; ordinate 50 mv/div., a b sc issa  
20 /zs/div.
frequency for the i.f. amplifier, 30 M Hz. This 
can be done by feeding the output from  the 
photodetector to a conventional mixer driven by 
an oscillator a t the appropriate frequency. U n­
fortunately, this necessitates matching the photo­
diode output over a  wide frequency range. A n 
alternative solution has therefore been adopted, 
this is to use the photodetector also as an elec­
tronic mixer by applying a local oscillator to the 
bias circuit o f the diode. W ith this technique it 
is only necessary to match the photodetector to 
an i.f. amplifier at one frequency; no wide band 
amplification is required nor wideband matching 
to a mixer. The noise performance o f the system 
is comparable to that using a conventional mixer 
a t a  spot frequency and matched, narrow band, 
a t tha t frequency.
Because the target is a “ rough” scatterer the 
receiving aperture is in effect being swept by a 
speckle pattern. Although the required velocity
178
inform ation is contained in the frequency o f the 
signal the amplitude fluctuations can have a dis­
torting effect. Fig. 2 shows a typical example o f 
the variation in amplitude of the i.f. signal as one 
blade o f a model turbine sweeps through the 
beam  and fig. 3 shows a part o f the same signal 
on a  faster time base. A n electronic lim iter can 
remove part o f the effect bu t no t all o f it. The 
filter a t the output is designed to pass only those 
frequencies o f interest in vibration analysis, bu t 
inevitably the amplitude fluctuations have some 
components which pass through the filter to  
distort the output.
Fig. 4 shows the variation in velocity when a 
single blade sweeps through the beam. In this 
figure one division of the ordinate represents 
deviations in velocity o f 1 cm/s. The vibration 
thus visible is a t a frequency o f 2 kH z and 
consequently its amplitude is deduced to be
0.7 /xm.
Figure 4 Blade vibration; ordinate 1 cm /s/d iv ., ab­
sc is sa  0.5 ms/div.
Figure 5 Turbine vibration; ordinate 2 cm /s/d iv ., ab­
sc is sa  5 m s/div.
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Fig. 5 shows a case where the vibration 
frequency is too low to  be observed on a single 
pass o f the blade. In  this case it  is likely to 
represent a  vibration o f the whole turbine rather 
than blade vibration.
14 August 1970 w. K. KULCZYK
Q. V. DAVIS
University o f  Surrey 
Guildford, Surrey 
UK
In d e x in g  te rm s : A v a la n c h e  d iodes, P h o to d io d es , M ix e r s ,  
O p tic a l-c o m m u n ic a tio n  eq u ip m e n t
Application of a local oscillator to an avalanche photodiode 
enables it to be used as an electronic mixer when demodulating 
optical signals varying in amplitude. In an optical heterodyne 
receiver the diode performs both optical and electronic mixing. 
Experiments are described which show that very low con­
version losses are possible. The method has significant 
advantages over more conventional techniques.
The avalanche photodiode is the most promising solid-state 
photodetector, having internal current gain, that has yet been 
developed. Its high quantum efficiency and superior 
frequency response make it preferable to the photomultiplier 
for many applications. The gain-bandwidth product of the 
device can be as large as 100 GHz; so substantial gain can be 
achieved at microwave frequencies.1,2
The gain is achieved by ionising collisions in the lattice in 
a strong electric field and can be characterised in terms of a 
current multiplication factor3 M  given by
M = 1
M  = K  1 — ( V - V o ) r 1(VB- V 0 (1)
where
K = constant 
V = operating bias voltage
0-5
w vlo v
Fig. 1 Gain/voltage characteristic of an avalanche photodiode
V0 = bias voltage at which avalanche effects become 
noticeable
VB = bias voltage for breakdown
Fig. 1 is a diode characteristic curve plotted in the form 
1/M against V. It shows eqn. 1 to be valid but with deviations 
at large values of M  because the gain cannot, of course, go to 
infinity.
An interesting situation arises when one wishes to detect 
modulation on an optical carrier. Suppose that the modula­
tion frequency is f x. Two effects are observed when a local- 
oscillator voltage at frequency f 2 is superimposed on the
frequencies ( f x± f 2) can be detected in the diode current. 
This is consequential on the relationship of eqn. 1. The 
same applies when the incident light consists of two coherent 
optical carriers separated in frequency by f x. This means 
that the diode can be used at one and the same time as both 
an optical and an electronic mixer. The block diagram of a 
system is shown in Fig. 2.
Using eqn. 1, the conversion loss L  for electronic mixing 
can be calculated by a Fourier analysis. We define L  as the 
ratio itf 2/ii2 where ix is the output signal current at frequency 
/ i  and iif is the intermediate-frequency current, in both 
cases when a specified local-oscillator voltage is applied.
The analysis gives
In this expression, VLO is the peak local-oscillator voltage 
and Vc is a correction voltage required to account for the fact 
that in a real diode the gain does not go to infinity at break­
down as implied by eqn. 1.
A series of experiments has been carried out to confirm 
eqn. 2. A KDP modulator was used to modulate ths output 
of a He-Ne laser at 70 MHz to a depth of 1-10%. The local 
oscillator was operated at 100 MHz to give an i.f. output of 
30 MHz. The i.f. was fed through a matching network to a 
narrowband timed amplifier followed by a wave analyser 
(Fig. 2). To avoid electrical coupling between transmitter 
and receiver, the laser, modulator and its driving circuitry 
were all placed in an electrically screened room. The receiver 
was outside, and the laser beam projected through, a 
ventilation hole.
The results are shown in Fig. 3 together with two sets of 
theoretical curves: a is the predicted result for a  theoretically 
ideal diode whose current increases asymptotically to infinity 
as predicted by eqn. 1. In this case eqn. 2 uses a value 
Vc = 0; b is the predicted result using an appropriate value 
of Vc derived from the measured current/voltage characteristic 
of an actual diode. The curves show very satisfactory. 
agreement between theory and experiment.
Under normal conditions, - the local-oscillator voltage 
should lie in the range VLO < (VB—V),  but, in the experi­
ments, it was found possible to apply nominally greater 
voltages. In this condition, the smallest conversion losses 
were obtained, but at the cost of signal/noise ratio.
The advantages of this method of frequency selection by 
local-oscillator tuning are considerable. The alternative is to 
follow the photodetector by a broadband amplifier or mixer. 
In practice it is very much easier to match the output of the 
detector to an amplifier using a relatively narrow bandwidth 
selective circuit of fixed frequency.
A future paper will analyse the operation of the detector in 
greater detail and will examine the question of signal/noise 
ratio.
The photodiodes used in these experiments were made by 
SERL, Baldock. A commercial detector was found to be un­
suitable owing to instability in the level of dark current, which 
increased greatly with aging.
The authors wish to thank J. Raines of the Services 
Electronic Research Laboratories, Baldock, for the loan 
of the diodes.
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Introduction
The increasing interest in lasers and semi 
conductor light emitting diodes for 
communication at optical and near infra-red 
wavelengths has developed a need for 
improvements in detection techniques.
One particular problem is to demodulate 
a weak optical carrier having modulation which 
could lie anywhere in a very wide frequency 
range but lying at any one time in a com­
paratively narrow working bandwidth.
The application is equivalent to the recep­
tion of a radio signal over a wide tuning 
range with a photodiode replacing the 
antenna. A receiver can be realised either
oby broad-band radio-frequency amplification 
or by frequency conversion of the signal in 
a tunable mixer for amplification at a fixed 
intermediate frequency. The photodetector, 
can. be a photomultiplier, PIN photodiode or 
an avalanche photodiode. Photomultipliers 
are generally somewhat restricted in fre­
quency response and have a low quantum 
efficiency in the infra-red. They are also 
less convenient than solid state devices.
h
or the detection of small signals photo- 
iodes suffer limitations due to the pre­
sence of thermal noise in the following 
lplifiers
The solution described here has been
1briefly described previously. It is to use 
a photodetector having current gain which 
varies according to the applied bias vol­
tage & to modulate this gain using a local 
oscillator superimposed on the fixed bias. 
In this way the photodetector performs the 
function of an electronic mixer simultan­
eously with its function as an optical 
detector. Its output can be at a fixed, 
low intermediate frequency.
Matching between the diode and its follow­
ing amplifier is therefore only necessary 
over the i.f. band.
. SNR of a photo-diode-amplifier combination 
Consider the generalised optical receiver
system shown in fig.l. It consists of two 
current sources - a d.c. source and an RMS 
signal current followed by elements repre­
senting the photodetector, a coupling cir­
cuit and an amplifier. The d.c. source is 
responsible for shot noise and the signal 
current is assumed noiseless. For an ideal
n :lldc
'Noise F igu re  F
Fig . 1
(S/N).n = (2eID C Af). (1)
a real system subject to thermal noise 
ects, the SNR at the amplifier output is 
raded and following microwave practice a 
tern Noise Figure, F , is defined such
s '  (S/H)in/(S/N)ouf (2)
will be used as the criterion of system 
formance throughout this paper. This 
terion is not concerned with the quantum 
iciency of conversion of optical radia- 
n to electric current - an unnecessary 
plication in the present context. It 
o suffers from the limitation that it 
be dependent on signal level, 
the system of fig 1. the output SNR in 
arrow band Af, is
S/N)
I R s s
out 2 el^_ Af R + 4kTFAf DC s
(3)
re F is the appropriate amplifier noise
ure. For an amplifier with minimum
se figure F , achieved when facing a
rce of resistance R * the actual noiseopt
ure will be
= 1 + | (F - IV n2R Ro I opt + s (4)
R n2Rs opt
uming the diode is coupled to the 
lifier by an ideal transformer of ratio
and for a system having Rg matched to R0pt
i.e. n2 = R /R , equation (5) reduces to s opt
F = 1 + 2kT F
eIDC Rs
(6)
When not matched but when R /n2 »  Rs opt
equation (5) becomes
F = 1 + (F - 1) kT s o
DC opt
(7)
Equation (5) can be written in the form
F = 1 + Q s
(8)
where Q is the ratio of thermal noise power 
to shot noise at the amplifier output-. Fg 
is thus easily measurable by measuring noise 
power ratios only.
Examination of (6) and (7) shows that a hig
source resistance is desirable and even und
unmatched conditions Fg is small provided
R can be made large. However, band- 
opt
width may impose a limitation. Even 
supposing the amplifier has a purely real 
input impedance, R , for a simple tuned
cL
circuit the bandwidth will be given by
B = i _  fi +i _  l
2"C. |R n2R J (9)B u s a
This imposes a limit on the turns ratio,
n:-
R
n2 « (2tt C Rg B - 1)
a
(1
For wide bandwidths matching may-therefore 
be impossible.
ations (1) and (3) give for the system 
se figure 2
multiplication takes place in an aval- 
che photodiode and the current flow under 
ese conditions will be referred to as the 
asic" current. When the bias is in­
eased multiplication takes place and the 
rrent increases by a factor M; this 
rrent will be called the nactual" current, 
e inverse of the current gain M of a 
pical avalanche photodiode is plotted 
ainst bias voltage in fig.2 which also 
fines several symbols used in the analy- 
’ s.
max
r a bias voltage V, M is given by 
M » 1, V ^ V
M » K 1 - V-V -V 
\ o c
V V Vo
y'-i ( I D
ere K is a constant, V_ is the breakdownu
ltage, V *= K(V -V )/M , and M isc B o max max
e value of M at breakdown, 
unity gain the shot noise in a band-
dth B, is given by the well known 
pression
approximately
i" « 2e I_0 BH11 n DC
where is the "basic" direct current 
and n lies in the region 2.3 to 4. n is
not a constant, it is to some extent depen
3 . . .dant on M and on the level of illummatio
To measure n, the diode current 1 ^
is measured, 1^  say, for a given level of
illumination with M ** 1. Bias is then
applied to set the required value of M, an
the output noise measured. The bias is
removed returning M to unity and the
illumination increased until output noise
returns to its previous value. The diode
current is again measured,-1^ say.
The noise is given by
i2 « 2e I. BM0- « 2e I0B, n - l 2
from which n can be determined.
The diode used in these experiments had a 
range of values of n from 2.6, for large 
values of M, to 2.8 for small values of M. 
The experiments were carried out using 
light of X *= 6328A, not the wavelength for 
which the diodes were designed and this 
accounts for the somewhat high values of n. 
4. Mixing In Avalanche Photodiodes
4.1 Conversion loss 
When a sinusoidal local oscillator voltage 
is impressed on the diode bias as indicated 
in fig.2 current gain varies according to 
the equation
7
the light intensity is itself carrying 
dulation at a signal frequency say,
en the photocurrent is 
i « I M(wt) cos t) (13)
d contains components Io at the signal 
equency, and I^, at the intermediate 
equency (ui - w^) .
uation (13) can be expanded in a Fourier
ries, analytically or graphically, and
nee the components can be found and the
xer conversion loss, L, determined. L
2 2defined here as the ratio of I.- /I ,if s
both cases when a specified local oscill- 
or voltage is applied. L is given in 
cibels by
L^b « 8.6 cosh y ^B V+Vc ) (14)
V.LO
4.2 Signal to noise ratio 
e shot noise current in the photodiode in 
bandwidth B is given by 2elp£ BMn when
£ is the basic direct current. When M is
ried by the use of a local oscillator the
ot noise in a band centred on the inter-
diate frequency will be affected. It can
determined by calculating its mean
uare value over a complete cycle of the 
4cal oscillator , and is thus:
(if) = 2ffZeIDC B <ut) d(Bt> (15>
ere H is given by equation 12. 
e integral has been solved for the values 
3 and n « 2.5 and the noise figure of
mixing process calculated. The 
ults are plotted in fig.3 for a typical
Noise Figure of Photodiode 
Mixing Process
n = 2*5
lOdB
n =
20dB
Bias V = 100 Volts 
V = 142 Volts30dB.
LO
RMSFig. 3
For any given bias voltage V there exists 
an optimum value of VTn for best SNR givenLiU
by
VTri » 0.67 (V -V+V ), n « 3 LO B c
VT_ « 0.75 (V -V+V ), n *= 2.5.LO B c
Under these conditions i.f. signal power
and noise power are proportional to 
r2(i) S »= 0.26 M
N » 5 .32 M3 
(ii) S b 0.48
,2.5
n
n b 2.5
N « 8.8 M
where the value of M is set by the fixed 
bias, V, (eqn 11).
4.3 Measurements of SNR 
The noise of the diode as mixer was 
measured by the arrangement shown in fig.4, 
using a HeNe laser at X = 6328A, modulated 
at a signal frequency of 70 MHz.
The local oscillator was at 100 MHz and th
eiver m e  rormer was placed m  an eiec- 
cally screened room and the beam shone 
ough a ventilation hole.
ed
power
m eter
bias
supply
matching
network am plifier
avalanche
photodiode
local
oscillator
. procedure adopted was to measure the 
put SNR first using a 30 MHz signal with- 
electronic mixing and to follow this 
h a measurement using a 70 MHz signal 
converted to 30 MHz. The laser beam 
er and depth of modulation were kept con- 
nt throughout. The measurements were 
e at a level at which shot noise greatly 
eeded thermal noise and the effects of 
k current were insignificant, 
experimental results are also shown in 
.3, and may be taken to represent a value 
n around 2.6 - 2.8. The measured noise 
ure lies somewhere between those pre­
ted for n « 2.5 and n «= 3, as may be 
ected.
tern Analysis
5,1 System noise figures
tern Noise Figures can be derived (i) for
avalanche photodiode followed by an
lifier, F A and (ii) acting as a mixer 
8
procedure leading to equations (5), (6), (7) 
and (8), the system noise figure is
s,A = \  (m" + Q) (16)M
where Q is defined as in equations (5) and 
(8), i.e. Q is the ratio of thermal to shot 
noise of the basic current.
(ii) For the mixer, the system noise figure 
is
s,M
s,M
0.26M
^5.32Mn + Q j , n = 3 )
— — f 8.8Mn + Q ) , n *= 2.5) 
0.48M '
Q is here defined in the same way.
5.2 Optimum gain
To minimise the noise figures the optimum
value of current gain is given by,
for the amplifier
kl/n
(17)
h  = ( 2a
opt V, n-<
for the mixer
Mopt (_____  1 • n
\ 5.32(n-2)/
Mopt
2Q y/n 
\l/n2Q
-8.8(n-2) 
5.3 System comparison
, n ** 2.5
To compare the two systems an example has 
been chosen at the limit most favourable 
to the mixer.
Consider (i) an avalanche photodiode oper­
ating over a very wide bandwidth. It 
drives a conventional mixer at an impedance 
level of 50 ft and noise figure 10 db 
followed by a relatively low frequency i.f. 
amplifier, (ii) an avalanche photodiode 
acting as its own mixer, down-converting
plifier of noise figure 2db. The photo- 
ode now drives a low frequency, narrow 
md amplifier to which it can be matched.
low frequencies Rg for the diode will be 
igh, say 500 kft.
ppose the "basic" direct current to be that
quivalent to 1 nu> of incident light, the
ptimum value of M for the amplifier is
practicably large and it must be
estricted to some lower working value. A
ood figure for reliable operation is 100.
or the mixer the optimum value is very
uch lower, M . * 11.2.opt
he system noise figures are
(i) Amplifier Fg ^ » 5,860
(ii) Mixer F „ « 77s,M
The mixer is thus better in this instance 
by a factor of about 76 or approximately 
19 db.
Conclusions
For low level operation over narrow band- 
widths the mixing mode of an avalanche 
photodiode offers some advantages in SNR, 
but more important it permits operation at 
relatively low gain values where thermal 
instabilities are not evident. It also 
enables one to work at relatively low fre­
quencies only, where the diode admittance 
is low and amplifiers perform more 
satisfactorily.
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